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INTRODUCTION

This study focuses in depth on what nine diverse institutions of

higher education have done about urban problems which exist at their

doorsteps, Specifically, each of the institutions which we selected for

inclusion in our report is doing an outstanding job in one or several

areas of urban, community and minority education, research or service.

3n addition, the Administration of each institution has made a firm com-

mitment to the urban crisis. Criteria for the final selection of our

sample were the representativeness of institutions in terms of size,

geography, type of control and academic level.

In the early fall of 1969, the presidents of each college or

university selected agreed by letter to cooperate with the study. We

began our research by gathering from each campus all available docu-

mentary materials which described the histories and substances of programs

related to our research interests, as well as administrative structures

impinging on institutional involvement in urban affairs.

Our field visits, whose dUration and number depended on the size

and complexity of each institution, were conducted during the fall and

winter of 1969-70. Open'ended interviewsindividuayand.group--were

our principal data collection instrument. At every campus, we talked at

length to administrators, students, faculty and community leaders who

were connected with the institution's urban program or who were sensitive

to its evolution and substance.

We concentrated on each institution's.history and administrative

and leadership arrangements through which it relatecito the urban scene,

and on its functions in four areas: as an educator (in the very broad sense

non



of providing mechanisms for the urban disadvantaged to perform their

various social roles better): as a citizen and neighbor, as a provider

of services and, lastly, as a model or example. This last role parallels

the overall purpose of our study which is to provide useful and illustra-

tive information to institutions wanting to become heavily involved in

urban, community and minority group problems.

Originally, we intended to inventory and describe everything that

each college or university was doing to perform these roles; however,

as our field work progressed, we found that urban programs varied from

institution to institution in history, content and organization and we

decided to describe nine separate and individually unique stories. Our

focus is on how things got done rather than on why, because we think that

this approach is most useful to practitioners looking for ways in which

an institution of higher education can implement a felt commitment to

its urban environment.
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Its luxurious, country club type setting in the posh Los Angeles

suburb of Westwood makes it unlikely that the University of California,

Los Angeles would be a university deeply involved in urban, minority

group and community affairs. But as an educator of a diversity of

ethnic groups, UCLA has been a pioneer. UCLA's involvement has been

more centrally administered and supported from the top and has followed

a straighter line of progression than has been the case at most colleges

and universities. Despite high level administrative commitment, UCLA's

programs have run into a series of road blocks and barriers that would

have unsettled any college administration and caused the more faint

hearted to abandon their plans. The UCLA administration has, however,

weathered a number of early storms, changed the specifics of most of

its programs without abandoning its original goals, and has developed

a number of sound programs which should be long lived.

This chapter will concentrate on just two of the many elements

of UCLA's urban involvement because the programs are fairly unusual and

because each had to be changed considerably during the early, trouble-

some developmental phases. The topics that will be covered in this

chapter are the Ethnic Centers' Programs and their antecedents, the

Special Education Programs.

Special Education Programs, beginning with the Educational

Opportunity Program (EOP) started bringing in minority group students,

most of whom were black. The original students pushed for expansion

of these programs so that UCLA now offers a whole series of programs

aimed at four ethnic groups and these students played a leading role

in formulating the idea of the four ethnic centers: Afro-American



(Black), Chicano (Mexican-American), Native American (American Indian)

and Asian American, which are all now operating.

The Chancellor's Task Force

In May of 1968, the new President of the University of.California,

Charles Hitch, presented a special report to the Regents of the University

entitled "What We Must Do: The University and The Urban Crisis." He

cited the need for "a concerted effort by the University to become viably

involved in the present urban crisis, as a means of ameliorating the

tenacious malaise that grips our nation." Recognizing the natural

ties between educational enlightenment and progressive community action,

the report clearly defined the University's role in the solution. The

dissemination of relevant research conducted by the University, the

involvement of the various University of California campus communities

in surrounding urban areas, and the reorganization of the state

educational system to improve access to higher education by minority

group students, were all integral'parts of the redefined role that the

University of California was called upon to play in urban communities.

Chancellor Charles Young of UCLA responded by'appointing a

steering committee to-study the matter over the summer of 1968 and

propose solutions. The steering committee was chaired by an extremely

capable black assistant of Chancellor Young's, C. Z. Wilson. Wilson

assumed a key leadership position in coordinating UCLA's attack on urban

problems ai that point, and has continued this as his major area of

responsibility ever since. He is now the Vice-Chancellor for Academic

Programs and his role is one of planner and catalyst rather than having,

administrative responsibility for the operation of .the programs. Others

on the steering committee included the Chairman of the Academic Senate,
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the Chairman of the Budget Committee, the Chairman of the Committee on

Education Policy, the Vice-Chancellor--Educational Planning, and student

representatives from United Mexican-American Students, the Black Students

Union, and student legislative councils.

The iteering Committee divided itself into three taskforces,

each under student chairmanship, with membership extending beyond

that of the Steering Committee and representing all segments of the

campus communIty, with heavy student participation. The three taskforces

Worked all summer and came up with a variety of documented proposals.

The three units were: the Taskforce on Student Entry, the Curriculum

Development Taskforce, and the Urban Research.and Action Taskforce.

The majority of the proposals that the Steering Committee made

were adopted and have provided,the framework and outline of what has

been done subsequently. One reason that the Taskforce was able to

accomplish so much Was that UCLA had already made a substantial beginning

at involvement with urban, community, and minority group problems. The

Taskforce on Student Entry.acknowledged the progress of the existing

opportunity programs for minority group students at the undergraduate

and graduate levels, and proposed a series of new programs, the most

important of which was the High Potential Programi (Hi-Pot). The most

impressive aspect of the Taskforce was the constructiveness and creativeness

of the students involved., most of whom' were thinking about important policy

decisions for the first time in their lives. Rosalio Munoz, in an intro-

duction to the proposals of the Taskforce on Student Entry, wrote the

following which goes a long way toward summarizing the spirit of the

whole endeavor:



To reiterate in conclusion some of the basic assumptions of the

entire package, in this order:

1. Keep the faith, baby.

2. Self-selection by the individual student.

3. Final evaluation based on University standards of achievement.

4. Back Door No More.

5. More Now.

6. The Time Has Come Today.

7. And f inally, at once the most subtle and obvious is the fact

that Educational Opportunities Program's success is finally bringing

in a large enough population of talented and experienced minority students

for the beginnings of a cultural ambiance which provides for a more

stable emotional adjustment to the University, in both formal and informal

contexts. A ready pool of human resources is now at hand to significantly

contribute in the University's efforts across the board.

The variety of special education programs at UCLA, some of

which were in existence prior to the Chancellor's Taskforce, had by

'the fall of 1969, increased UCLA's Undergraduate minoritVgroup
. .

enrollment to 19%. Graduate minority enrollment reached 14%. Total

graduate and undergraduate enrollment of black students by the fall

of-1968, was 1280. There were also 940 Mexican-Americans and 180

American Indians; These three figures were all among the highest

totals for any institution of higher education anywhere in the United.

States as of that date. The largest minority group at UCLA, however,

totaling 2,300 students or 8% of the total, were Oriental-American,

11
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raIFIC SURVEY-PALL 19 62

(excluding Foreign visiting students
Undergraduate Graduate
No. No. %

Amemican Indian 130 0.7
Elladk or Afro-American 830 4.3

.

Clidental-American 1,830 9.4 470
14exican American

Mawr Spanish American
710

180

3.6

0.9

% 230

80
Mawr Caucasian 159700 81.0 8,000
Others 20 0.1

Totals 19,400 100.0- 9,320

2.5

'85.7

0.9

5.1

100.0.

TOtals
No.

180 0.7
19280 .4.4

29300 8.0

.940 3.3
260 0.9

239700 82.5
60 . 0.2

289720 100.0

Let us now examine the highlights of each of the special education

programs at UCLA. An attempt was made to centralize the administration

of all the undergraduate programs under the Director of Special Education

Programs. After considering the highlights of each of the programs, we

will examine the problems of administration.

The Educational Opportunities Program (EOP)

The UCLA EOP program was established in Fall, 1964, by Chancellor

Franklin Murphy and headed at the.outset by Anne Allen. UCLAIs-33 students

were the first in a program that.by the academic year 1969-70, had spread

to the entire California system of higher education. By that year, there

were 5,300 (4,200 being undergraduates) enrolled in the University of

California's EOP system, and another 3,150 students in the state college

system. The community college EOP program %NM to begin operation in the

'academic year 1970-71. UCLA claims that its EOP program was the first

major program in the United States assisting students of Mexican-American

descent. The largest EOP program by the academic year 1969-70 was UCLA's

with 1500 students.

There have been two evaluations of the EOP program: one by Weiler

and Rogers of System Development Corporation, which focuses. only .oh the .

4/. 12



UCLA program and was published in 1969, and one by Kitano and Miller of

Scientific Analysis Corporation, of the entire EOP program on all California

campuses, published in the spring of 1970. Each concluded.that EOP students

had done ai well or better than regularly admitted Californialreshmen.

Each, however, was critical of the EOP program for skimming off the cream

(or the best) Of disadvantaged and minority group students. (the "new

breed" of students seems to prefer the term "Iew student" to diadvantaged.)

To understand the functioning of the EOP program, one has to con-

sider the California state-wide plan for higher education, to which all

the individual campuses in the systva must adhere, but which has been

under considerable attack. It is a stratificatiOn system with the nine

branches of the University of California getting most of the best students,

the state college system gettimg the next best students, and the community

colleges getting the residue. Not only do the three types of institutions

vary on the basis of the quality of their student bodies, but they also

rank differentially on per capita allocation, proportion of students

living on campus, quality of the faculty, and the drop-out rate. Every

high school graduate is assured the opportunity to pursue post-secondary

education, but the opportunities presented to those who do better in high

school are much greater. .To introduce some flexibility into the system,

the Universities were.allowed to accept up to 2% of the entering freshman

class and transfer students from applicants who would not ordinarily

qualify for admission to the University system. Ordinarily only. those

.students r-flicing in the top 12-1/2% of their higis school graduating

class were eligibld for the University system. When universities

throughout the country began to try to do something about the under-

representation of minority group students, this figure was iricreaied to
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. .4% with at least ZX always reserved for EOP and for special education

programs at the Undergraduate level. This means.that UCLA, with 13,500

undergraduates and 4,877 freshmen and transfer students, could accept

up to 200 students who didn't meet the normal standards for admission.

When UCLA began the EOP program, it found that there was a.large number

of capable minority group students who could be expected to do well

at the University and were..eligible for regular admission, but who did

not perform well. Seldom did UCLA admit students who automatically

fell in the 4X range for inadmissible students.

The EOP prograni at UCLA did an excellent job of recruiting new

students,. Of.those enrolled.in the fall of 1968, 31%were black, 25%

had Spanish surnames, 18% were white, no ethnic information was available

for 18%, and 1% were "other." 'A careful analysis of the qualifications

of the EOP students showed,-however, that while most were actually eligible

for admission to UCLA, they probably wouldn't have gone. Why, then,

hadn't.they simply applied for UCLA in the regular fashion? The evaluators

concluded that there were three reasons that neW students had not previously

applied to UCLA: finances, geography, and culture.

The EOP program sought to deal with each of these problems:

1. Geography. Vlost new students iive in ghettos, some of which

were quite a distance from the UCLA campus, and public transportation

is notoriously bad in the Los Angeles area. To overcome this, the

EOP program sent recruiters to predominantly minority group high schools

whose students had never considered the possibility of UCLA. Funds were

provided for EOP students to live on campus to overcome this geographic

barrier. EOP students then became a favored minority on the UCLA campus,

which is largely populated by students from the middle-class suburbs who

commute by automobile, via the adjoining freeways.
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2. Finances. EOP students were given whatever financial aid

they needed to enroll at utt.A. State funds were combined with grants

from the Rockfeller and Danforth foundations. The largest source

of funds was the three federal financial aid programs: Educational

Opportunity Grants, National Defense Student Loans, and College Work-

StudY ProgrOT jobs. Frq0men were advised to keep the loan and job.

portion of their financial aid package small until they had adjusted

to college and were sure they were going to make it. For the academic

year 1969-70, the student aid funds available to the 1500 EOP stuaents

at UCLA totaled approximately $1,900,006, or about $1300 per student.

It was estimated that a stkient's total cost of attending college

(and living on campus) was aPproximately.$2,000. Each student's financial

situation was assessed individually and no student was denied access

to the program on financial grounds.

3. Culture. It was determined that one of the reasons that

the new students hadn't been attending UCLA was that they had grown

up and gone to high school in predominantly minority group settings.

UCLA, as a predominantly white institution, represented a different

way of life, and for many of these students, this would be a real'culture.

shock. UCLA attempted to ameliorate this by counseling and tutoring.

Each EOP student was assigned a "master tutor," usually a graduate

student who served as a big brother and. also.helped to explain the

functioning of the academic system, Each student was also counselled

fairly extensively by the EOP staff, the majority of whom were minority

group members. The counseling and tutoring was also expensive, with

UCLA spending about $520,000 or $350 per student on this phase.of the

15



prograin in the academic year 1969-70. (UCLA's proportion of the total

University system-wide expenditure of nearly $8 million, was'approxi-

mately one-third).

The principal complaint.of those who evaluated the EOP, both

at UCLA and system-wide, was that it was too exclusive. In effect,

it was fine as far as it went, but it only admitted those who could

have been coming anyway.

The EOP assembled new students in sufficient numbers so thaf they'
. . .

themselves were able.to Make the demands on the University that led

to many of the subsequent moves made.by tiie'dniVersity. A large

proportion of.the students on the Chancellor's Taskforce were new

students who had been admitted under EOP. It was only because of EOP

that the black and Chicano students' organizations became important

forces on campus.

The High Potential Program (Hi-Pot)

The princiPal contribution of he Stuaent Entry Committee of the

Chancellor's Taskforce was the Hi-Pot program, which was conceived prin-.

cipally by new students in the Black Students Union (BSU) and the

United Mexican-American Students (UMAS). The ideas were worked up

by the students during the summer of 1968, and the program launched

in the fall quarter of the academic year 196849. The aim of the students

was to enroll minority group members who had the potential to absorb

higher education, but were clearly inadmissable by present university

standards. The recruiters for the program were black'and Chicano

students already enrolled at UCLA. They had come there primarily through

the.EOP program.

16
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The recruiters ware paid for a month and a half's work ending in

September 1968. They were trained by Professor Thomas Robischon of the

Graduate School of Education, who was a consultant to the program, and

operated out of recruitment centers--one in South-Central Loi Angeles

for 6iacks and one in East Los Angeles'for Chicanos. Approximately 400

students were interviewed, first in groups and then individually, and

the student recruiters recommended 60 blacks.and 60 Chicanos for admission

to the UniversitY. The 120 students were then screened by a faculty

committee that wound up recommending 50 blacks, 48 Chicanos, 1 Puerto

Rican and 1 Costa Rican. The average age of the group was 21. The

population was.two-thirds male and one-third female. One-third of the

blacks and 20% of the Chicanos had previously been enrolled in junior

college.

The selection criteria were drawn up by the students themselves.

The two prime requisites were that the students be black and Chicano and

that they not be admissable by the University's usual standards. The

original criteria as designed by the students on the Student Entry

Committee were six:

1. Motivation.--Motivatioh to pursue educatioh at. the University;

demonstrated and sustained motivation in pursuit of another objective.

2. Originality, creativity, and Inventiveness.--These could be

demonstrated by an uncommon creativity in the arts or sciences; original

inventions; demonstrated writing or speaking capacity; or courage and

flair in social action.

3. Initiative and leadership.--Mese could be evidenced by spont-

taneous and self-directed efforts to bring the attention and respect of

others. Such leadership might be demonstrated in controversial situations

or reform movements.

17



4. Sophisticated humor.

5. Autonomy and self-directedness.

6. Uniquenesi.

The students° position paper ended the discussion of these criteria

for selection by noting:

it is not expected that most applicants will demonstrate
all of these characteristics to a prominent degree. But

the presence of one or more in well developed form shoutd
be carefully ccmsidered as evidence of sultabilitY for

University admission.

When the program became operational, the stated criteria for

recognizing high potential were the following three which bore close

resemblance to-the original six characteristics listed by the students:

basic intelligence; self-assuredness; motivation and endurance.

The staff meMbers Of the ki-.Pot Program were selected on the basis

of their empathy for the goals of the Orogram. There were two administeators

and eight instructors--four blacks and four Chicanos. Five of the eight

instructors were graduate students at the University. The entire staff

was interviewed and approved by members of UCLA's English and History

DepartMents.

The Hi-Pot program was conceived as a five-year program*,. with

the first year spent primarily in preparatory and.remedial education,

wit6 'students first being instructed entirely by the High Potential

staff and gradually moving 'into the regular curriculum.

The budget' for the first year of the program was approximately'

$225,000, with most of the money coming from student registration fees.

hiministratively, the program was joined with the Upward Bound Progrem

that had already been in existence at UCLA, and the Educational Opportunities
. .

Program, bp form the Department of Special Educational.Programs under the

direction of Mrs. Mary Jane Hewitt.

,
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The curriculum of the HI-POT prograM was organized around two

basic objectives:

1. To give the students' the opportunity for a positive self-concept

by providing the opportunities for exploration, analysis, and understanding

of the Afro-American and Chicano experience in American society.

2. To develop the basic communication skills (oral arid written)

and reading skills (speed-And comprehension) needed for success at the

University.

The eduCational programs for the &lick. and Chicano students were

separate. In Aach case, the emphasis at first was on developing a positive

self-concept, and only later on developing communication skills. In the

first quarter, black students had four courses: The Negro Dialect, The

Afro-American.Oral Tradition, The Changing Status.of the Black Man in

White America, and The Afro-American Literary Experience. In the second

quarter, the initiative changed to an emphasis on communication skills

o:
and the black students had one regular Univertity course which was specially

geared for them--Recurring Philosophical Themes in Black Literature. This

course differed from the four that the black students had taken in the

previous quarter because the relationship was formal and impersonal between

the lecturer and the students, the class size was large, and the students

were not formally reiquired to attend class.

Chicano students followed the same pattern. In the first quarter

their courses were'entitled: Barrio English as- It Relates to Standard

English, Compositiom in The'Universiiy Context, Chicano Intellectual

Thought, and Mexican History As It Relates to the-Southwest. Again in

the second quarter, emphasis shifted to communication skills, particularly

English. In the second quarter, 18 of the Chicano students.took a regular

University course entitled "Chicano Intellectual Thought."

19
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By the third quarter of the year, 80 per cent'of the students were

enrolled in at least some standard University courses.

The Chicanos did slightly better than the blacks in terms of

completing the 1First year. Twenty per cent dropped the program and did

not return for the second year. Thirty per cent of the Chicanos were

taking a full course load by the third quarter, while 30 per cent suc-

ceeded in one or two courses. Sixteen per cent did not succeed in any

University course but did well enough in the High Potential program, to

be recommended for admission to the University. Thirty-four per cent

of the blacks left the program throughout the year. Forty per cent

succeeded in three courses during the spring quarter, 12 per cent suc-

ceeded in two courses and 24 per cent did not take any courses but did

well enough in the High Potential program to be recommended to the

University.

The overall statistical results of the first year's program were

fairly encouraging considering the fact that the students were recruited

late in the summer and would not have been considered eligible for admiision

to the University.

The High Potential program has had much more trouble and has been

much more controversial than the,Educational Opportunities program. In

a dispute over thechoice of director for the new Afro.-American Studies

Center, filre High Potential students were involved in a'killiAgnin Campbell

Hall on January 17, 1969. Two.bl.ack High Potential students were shot to .

death and three were Involved in the killing.. The result of this incident

was that nine-blaCk'studeriti-lift the'Hiih-rofintial progrith.

There were also serious problems with policy and with staff. During

the second year of the program--1969-70--there were four ethnic components,

not two. The first year eisent-111Y.tWO:sePte programs were OPerating,_::
. _ . .

but the'second yeathere were four.....Ttiol was hig'h turnoVer among_the

A



instructional staff, in part because the first staff had been recruited

at the last minute. There were complaints that the students were picked

for political reasons--that is their involvement in ethnic power move-

ments--rather than for their potential as students in college. There

were complaints from the Special Education Department that the High

Potential staff did not coordinate sufficiently with other elements

in the program. This led to turnover and dissatisfaction within the

Unit that was supposed to coofdinate all special education'ftograms.

First, Mary Jane Hewitt left the University "In exasperation," then Joe

Barry, who succeeded her after being one of the principal developers of

the Hi-Pot program, left in the summer of 1970. The summer of 1970 the

Potentiarprogram was reorganized'to deal with problems of admission

anecoordinatiOn witliAhe other special eduCation programs.

Other Special Education Programs

The Summer Work Opportunity Program.--This program gave Los Angeles

high school students the opportunity to work on a variety of research

projects at UCLA during the summer.

The College Commitment Program.--The College Commitment Program

allowed UCLA undergraduates to work in high schools to help minority

group students learn about and plan to attend college. The College

Commitment Program also engaged in tutoring. One of the high points

of the program was a career day held at a high school, where black_people

,spoke to the students about their occupations and how to prepare for

them. The program basically depended on student volunteer work ahd there

have been problems in administration and with shortages of students to

work in the program. The College COmMitment.Trogram was originally

planned by students'on the Chancellor's Taskforce and it came into

6 21
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being in the summer of 1969. It has been largely al;fack student operation

working out of the Department of Special Education.

Graduate Level Educational Opportunity Programs

There has been an extensive effort to increase the.number of minor-

ity.group students at the masters and doctoral level. The Law School

sponsored a joint summer program with.Loyola University to prepare minor-
,

ity group students for law school. The GradUate Schools of Education and

Business have each offered a variety of.scholarshiPs to minority group

students. All of these programs together helped to raise the minority

groU0 enrollment in graduate school at UCLA to 14% by the academic year

1969-70.

A special.project designed by C. Z. Wilson is the Faculty Development

Program. It wae seen as a special way of providing minority group faculty

members.: The program has aimed to bring to the University 20.to 30 profes-

sionals a year on'academic appointments in various fields and also to pro-

vide support so that they could obtain a Ph. D. while teaching only a. .

limited course load. UCLA has also changed its policy against hiring its

own graduates because it feels that the tiest way to increase minority

group representation of the'faculty Is to train its own minority group

faculty. From the start it was intended that the minority grotip faculty .

In the Faculty Development.program would play a large role in the ethnic

centers.

The Upward Bound Program

UCLA has'operated a fairly substantial Upward Bound program a

Office OfEducation College Preparatory program) under the direction

of the Special Education Department. All of the special edUcetion pro-

grams and the ethnic centers are. located in Campbell Hall:'.Upward Bound

, 22
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students are there also during their summers on campus. A problem at

many Colleges is that the Upward Bound programs have been too segregated

from the rest of the college, the minority group students from Upward Bound

program being there during the summer and the whitestudents being there

during the fall. Students in Upward Bound at UCLA have been much more

a part of the University. Their presence in Campbell Hall helps to

establish it as the center for ethni.c minorities on Campus. Special efforts

have been made to assure that.graduates of Upward Bound would be enrolled

in UCLA as undergraduates.

Programs Proposed But Not Yet Begun

The Chancellor's Taskforce proposed two additional programs which

could help ethnic minorities and were fair:ly unusual and promising, 'but

they haven't yet begun. The "Bombed-Out" program was conceived as a

way.to give a second chance to students who had iflunkedout ,f the University

of California system. Thls is especially important because many special

educetion program appear to ie a last opportunity for minority group sty-

dents. Growing up in the educational system, they have come to expect failure,

I.

but failure in a special education program at a university often means losing

.

the last chance of obtaining upward social mobility. The "Bombed-Out" pro-

gram would have attempted to give them a second chance.

.The Junior Coflegepaison Program would have seen the institutions

in the University of California system working closely with the junior

colleges in the area to make sure that a higher proportion of minority

group students muld transfer to the University system after completing

their first tWo years at communSty colleges. At present, liaison is poor

and community.coltege students frequently have no idea what the university

S. 23
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will require of them. This program was also an excellent idea, but

hasn't yet gotten off the ground.

The Veterans Special Education Program

The Extenvion Division of UCLA began a special program to educate

minority group veterans and to prepare them to attend college. H. Carroll

Parish, the Director of Financial Aid, was the Originator of the idea and

he worked to obtain special benefits for Vietnam veterant both at UCLA

and throughout the University of California system. The program at UCLA

has.been under the direction of Edward (Chip) Anderson.

It has been a twelve week course charging a minimal sum of $100,

and the veterant have been eligible to obtain GI benefits of $175 per

month while enrolled. Because there it a lag between applying to the

Veterans Administration and receiving funds, the.program has made a $250

loan available to those who'have:peeded'it, and provided scholarships to

,- -... .

those who couldn't afford the:$100fee. The program has been quite
. , .

.

successful with approximately 80% Of those completing it enrolling in

college, many at UCLA.

The program has had the twin aims of.offering counseling and

information about college careers and imparting of special studies

skills. The cumiculum has included: Meaningful Mathematics, Principles

of Oral Communication, Reading and Study Improvement, Enolish Composition

and The Psychology of Human Relations.

Apparently this program was the first extension program in the

country planned especially for veterans of Vietnam whose prior socio-ecommic

backgrounds had not prepared them for higher education, and whose lack

:1,. 24
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of high school achievement made them inadmissible to college. The pro-

gram was conducted in downtown Los Angeles, rather than at the more

inaccessible UCLA campus.

The Impact of the Special Education Programs

A large proportion of colleges and universities now offer special

educatior, programs for those students who hadn't normally been admis-

sable. 'UCLA differs from the vast majority of'colleges in the range

of programs offered and in the total number of students enrolled. It

is the large number of minority group students who have come in.through

Ahese programs who have made the ethnic centers which will be the subject

of the balance of this chapter a pOssibility. What has been especially

impressive at UCLA is the large role the students played in planning

the programs and the speed with which the UniVersity implemented large-scale.

programs.. One of the reasons that. the University was able to move so

quickly on.such a broad scale was that it had been involved in the Educational

Opportunities Program since 1964, and had alrady obtained a solid.background

in the area.

.The Planning of the Ethnic Centers.--The Ethnic Centers program

which originally grew out of the Chancellor's Taskforce In the summer

of 1968, was marked by controversy,-ambiguity, conflict and discord

*from the beginning. All four centers--Afro-American,,Chicano,'American.

Indian, and Asin-American--were operational by the- fall of 1970, but

only the Afro-American and American Indian centecs had full-time perma-

'tient directors by that time. All had immense problems in the first two

years, which'incluifeciturnover of administrative .personnel, changes...-

in goals and.ortentation; lack of cooperation and 'coordination with
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each other,sand strife with the administration over function, funds,

staffing, and space. However, despite all the problems, Chancellor

Young and Vice-Chancellor Wilson were commited to the concept of the

four ethnic centers and they are now emerging as viable entities directed

by the individual.ethnic groups themselves.

The idea for the ethnic centers came from the blaCk students

who were involved on the Chancellor's Taskforce in the summer of 1968.

They originally prepared a.document entitled "Social Relevancy and The

University," which was an iiiventory of what was being done at the University

in terms of community action, instruction, and ',r-esear-ch;proposed a broadening
.

xrf "cOUrses;and suggested the creation of the Center for the Study of

Afro-American History and Culture. Much of what was written about the

Center by theblack.. students was included in the final report of Subcommittee

III of the Chancellor's Taskforce, entitled "Urban Research and Problem

Solving." This document proposed the establishment of an Institute for
s

tlie Study of American _Cultures, Bureau of Urban Affairs to 'be located

within that center, a Journal of American Cuitures, and a Center for the

Study of Afro-American History and Culture. Most of the work of both

the Institute and the Center would have been of a research nature.

During the academic year 1968-69, the Ethnic Centers program

was under the administrative responsibility of Paul Proehl, the. Vice-Chancellor

for University Relationi and Public Programs. He approved the concept

but had a very, specific idea about how the four ethnic. centers would function

in an Institute for American Cultures. His idea was based on his own

experience as Director of UCLA's African Studies Center, which had been a

high calibre:academic researci unit turning out quality scholarly materials

on such subjects as. The African Arts. Proehl's idea was that the Centers

would be fairly traditional amdemic research units staffed by "fully

26
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qualified professionals." This was at almost total variance with what

the students envisioned and what had come into existence by the fall

of 1970.

Each of the four centers has evolved a special character. There

Is heavy student involvement in each And each seeks to aid tne.educA-

tion at UCLA of that particular minority group. The thrust of both the

Afro-American Center and the Chicano Cultural Center is to uplift the'

self-image of blacks and Chicanos. All four centers have been involved

in service to their communities.

All four ethnic centers and all aspects of the special education

programs (Educational Opportunities Program, High Potential Program, and

Upward Bound) are located in Campbell Hall and that itself is a story.

Originally Campbell Hall had been promised to the English and Slavic

Languages Departments and money had been set aside to remodel it for

. .

their use. The SpeCial .Education Programs and. Ethnic Centers were__

placed there only temporarily. With all of the travail that the Centers

and the Special Education ProgrAms went througii, including the shoOting

of the black.students, Campbell Hall took on a special significance.

In the fall of 1969, Chancellor Young deCided that the ethnic Centers

and ihe Special Education Programs could be permanently-housed there.
. . .

Campbell Hall is truly the center for ethnics on campus but the

nature and condition of the'building itself in the summer of 1970 told

a lot about the problems the programs had experienced. The building

was crowded and bustling, with few white faces in evidence. The con-
.

trasi- between the attractive well-landscaped UCLA campus and the decrepit

interior of Campbell Hall would be something of a shock to a first-time

visitor. Because the Centers are still in transition and no overall
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plan for remodeling the building has been settled on, the interior is

dirty and rundown, with the walls covered by graffiti, The individual

offiCes are in far better shape than the public spaces but the furnishings

are still far froMrpermanent and there is a great deal of casualness and

disorder. Interestingly enough, despite the fact that all ethnic units

are in one building and each of the offices is busy, there.is little

interaCtion between Centers.

The Afro-American Studies Center

In January 1969, Chancellor Young announced the four ethnic

study centers would begin and that their heavy emphasis would be on

'research. As noted earlier, the Black :Audents Union had been responsible

for the idea and since the beginning of the Ethnic Centers programs, the

Afro-American Studies Center has been the most controversial of the centers.

The murder oftwo Black Panther High Potential students in Campbell

Hall Op January 19, was a shockinq and tragic event that made national

news. It was the outgrowth of a power struggle involving Los Angeles

black leader (and former UCLA'student) Ron Karenga, the leader of an

organization entitled US, and the local Black. Panther group. A number

of black leaders in the Los Angeles area had banded together to make

sure thatlificks would have a say in programs affecting them and they

had proposed that Charles Thomas:; a paichologist_ind.EducatiOri Director

of the Watts Health Center, be named the Director Of the Afro-American

Studies Center. Originally, the black students'in the BSU had felt that

it was important to express solidarity and they.had worked together with

the black leaders, in the Los Angeles community in urging the administration

to appoint1/4.Thomas. The administration objected however, primarily on the

grounds that the clinical psychologist was not entitled either to a
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$23,000 salary or to tenure, and they offered him $16,000. Some blac.1(

students began to have doubts about Thomas's commitment.to their program

and they wanted to withdraw their support. The Black Panthers took the

side of the students who had doubts about Thomas and who resented his

being pushed on them by outsiders.

A black student who had participated in plans for the Afro-American

Studies Center from the beginning noted that in the weeks prior to the

shooting a large number of 'bla.ck students !lad been carrying guns on

campus and that there was a great deal of fear and tension. A meeting

was called in Campbell Hall on January 19 to try and smooth over the

.disagreements over the appointment of a new director and to achieve

solidarity within the Black Students UniOn. As John Jerome Huggrns,.23,

and Al Prentice (Bunchy) Carter, 26, local Black Panther leaders, left

the meeting on the first floor of Campbell Hall, guns'were drawn and

they were each fatally shot. Law enfoi-cement personnel descended on the

sceni and the assailants were located fairly quickly. Three High Potential

students, who were apparently affiliated with US, George Steiner, 22, his

brother Larry, .21 and Donald Hawkins, 29, were convicted of murder in

September 1969, and sentenced to life imprisonment.

This shooting and the subsequent revolutionary tone of some of

the black leaders caused many of thel?laFk _students to drop their further

participation in the program of the Center. The University supported a

retreat for black students shortly after the shooting, where they got a

chance to pull themselves togethee. Since the shooting, the problems

of the Afro-American Studies Center have.been of a more academic nature.
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The problems of the Afro-American Studies Center since the spring

of.1969 have cenXered around leadership, shortage of black faculty, and

whether or not.a separate Department of Black Studies should be inaugu-

rated on the UCLA campus. Robert Singleton, a member of the Faculty of

Business Administration and a doctoral candidate, was apPointed interim

director of the Center in April of 1969, and in the'summer of 1970,

Arthur Smith, a highly qual)fied professor of speech was appointed the

Director: Leroy Higgenbottom, an'older and extremely militant ind out-.

spoken blackinan, who ha'a devised and taught an innovative programlor

urban internships at the School of Architecture, was appointed Assistant

Director. Now that the;Center has.strong leadership which is well accepted

by the academic commuNty, it has ,aii excellent chance of making rapid

. :
progress.

. Among the accomplis6ents of.the Afro-American Studies Center

in its first year of Operation (19g9-70) were a Black Histo6, Week, the ,4

setting up of course's in black studies which lead to a major, the compiling

of bibliographies and a library in the field of b)ack studies, and a series

of programs. The Black-Students Union put out a newspaper, NOMMO., but it

too has been plagued by'controversy. In January Of 1970, the editors,

Edward Maddox and Paul Montgomery, resigned because they felt ttiat their

principalqualifleations were those of objective news reporters rather

than proponents of socialist reoalution. An article in a February issue

of the UCLA Daily Bruin on the Afro-American Studies Center contained

a number of quotes from blackfaculty members who were extremely critical

of the administration's relations with the Center. The article commented

that black students Insist that the .University is only willing to help

"in its own way:"
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"The University does not have a commitment to help
minorities as a whole, according to one black student.
1The administration of all the Studies Centers is very
racist and there has been a conscious effort to keep.
minoritees apart,' the student said. ."Because of

internal control-Over financing ina other things, it was
impossible for the Centers to function.' He believes
that the administration 'tried to make it look like
the Centers were being run by minorities, which Was
not true."

With the appointment .of Smith and Higgenbottom in the summer of

1970, the Afro-American Stildies_Center seems to have rstabilized consid- .

erably. Smith had a tlear picture of the goals of the Center which

were: research, curriculum development, and cultural programs. One

of the principle aims of the Center will be black.development, or.the

training of black.leadership and technical capacity. It is hoped.thai
1

. .

the Center will have a close relationship to the .black community of Los

Angeles and be able to be an igent on campus for helping to secure the

goals of the black community.

One of the principle thrusts of the Afro-American Studies Center

will be the Journal of Blazic Studies, with the first issue coming out in

the fall of 1970. The Editor of the Journal is Arthur Smith, the Director

of the Center, and on its editoral and advisory boards are a large number

of the outstanding Black scholars in the nation.

The Chicano Cultural Center

At the end of the summer of 1970, the Chicano Cultural Center

was still without a full-time "academically qualified" director,

but It had.been headed for a year by an extremely capable administritor

Administrative Coordinator Gil Garcia. The three principle thrusts of

the Center have been the putting-.out ora Journal, the forging of ties

with Chicano communities and the assisting of department in recruiting
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Mexican-American faculty. A proposed Chicano studies program hai been

.hampered by the fact that as of the academic year 1569-70, there were

only two Chicano faculty memberi and they havebeen able to offer

only two courses.

Gil Garcla..was extremely critical of the Universlty for not

giving enough financial support.to the Center and in being slow in

refurbishing the headquarters of he Center. His principal complaint

however was about the inherent conservatism and elitism of University

faculty members:

We are dealing with i group of.people who represent the

Establishment, and think they are morally; intellectually

and racially superior to us. This dehumanizing process

will eventually permeate all the members of this society

in order for these elite, self-appointed; high priest, senile,

'assinine, ignoramus, chrome-plated garbage cans to rule and

;never be challenged.

Despite a certain degree of.enimosity toward the administration,

Gil Garcia has been extremely proud of the.solidarity of the Chicano

students and feels that he, the facility members and students can move

the administration if they stick together and demand what is needed

to make the Center function. One of the 'principal thrusts of the

Chicano Cultural Center and one of the areas in whichit has been most

successful has been the raising of the image of Mexican-Americans. Gil

Garcia and the Center have accomplished this in a number of ways. The

Journal, AZTLAN (Chicano Journal of the.Social Sciences and The.Arts)',

is a first rate publication (in English) with striking art work, chal-

lenging and scholarly articles, and a proud tone. Gil Garcia and the

students have accomplished a great deal despite frustrations. The very

appearance of the Center is first rate, with Mexican-American artifacts

and art work. The Chicano Cultural Center presents a bright contrast

:to most of the reit &f giimy Cam Obeli

Tf 32.:
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The Chicano Center has been deeply involved in the community.

The Centro Universitario was established through the Extension Division

and attempted to provide education for the Chicano community in the

-community. Chicano students were deeply involved. However, because

of uncertainty about its success and general fund cutbacks throughout

the University of California, the program has been curtailed. )4iiCan-AMerIcan

students worked with the Law School to secure the funding for La Casa Legal

de Los Angeles (The'Legal House of Los Angeles) to supply legal services

to the Chicano community of Los Angeles. This program was funded for

the'academic year 1970-71. Chicano students have also been involved in

tdtoring in the Chicano community in the Teen Opportunities Program.

, Perhaps the most significant thing ibout the Center is the fact

that'a prestigious and powerful institution such as UCLA has come.out on

the.side of Chicano culture and self-pride.

AmeriCan Indian Cultural Program

In'many ways, this is tlie slowest of the four centers to get 'off

the ground. It did not get its first full-time director until Anthony

Purley was appointed to the post in the summer of 1970. The Indian Center

faced more difficult problems than the other three, because there was an

almost complete lack of Indian faculty and students at UCLA and there

was a shortage of potential faculty for recruitment.

Until the summer of 1970, the kinCilial thrust of the Center was .

to recruit Indian students to the University.

Anthony Purley's background was in industry, where he worked on

federal poverty programs involving Indians. He is plugged in to the new

American Indian leadership which stresses self-determination and pride.
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As of the summer of 1970, the goals of the Center were fairly

indeterminate. There is a plan to tie the University to an Indian

boarding school to show how it could be improved with proper mane'ge-

ment and resources. TheiPelhciPal.function of the Indian Center up

until-now has been to serve as a'resource for the Indian students on .

campus and as such it has been extremely important.

The Asian-American Studies Cent.r.!?

The Asian-American Studies-Center.haS dIfferedfrom the others

in several respects. There are a great variety of ethnic components

among the Asian-Americans including Americans of Japanese, Chinese and

'001prno ancestry. Only the rilipinos could be considered substantially

disadvantaged from an educational and economic point of view. Although

the Asian-Americans are the largest minority group at UCLA, they are

.also the least organized and the most,apathetic, in part due to the

fact that most of them have been doing fairly well.. The Center has

suffered from not having a full-time director and from having a less

focused program.

Nevertheless a small group of Asian-American students have been

deeply involved in the Center and they have evolved a variety of commu-

nity programs rncluding a Free.University in Chinatown, the teaching of

English as a second language to new immigrants and tutoring programs.

Some research is underway, but it is difficult .to determine what shape

this will take.

There is a feeling of dissatisfaction and lack of focus on the

part of the students. An article in the Daily Bruin on the Center in

February of 1970, was highly critical of the administretion and noted
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that the Center had succeeded in buying off the militant Asian-.Aniericans

while the rest had remained apathetic.

Conn Watnaaba, an Asian student involved With the Center who

was extremely critical of it, felt that the pr i.n.cipal :purpose of ethnic

studies should be to revolutionize the educational syst'em.

You can't start new things while the University

is still straight-jacketed in its orientation to

turning out degrees; We started Ethnic Studies

and it ended up just like a regular University
course--that's why many people see it as a dead

end thing. The goal is to change the institutions

of the society and also the people of the society.

When we talk about doing this in the University

framework, it's too 1 imited a framework.

Associate Director of the Center, Yuji Ichioka, felt that the

Center *has very little power as a result of administration checks that

restrict the scope.of its activities:

In setting up these programs, the University hasn't .

changed structural 1 y. We cannot h i re facu 1 ty; we

cannot teach courses ourselves; nor can we grant

s a .degree.'

Partially because the Asian-American students and the Asian-American

communities have less needs, the Asian-American Studies Center has served

less of a function and .has evolved less clear cut goals. Despite the

'fact that there has been a general feeling of frustration, a large

number of itudents have been involved and they have at least come to

._/ grips with the problem of trying to change the system of .higher education.

There have been spin-offs from the Ethnic Centers themselves. One

of the most interesting was the UCLA program of Ethnic Studies in Venice,

carried on during the summer of 1969, involving both Mexican-American

history and Afro-American history, taught by college students to high

school students in Venice. Eight instructors taught twelve courses. The
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Firiricti goal was not just to impart ethnic information, but also to
_ .

build a sense of self-pride and interest of high school students in

going to college. Not only did the high school students who took

the classes benef it, but the undergraduate and graduate students who

hid to prepare and deliver the courses got a great deal Out of it. As

the Ethnic Centers grow and become stronger, a variety of such inter-Center

community service projects should become possible.

The Administration's Point of View on the Program

David Saxon, the Vice-Chancellor of the University, summed up

his reaction to the early life of the Ethnic Centers by stating that

they had done about as well as could have been expected but not as

well as he would have 1 iked. .
Certainly no .one could have forseen the

conflict and controversy that.has marked each of the Centers and the

programs in general. Although the administration is criticized by rep-

resentatives of all four Centers, it has provided adequate space and

substantial funding in the neighborhood of $1/2 mill ion for the academic

year 1970-71. .

Vice-Chancellor Wilson has a clear picture that the Centers should .

develop as the ethnic minorit.ies who will be served by them desire and

not according to a blueprint emanating from the higher admill:stration.

He is pleased by the important role students have played in each of the

Centers. He is hopeful that, now that the students have played the major

role in getting the Centers going, the faculty will, see their potential

and will become deeply involved, as has already been the case in the

Afro-American Studies Center.

4' re
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Although the Centers have been plagued by problems and are at

present far fi-om perfect, they offer an excellent model for applying

pressure to the university for change from within. If the administration

had been less sure of ifself and not had the substantial public funding

which makes it a first-class institution, the program would probably

have never been.started 1n the first place and certainly wouldn't

have been continued in the face of the difficulty and controversy encoun-.

tered.
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The University of Chicago's sociologists have specialized in

studying the city, yet somehow until recently its scholars had remained

above the problems and were not involved in action program. Faced

with the disintegration of its immediate neighborhood--Hyde Park-Kenwood--

the University instigated a massive uFbin'ieneWal prOjeCt whi-Ch Mide

the neighborhood a better place in which to live except for the poor

blacks, most of whom were forced to move. However, many critics have

complained that the rebuilding of Hyde Park-Kenwood took too little

account of the wants and needs of community residents.

When the nearby black community of Woodlawn attempted to

organize to improve itself, the University *administration was hostile

and uncooperative at first. Perhaps' it wes hard for University admini-

strators to believe that a poor black community could do something for

itself. Woodlawn is a somewhat poorer than average black community of

high density. Its 60,000 residents, almost all of whom are* black, live

in a run-down neighborhood of about one square mile. Median family

income was $4,400 in 1960.

On the basis of this past history, the present mutually bene-

ficial relationship between the University of Chicago and The Woodlawn

OTganization (TWO) is suxprising and unexpected. Yet the seeds of

today's cooperative ventures were planted during the days of distrust.

The present working relationship is based on three elements:

1. The emergence of a strong, popular, indigenous conmiunity organi-

zation--TWO--which has combined militancy with flexibility. It has

grown on the basis of its success and its ability to work with the

University of Chicago.
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2. 'The strong but pragmatic administration of the University learned

from its experiences in doing things the old aneless satisfactory

way.

3. A number of separate projects were begun by the Uhiversity in the

Woodlawn area and eaeh has been modified under presure from The

Woodlawn Organization to better serve the needs of the community.

The experiences of these four University ventures--a community'

mental health center, a child care center, a community school board,

and a legal clinic--plus cooperative ventures in planning and hous-

ing have built a base upon which future, more comprehensive efforts

will be able to draw.

.
The programs cited above were staited independently by various

elements of the University in the mid-1960s. What drew them together

into a comprehensive program having wide applicability for other uni-

versities and other poor communities was.the University's wOrking with

The Woodlawn Organization (at the latter's request) to prepare'its Model.

Cities program in 1968.

The special features of the University of Chicago itself made it

better able to respond to the urban problems of The Woodlawn Organiza-

ion than many other institutions of.higher education would have been.

Chicago is a fairly small (8,000 students, one-third of whom are under-

graduates), private, prestigious co-educational institution. Almost all

of the students attend full-time and the majority of the undergraduates

live in University dormitories. There are few commuters. Since the

University was founded in 1890 with a large grant fram John D..Rockefeller,

its outstanding feature has been academic excellence. A statement by
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President Edward H. LeVi describes it as:

An extraordinary community of extraordinary scholars. At the heart

of the University is the faith of its founders in the power of the

unfettered human mind. The hallmark of the University has always

been its interdisciplinary nature and its faith in basic research.

Faculty, students, alumni; all ire the inheritors of a tradition

for responsibility and the responsibility for tradition.

The University is a true community ok scholars with most of the

faculty living in the surrounding Hyde Park-Kenwood area and walking.to

work. Chicago differs from otr universities in the attachment felt

for it by faculty and staff and the air of intellectual excitement gene-

rated by faculty and students alike. Although there is still a crime

problem*.in the Hyde Park-Kenwood area, and the University is forced to

spend a great deal of money an its own police force, Hyde Park-Kenwood

is an excellent urban place in which to live, with good housing at

reasonable prices' for professionals, a good. deal of racial

and reasonable cultural amenities.

To understand the present cooperative

integration,

relationship between the

University of Chicago and The Woodlawn Organization, it is necessary to

know something of the history of each.

The University of Chicago's long-standing adailemic interest in

the city traces to the Chicago School of Literature and the sociological

research fostered by Robert Park and Ernest Burgess: Chicago's research.

.on the city, which traces to the early 20s and continues today, has been

vast, including classics by Louis Wirth (The Ghetto), Nels Anderson (The

Hobo),, and Harvey Zorbaugh (The Gold Coast and the Slum). The early

focus was on the social problems of cities.

The University's setting is on the South Side of Chicago, which

has become increasinglY non-'white in racial composition since the 1930s.
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Faculty members who were resident Hyde Park-Kenwood organized.the

first attempt at conununity renewal in 1949. When their efforts fal-

tered, the University took the lead in forming the Southest Chicago

Corporation (SECC) in 1952. It has been headed from the start by Julian

Levi, a lawyer, a full professor at the University, and the brother of

the ChanCellor.

The Southeast Chicago Corporation used aggressive tactics to

prevent further deterioration of the Hyde Park-Kenwood area and was the

sparkplug behind the urban renewal program which will eventually cost

$300 million. Jack Meltzer, the original planner for the Southeast

Chicago Corporation, is now the head of the Center for Urban Studies of

the University of Chicago. At the same time ti.ut it was seeking to

renew its front lawn (the Hyde Park-Kenwood area) the University had

decided to expand across the Midway, traditionally the southern boundary.

of it's campus, into the Woodlawn area. This expansion was not welcomed

by the black, Woodlawn community.

The Woodlawn OrganizatiOn traces its origins to 1959 when clergy-
/

men of different faiths became convinced that.e. powerful community

organization effort was needed. Under the urging of clergymen of all.

faiths, and .with financial support from the Roman Catholic Archdiocese

of Chicago, a coalition of community groups was formed and community

organization was begun under the guidance of Saul Alinsky. Alinsky

Industrial Areas Foundation had successfully-organized the predominantly

white Back of the Clards area of Chicago.. Alinsky did nit plan or direct

things; instead he made it possible for the people *and leaders of Wood-

lawn to organize and direct themselves.
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The Reverend Arthur Brazier, the black president of The Woodlawn

Organization during the first ten years, was an equal match for the

University's Julian Levi in aggressiveness, ability and pragmatism. He

is also a dynamic, but diplomatic,leader. The Woodlawn Organization is

a non-profit, tax exempt, community organization composed of more than

100 communitygroupsblock clubs, civic groups, church groups, welfare

unions, and two businessmen's associations. The basic goal of The Wood-

lawn Organization is the general one of improving the community. In

Arthur Brazier's terms, The Woodlawn Organization has been organized
1

around a variety of issues, and all of these have related to the general

goal of Iproviding and preserving a suitable community environment for

the residents of Woodlawn. We want a place that will be good for the

poor, but we don't want it to be all poor. The University would prob-

ably like Woodlawn to be similar to Hyde Park Kenwood, but we will

oppose this."

At the beginning, The Woodlawn Organization faced apathy on the

part of the black residents of Woodlawn, seemingly overwhelming problems

relating to housing, health, education, employment, and crime, and

hostility from the University of Chicago.

The success of The Woodlawn Organization can largely be attri-

buted to the capability of the indigenous black staff under the strategy

that it developed in conjunction with Alinsky's people who pulled out

as soca as the organization became viable. In operating in the com,-

munity and relating to the University of Chicago, TWO developed three

basic principles:

1. Broad citizen participation. 2,000 persons, mostly black residents
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of Woodlawn, attended the Ninth Annual Convention. of The Woodlawn

Organization in April 1970. Hundreds of members of the community,

mon and women, old and young, serve on scores of boards and com-

mittees, or otherwise are directly involved in the planning and

implementation of The Woodlawn Organization's programs.

2. Issues were chosen for which there would be across-the-board sup-
-.

port in the community and on which clear, measurable, reasonably

speedy, victory was possible. For example, one of the first drives

of The Woodlawn Organization was against unscrupulous businessmen

in the Woodlawn area. An early survey by TWO determined that resi-

dents were being overcharged, short-weighed, and being delivered

shoddy merchandise on poor credii terilS. Hundreds of area residents

marched to display their displeasure and a center was set.up. where

people could report specific complaints, which were then directed

to the offending me., .thants. The effect was a clearcut victory.

Dishonest business practices sharply declined. The residents saw

that People Power could achieve measurable victories. When The

Woodlawn Organization went to court over rent strikes, hundreds of .

black neighborhood residents paid orderlY visits to the courtroom.

3. The Woodlawn Organization developed a differentiated attitude in

dealing with the University of Chicago. Because it was dealing with

many units of the University on a variety of different problems and

projects, it was inevitable that it would meet with varying degrees

of success. The Woodlawn Organization learned that it could apply

pressure and express dissatisfaction with one division of the Uni-

versity while working smoothly with another.
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The Woodlawn Organization's conflict with the University'traces

to 1960 when the University announced plans to redevelop part of Wood-

lawn in much the same fashion that had been used in the Hyde Park-Kenwood

area. There was a great deal of conflict, but eventually the University

was required to take the desires of the Woodlawn community into account.

Eventually, the University established a number.of outposts in the Wood-

lawn area. Each of these was eventually planned in conjunction with The

Woodlawn Organization and operated primarily for the benefit of the

members of the.community. A history of working together on specific pro-

jects led to the drawing up of an alternate Model Cities plan for Wood- .

lawn in 1968.

The University's justification for providing services in the

Woodlawn Community.has been that it is learning new methods for develop-

ing services in urban areas. Once these new techniques are developed,

they can be applied by service organizations in other parts of the coun-

try. The University's prime functions are as educator and developer of

knowledge, rather than as a provider of services. The Model Cities plan

provide&the University with the opportunity to draw up a comprehensive,

reproducible program based on its first-hand experiences in the Woodlawn

area.

The principal dissatisfactions of The Woodlawn Organization with

the original Model Cities plan prepared by Mayor Daley's administration

were:

1. There wasn't enough citizen participation, either in its drawing up

or implementation,

2. It simply perpetuated the status quo.
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A central feature of all of the University's services provided

to Wood lawn has been citizen participation. Participation has meant

that the citizens of the area:

1. Help to determine what is needed,

2. Have a say in how the services are provided,

3. Are. employ.ed as fully as possible in the delivery of services,

4. Help to evaluate the success or failure of the program by serving on

an advisory board.

As Arthur Brazier sees it, The Wood lawn Organization succeeded

"Because people in Wood lawn developed a near obsession for self-

determination."

In April 1968, The Wood lawn Organization asked the University's

Paculty-Woodlawn Committee to assist its own Model Cities effort. Sup-

ported by foundation money, a student team at the Center for Urban

Studies began accumulating data on the Wood lawn community that would be

useful in the planning process. Task forces of faculty and graduate

students, many of them already involved in a colloqium and summer study

project (funded by the Department of Housing and Urban Development) on

the University's several demonstration programs in Wood lawn, were

organized by the Center to lend expert advice on the problem areas

selected by The Woodlawn Organization. The Woodlawn Organization organized

its own corresponding standing committees of neighborhood residents which

stet together with the corresponding University student-faculty committees

on a weekly basis. The tone of the cooperation effort was set in mid-

June at a meeting in a Woodlawn church at which Julian Levi told an

assembly of neighborhood residents, "You're going to decide, not the City

V 0, 46
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and not the University, what kinds of solutions to Wood lawn's problems

you're going to propose."

The Wood lawn Organization organized citizen participation and

the University supplied the technical assistance. The University was

working for the community in much the same manner that a lawyer repre-

sents a.client.. The community chose the University to work for it,

helped determine the ground rules of the relationship, and had the right

to accept or reject the University's suggestions. However, since there

was a regular contact and feedback during the entire planning process,

raciprocal education and accommodation went on continually. This meant

that the final plan was much more likely to meet the real needs of the

area's residents.

The final plan that was approved by The Wood lawn Organization in

November of 1968 Contained six areas:

1. Health.

2. Social service.

3. Law.

4. Envitonmental planning and housing.

S. Education.

6. Economic development.

Recommendations in all but the last were built around the actual

experiences of programs operated in the Wood lawn area in conjunction with

or with the assistance of the University of Chicago. We will now. describe

the development of the University's programs in Wood lawn ana show how

they fit into the final comprehensive Model Cities plan.
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1. Health

The University of Chicago has had at least three major urban

innovative involvements in the field of health: child care, community

mental health, and drug addiction. We will focus on the University of

Chicago's Wood lawn Child Health Center because it has encountered many

of the problenis that any such commtmity-based facility will have to deal

with and because it has emerged as a clear-cut success. Less has been

written about it than about the Community Mental Health Center and the

Experimental SChools Project, but the future of each of the latter is

more. 'uncertain. Perhaps the Child Care Center has had an easier time

because it has not had to do battle with large established institutions

such as the public school system.

Poor urban communities tend to have serious health problems which

are partially the result of the inherent problems of the people them-

selves and secondarily a result of the inaccessibility or unavailability

of health services.. Wood lawn's health problems are extremely serious.

The infant mortality rate, that critical index of how medically disadvan-

taged an area is, is 54 per 1,000.

Planning started in 1965 and in 1967 the University opened the

Wood lawn Child Health Center financed by the United States Children's

Bureau. The Center is part of a city-wide collaborative effort by the

State of Illinois and the City of Chicago Board of Health with teaching

centers to improve the availability of child health care.

The center is a bright, attractive facility which aims to i)rovide

high quality care with an attitude of respect for .the patient._ The

furnishings are modern and attractive. Children in the waiting room can
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keep busy writing on blackboards or watching a large tank of tropical

fish. Parents and children in the waiting room sit in comfortable

chairs and generally seem cheerful. Relations between staff and patients

and among the staff members themselves are warm and friendly: The Center

is housed in a one-story brick buildj.ng on a main shopping street in the

heart of WoodIawn. The inside walls are decorated with colorful posters

.and with pictures of the KenneLl?s and Martin Luther King, Jr. The prin-

cipal problem at the Center is now overcrowding. It sees 1,200 children

per month and has files on about ten thousand different children whom

it has seen in the first three years of its existence.

The staff of 32 is three-quarters black. One-third of the staff

members actually live in the community. The director, John Madden, is a

white pediatrician who has headed the Center since it was started. The

staff appears highly motivated, pleased with their work and extremely

competent. There has been low turnover among the staff. There has been

extremely little controversy or conflict at the Center, despite the

innovative nature of its mission and method of operation.

The Woodlawn Child Health Center has a number of features which

allow it to deliver comprehensive services to the children of Woodlawn:

1. A community advisory board.

2. Location on a main street in the community which affords easy

access.

3. Para-professionals who are primarily black residents of the.local

community.

4. A team approach where professionals and para.Trofessionals work

together on all of the problems of the child.

4 *L... 49
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S. A bus which is used to bring handicapped or very ill children to

the Center and those in need of more extensive care to the

hospital.

6. Prevention in addition to treatment. Originally prevention was

to be a major goal of the center, but it is estimated that pre-

vention amounts to only about 20 per cent of the service provided.

7. A university affiliation. Albert Dorffman of the University of .

Chicago's Medical School's Department of Pediatrics originally

conceived th,. idea. The Medical School also provides help in

staffing by way of specialists, medical students and interns.

The university setting also provided legitimation for the expgri-

mentation that has occurred and ari opportunity to exchange ideas

with the other University-related programs that are operating in

Woodlawn.

The Director

Some people who have led innovative, potentially controversial

projects have been flamboyant, egotistical and abrasive. John Madden is

none of these. He is mild-mannered, easy-going, informal and open, but

at the same time he is competent and determined. The door to his office

is open and staff members don't even knock before entering. Madden

spends about half his time tald.ng care of patients. His interest is

operating the Center and he has not devoted much effort to disseminating

the results of its experience. To date there has been no comprehensive

description of its activity.

The community board plays a central role in planning and review-

ing operations and is seen as the major way of assuring that the Child
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Health Center meets the real needs of the children of Woodlawn. Oiig-

inally it was thought that the board would be composed partly of people

from the community and partly of people from the University. The Wood-

lawn Organization insisted that six of the eleven boardmembers be from

the community. In practice.all of tfie board members have been community

people and there are no professionals on the board. The board helps to

'determine policy, passes on personnel, and reviews operations.

The board and the director have a good working relationship but

there have been difficulties. A major problem occurred in the spring

of 1970 over the dismissal of a technician that the director viewed as

disruptive. The dismissed technician told the board ihat he had been

unfairly fired and requested that his case be reconsidered. The board

decided that the dismissal should be stayed for a month while the matter

was investigated. Mhdden told the board that if the technician were kept

on he would resign as director. The board reconsidered and Madden stayed.

John Maddeh likes his work and feels that he has accomplished

something and wants to stay. He's extremely popular with his staff.

Relations between blacks and whites at the center are excellent and there

has been no talk of replacing Madden because he is white.

The Community Advisory Board meets monthly and was especially

important in establishing the original mission of'the Center. The Center .

was originally conceived of as a referral center for public school

teachers, nurses, board of health stations and other agencies. The staff

and board quickly realized that this buffered them from the community,

was cumbersome, and further served to fragment care. It changed in the

first month to accept patients directly.
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The board has provided valuable advice at all.stages of the

Center's history. For example, acting on.the counsel of the board,

advance publiciti was held to a minimum in order to.: (1) not make any

promises that would subsequently be broken, and (2) not create a demand

for services early in its operation that would overwhelm the facility.

The Team Appm.a.ch

Each patient is seen by an entire team consisting of a doctor,

a nurse, a social worker, and a community worker. :This means that when

a person returns, he is known to at least several members of the team in

the event there is rotation of staff. The social worker does a write-up

of the entire range of problems of the child. If the family needs help

with another agency, such as the Department of Welfare or the school

system, the social worker contacts the agency. The community worker

visits the home of the child to see how conditions there give rise to

health problems. If necessary, she takes the Center's nutritionist

along to make recommendations on diet problems.

The team approach allows professionals and non-professionals to

work together with the non-professional being utilized to the fullest since

his.work is always subject to some review. Non-professional community

workers appear satisfied with their role at the Child Health Center.

This is due in large measure to the fact that they have expertise to

contribute on the basis of their first-hand knowledge of the family's

living conditions. Also, the nurses at the Woodlawn Child Health Center

are allowed to make many decisions and play a large role in treatment

because they work as part of a team.

tr*-
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Comprehensive Care

One of the things the Center tries to avoid is forcing patients

to go a long distance for treatment. Specialists come several times a

week and the parents are now quite good about keeping appointments ivith

them. The Center also has its own X-Iray and laboratory facilities,

although some of the samples drawn have to be sent elsewhere for testing.

Only 1 per cent of those seen at the Center are sent to hospitals conse-

quently.

Prevention and Outreach

The community workers and the social workers have

number of basic problems which give rise to poor health.

to expand the free lunch program and to get food stamps.

organized discussion groups for young mothers that center

as shopping and housekeeping in addition to child health.

attacked a

They have worked

They have

on such topics

A major effort

of the Center has been to eliminate lead poisoning through increased

enforcement and publicity directed at the problem. This has led the

Center ihto conflict with the official city agency charged with dealing

with lead poisoning which has attempted to convey the impression that the

matter is "under control."

The_Relationship of the Child Care Center

to Health Services in the Model Cities Plan

The central feature of the delivery of all services to Woodlawn,

according to the Mbdel Cities plan drawn up by The Woodlawn Organization

and the University of Chicago, is a series of "pads," small centers

located in storefronts and basements, each serving a two- or three-block

area. The pads will have four functions:
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1. Stimulating community organization,

2. Providing easy access to facilities, services, and institutions,

3. Giving early diagnosis of all sorts of problems,

4. Doing prevention and early treatment work.

Nurses will be available at the pads and ambulance service will

be on call there. The pads will be open 24 hcars a day. The community

outreach workers would be located in the pads.

There would also be a single health center which would be

modelled loosely after the Wood lawn Child Health Center. The Model

Cities plan also calls for a new method of financing health care on the

basis of compulsory health insurance program with the rates based upon

family income.

The fit between the Model Cities plan and the Wood lawn Child

Health Center model is not perfect. For example, the team would be

broken up if the community worker is located in the pad rather than the

health center. However, the experience of the Ch.ild Health Center has

been of major importance in pioneering new methods which mere drawn upon

in the Model Cities plan.

The Wood lawn Mental Health Center

Development of the Chicago Board of Health-Woodlawn Mental

Health Center began when two psychiatrists, Sheppard Kellam and Sheldon

Schiff, decided to attempt to study and systematically deal with the

rental health problems of the total community. "We wanted to," as Dr.

Schiff put it, "develop programs with the community which would prevent

the uounds rather than to try to patch up these troubles later when

they became more serious."
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The Woodlawn Mental Health Center was the first of the outposts

in Woodlawn operated by the University of Chicago. The need for an

advisory panel was demonstrated when the co-directors got into a dispute

with The Woodlawn Organization by wanting to rent space from a white

absentee landlord rather than a black businessman in the community. In

response to this early crisis, a watchdog committee was appointed by The

Wbodlawn Organization whicA laf..r evolved into the advisory board of

approximately 20 community .resjdonts that meets monthly.

Among the early involvements of the advisory board were decisions

about.the.name of the organization and the type of furnishings that would

be installed. The advisory board wanted to make sure.that the name

reflected the involvement of the community and not the City of Chicago.

It wanted the furnishings to be durable and of high quality to indicate

the Center's commitment to remain in the community.

More important, however, were the roles that The Wbodlawn Organi-

zation and the advisory board played in the very mission of the Woodlawn

Mental Health Center itself. Professionals in the area suggested that

the Center concentrate on the severely disturbed. Members of the com-

munity, however, were more concerned with making Woodlawn a better place

to live. They stressed prevention. The community people felt that the

Mental Health Center should concentrate on children and their education,

especially in the early years.

The Woodlawn Mental Health Center decided to work with children,

their parents, and the schools to make early educational experiences

mnre positive. The Center found out that seven out of every ten children

in Woodlawn are, according to their teachers, failing to adapt to the
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learning situation as early as first report card time in first grade.

If nothing is done about it, these children continue to fail in.school.

As in most poor black communities, there are major problems with the

school system. Half of the children of Woodlawn drop out of the educa-

tional system before finishing high school.

-The Mental Health Center has concentrated on increasing parents'

involvement with the schools. Seventy per cent of the children in the

schools involved have had at least one parental visit to the schools

each year, and in 50 per cent of the cases there have been two or more

visits. Teachers and principals have learned to relate to parents and

to community people. Among the specific projects that the Center and the

parents have collaborated on is the picking of history texts that show

black people in a.more realistic light.

Key elements of the program are the community representatives,

one of whom is assigned to every two schools. The psychiatrists them-

selves do not work in the schools.

Although the Woodlawn Mental Health Center has achieved wide

recognition and a good deal of favorable publicity, it has been extremely

controversial within Woodlawn. Opponents have charged that the program

attempts to force the children to accommodate to a corrupt school system

rather than trying to change it. Sheldon Schiff, one of the co-directors

of the Center, has been accused of being a racist and forced to resign.

Why has the Mental Health Center run into trouble? Does this

demonstrate that white psychiatrists may be all right to start programs

in black communities, but that they should then turn control over to

blacks? John Madden, the director of the Child Care Center, disagrees.
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"I've had no problem because of being white. Partially this is because

the program has been effective and it's also due to the fact that the

black residents of Woodlawn know how hard it might be to find a good

black pediatrician to replace me."

In large measure, Sheldon Schiff's problems were due to the

forcefulness of his personality and his method of doing things. He did

not form a close working relationship either with the Woodlawn Experi-

mental Schools Project or the Woodlawn Child Care Center. The director

of the Experimental Schools Program actively opposed Schiff's leadership

and was instrUmental in having the Mental Health Center's program dropped

by the Wadsworth School in the Experimental Schools Program. The Mental

Health Center made extensive use of videotape and attitude surveys even

though it upset a minority of community residents involved with the pro-

gram. The two directors, Schiff and Kellam, did not get along with each

other. In part, Schiff's brightness and perserverance, which were very

helpfill in setting up the program, did hiM in. He had a tendency to

lecture rather than listen and this may have intimidated poor black people

who felfintellectually inferior to any psychiatrist in the first place.

Secondly, he projected a stance of antagonistic skepticism which may have

been very effective in therapy, but which upset the community residents

who had only a brief opportunity to intetact with him.

Will the Woodlawn Mental Health Center endure? At this point the

answer is uncertain. Both the University and The Woodlawn Organization

are committed to the principle. University administrators feel that it

has evolved a new form of community psychiatry. TWO staff feel that it

is performing an important function. Arthur Brazier, the former president
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of TWO, reports that The Wood lawn Organization staff have confidence in

Kellam, but that they didn't feel that they could work with Schiff.

"They felt that he's too intransigent," he reported.

Since the Mental Health Center has confined its efforts to the

schools, it might be argued that these functions should be taken over by

the schOol sys.tem, especially since there is noW an experimental school

. project. There is still a problem meeting the mental health needs of

the population of Wood lawn that the Wood lawn Mental Health Center has

never attempted to meet. The Wood lawn Child Care Center reports that .

lack of adequate mental health facilities is one of the area's most

pressing problems.

2. Social Service

The University and the community are now working to implement

sonn elements of the Model Cities plan. The University has not been

especially innovatiye in the area of social services (or welfare), but

a new building that the University was readying to coordinate the old

type of services will be the base for an exciting new program financed

by the State of Illinois.

The.Model Cities Plan drawn up by the University of Chicago and

The Wood lawn Organization had three features: (1) the separation of

financial assistance from services with eligibility for financial assis-

tance being determined easily by clear-cut criteria; (2) the provision

for a minimum family incomo--$4,100 for a family of four compared to the

current $2,500; (3) the availability of services to everyone regardless

of whether or not they receive financial assistance_
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When the City turned down The Woodlawn Organization and the

University of Chicago's Model Cities plan, the situation looked bleak

inasmuch as none of the proposed ideas were otherwise being contemplated

in Woodlawn. The fact that a plan had been drawn up, however, allowed

the State to select the Woodlawn program as one of three demonstration

projects funded by the state Jegislature at the rate of $3.3 million

per year with the aim of experimenting to find ways to improve the

welfare system.

The state will administer the welfare or social services program

in the Woodlawn area under the direction of a black man--Clinton McKay--

who helped to develop new social service procedures in Pennsylvania.

The approximately $1 million of State money will not be used for finan-

cial assistance or the provision of standard services, but rather will

be for innovative programs such as the hiring of people from the com-

munity to work With employers to develop new jobs for Woodlawn residents.

Less important than the money that the State will be providing.will be

an entirely new concept of the delivery of services which is in close

agreement with the goals and procedures outlined in the Model Cities

plan. Unfortunately, the $4,100 minimum family income for a family of

four will not be part of the program.

Key elements of the new Woodlawn social service program will be'

the separation of the determination of eligibility fram the :rendering

of assistance. Different offices will handle the two fanctions. Once

it is determined that a person is eligible for.either financial assis-

tance or services, every attempt will be made to get people what they

are entitled to on a purely objective basis. Speed and objectivity will

be keynotes of the program.
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Ono way to describe the new.program is through some of the new

terms:

1. People getting services will be consumers rather than clients;

2. A person who is getting something will get a requisition from

a warehouse of services rather than 'assistance from an agency.

Among the first prior: es aro an early *chi ldhood development

center and a day care center. large proportion of the people employed

in the delivery of services wi 11 be Woodlawn residents themselves.

A key link in the whole program is the modern new building built

by the School of Social Service Administration of the University with

the majority of funds being supplied by the Department of Housing and

Urban Development. When this facility was being planned in 1966, it was

envisioned as a one-stop social service center where representatives of

all the various agencies dealing with Woodlawn people would be locatei.

The attempt was to coordinate existing programs rather than render a

new type of service. High on the priority list at the new center were

the training of graduates of the school of Social Service Administration

and research and evaluation. It is likely that neither will be a priority

in the new program. University administrators had to give up the control

of a facility that they had planned and raised the funds for. The State

will have a community advisory board as did the School of Social Service .

Administration when it was planning the facility.

3. Law

For several years the University of Chicago Law School has

operated the Edwin F. Mandel Clirac in conjunction with the Legal Aid

Bureau. Active in the Clinic have been 50 students from the Law School,
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faculty members of the Law School, and a panel of 25 eonsulting attorneys

who are active ir the economic development and test case components of

the Clinic's practice. Approximately 100 people visit the Clinic each

week with legal problems in tho areas of housing, consumer credit,

domestic matters, welfare and juvenile and criminal law. Although many

of the clients require only advice or minimal representation (a letter

or a telephone call), approximately 25 per cent of the cases involve

extensive representation and perhaps litigation. The Law School and the

Clinic have attempted to engage in preventive law and community legal

educ.aiion through a series of articles in The Woodlawn Organization news-

paper, The Observer, and by conducting forums such as ones on tenants'

rights and the rights of citizens on the street.

Those who drew up the Model Cities legal program realized that

the Mandel Legal Clinic suffered from a number of deficiencies in attempt-

ing to satisfy the legal needs of the community. First, because the

Clinic was not community operated, many'residents iegard it with suspi-

cion. Secondly, many Woodlawn residents consult an attorney only after

the legal problem has reached the acute stage.

The Model Cities plan restricted the Mandel Clinic to trial and

test cases which would seek to clarify and expand the rights of Woodlawn

residents and to train community lay advocates to ba para-professionals

in the legal field. The plan also called for the provision of a number

of new legal services such as the formation of a neighborhood law firm,

a dispute service, and a youth advisory section to handle juvenile legal

problems.
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4. Environmental Planning and Housing

As far as The Woodlawn Organization is concerned, the major prob-

lem in Woodlawn is sub-standard housing. The Woodlawn Organization long

ago went on record as saying that it wanted new housing to provide an

economic mix allowing middle income people 1) move into the neighborhood.

Now housing was to escape the institutional stigma that characterizes

much of the high-rise public housing that has been built in Chicago. The

University of Chicago and The Woodlawn Organization have collaborated on

several housing ventures.

It was the University's plan to build its new South Campus in

Woodlawn with the aid of Urban Renewal which first brought the Univzrsity

and The Woodlawn Organization into confliCt. Under a complex federal

urban renewal formula, the University of Chicago had accumulated credits

which the City of Chicago could use in lieu of a cash contribution

required from it for urban renewal proposed in the Woodlawn area. How-

ever, the University wanted assurance that it would be given the chance'

to buy some of the proposed urban renewal land for expansion of its

South Campus. The Woodlawn Organization refused to go along with the

plan until it was assured that something beneficial woUld come to the

black Woodlawn community.

A deadlock ensued with a good deal of bitterness on both sides

a

which was broken personally by Mayor Daley in 1963. The major points of

the agreement were that:

1. A citizens, committee would be appointed by the Mayor to deal

with urban reftwal in Woodlawn and The Woodlawn Organization

would have a majority of the members;
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2. An area of deteriorated commercial structures would be cleared

for low-rise, low-cost (but not public) housing;

3. No buildings on the projected South Campus would be demolished

until construction of this housing was actually under way.

Woodlawn Gardens, a 26-building, 500-apartment complex, is now

nearly completed on a 9-acre stretch of land. Rents range from $99 a

month for an efficiency to $160 for a three-bedroom duplex. Preference

is given to those who have previously been displaced by urban renewal.

A portion of the apartments are being subsidized by the rent supplement

plan: Although the apartments are all occupied and there is a long

waiting list, relatively few very poor people have been able to move in.

This is 221(d)111 housing built with federal financing, but The Woodlawn

Organization still needed help to plan and oversee construction of the

buildings. The.Kate Maremont Faindation provided the seed money for

the program which will be returned by the federal government once the

housing is completed.

The University of Chicago had originally planned to use part of

its urban renewal land in the Woodlawn area for the construction of a

veterans, hospital which it hoped would be a major employer of Woodlawn

residents. The site for the hospital was shifted and the University

has now leased the land to The Woodlawn Organization for housing. The

University of Chicago is making temporary loans to The Woodlawn Organi-

zation not to exceed $500,000 to be used to secure architectural, legal

and other necessary services which are prerequisites for full federal

financing of this housing program. The University is also working with

The Woodlawn Organization to help it secure financing for additional

housing.
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Mother area in which the University has become involved is that

of relocation of people who will be forced to mOve as a result of the

new South Campus buildings. The number of families who need help beyond

that normally provided is small, but unless special provisions had been

made, they would have suffered serious problems.

The University made v iilable $15,000 that was needed to meet

the needs of people with thc. .pecific types of problems.

1. Some people had once lived in public housing and had moved out

owing balances. They wanted to get back in but couldn't unless

they cleared the balance.

2. There were people who wanted to buy houses and didn't have all

the down payment.

3. Some people had once lived on the site and had moired off. Their

moving expenses had been paid at that point. They now wanted to

move back into the new housing, and there was no way of financing

the second move.

The Model Cities plan for improving the environment and for

housing called for a comprehensive plan aimed at improving the whole com-

munity and serving the needs of the people. The Model Cities plan recog-

nizes that the improvement of housing and environment alone are not

sufficient for conununity renewal. As Jack Meltzer, the Director of the

Center for Urban Studies of the University of Chicago, states it:

Experience has shown that when great resources are devoted to improv-
ing the physical environment in general and housing in particular,
the community is more likely to be harmed than helped. When housing

improvement is a precipitating event in community development, the
high cost of clearing and acquiring land and of constructing new
buildings leaves nothing over for the most important areas of jobs,
schools, health, economic development, and so on.
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Further, residents are usually not capablo of properly keeping up

the buildings, and they soon deteriorate; often rents for improv6d

apartments are so high the original residents cannot afford them

and actually end up' moving into worse housing than they had at

first; and small, informal groups of neighbors whose members were

able to help each other arc usually destroyed in the mechanics of

relocation, and the impersonal design of new housing often impedes

reformation of similnr associations.

If,.however, housing improvement is seen as a culmination of social,

economic and cultural developmpnts rather than as a cause of them,

then it can be a significant liesult and measure of community

improvement. Housing and environment must be considered in the

context of a network of primary, social and economic improvements

that should be going on in the community.

For any community to deal positively with the social and economic

effects of land relocation and widespread physical changes it must

be equipped with a strong sense of community, imaginative planning,

effective agencies, and large resources. Only then will physical

planning and change contribute to desired social and economic goals,

although preparation for physical improvements should start simul-

taneously with other action. The physical structures of a community

will be the embodiment of social and economic activities which are

going on in the community, but to concentrate attention on the

physical things is to treat symptoms and not causes.

S. Education

At present the Woodlawn Experimental School District operates

ten schools (seven primary, two junior high, and one senior high school)

as experimental schools with supplementary funding from Title III of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Keys to the program are The

Woodlawn Community Board, which is composed of 21 members (seven each

appointed by The Woodlawn Organization, the University of Chicago,. and

the Chicago Public School System), and the director of the program,

Barbara Sizemore, a black sociologist trained at the Graduate School of

Education of the University of Chicago. Although the program is still

in its early stages and has been controversial, the community board is

functioning well, the University of Chicago and the public school system
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are committed to the idea, and major chmages have been made in the

schools which have already resulted in some measurable improvement.

As was the case with many other involvements of the University

of Chicago in the Woodlawn area, this project started with a completely

different purpose. In Sumner 1965 a University-wide Committee on Urban

Education began preparing plans to submit a proposal for an urban educa-

tion laboratory. The proposal submitted in October 1965 was turned down

because the Office of Education did not feel that there was chough com-

munity involvement. The Woodlawn Organization then brought strong pres-

sure to bear to become a part of the project.

The mere working out of the ground rules prior to the submission

of a second proposal was complicated, and finally it was agreed that

anyone of the three parties represented on the proposed community school

board could have a veto.

The Woodlawn Organization and the University of Chicago were

both pleased with the proposal that was submitted in September 1966.

There was shock when late in November the Office of Education decided

not to fund the proposal. The University and The Woodlawn Organization

jointly sought to have the decision.reconsidered and made forceful

representations to the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare (John Gardner) and the Commissioner of Education (Harold

Howe). In January, 1967 the Office of Education reversed itself and

awarded the funds.

Little remained of the University oi Chicago's original uni-

lateral idea for a research and development center in urban education.

The Woodlawn Organization wanted basic changes made in the educational
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system'and was not interested in "superficial or compensatory educational

programs."

The original director of the program was a white professor at the

University of Chicago's Graduate School of Education--Willard J. Congreve.

Although his staff was all black, he eventually resigned 'voluntarily

because he thought it was more appropriate that the program have black

leadership. All three parties to the community school board concurred

in the appointment of Barbara Sizemore. She is very forceful and capable

and has gotten into major controversy with Sheldon Schiff of the Woodlawn

Mental Health Center. She does not suffer from the failing of many educators

who refused to acknowledge the existence of problems.

Among the early projects of the Woodlawn Experimental School Program

have been the changing of teachers and the dealing with gangs. Most of

the teachers that the board wanted to leave have gone voluntarily and there

has been little Confrontation with the teachers' union. fhere has been

a strong effort to recruit outstanding teachers from outside of the

A major effort has been devoted to the elimination of warfare between the

-gangs because of the extent to which they intimidate students attempting

to get to school.

In addition to improvements in the school, The Woodlawn Experimental

School Project has been instrumental in starting a community education

center which operates at one of the schools, offering a wide range of programs

including recreation and computer courses.

In addition to the University of Chicago having been instrumental

in securing the original funding, it serves an important role in

legitlmating the project. Furthermore, its involvement in Woodlawn has been a
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part of the whole new urban emphasis at the Graduate School. oE Education.

Fringe benefits to the Woodlawn Experimental School Program have. been

other urban projects that the University Is Graduate School 'of Education

has been involved in, including the Master of Arts in Teaching.program

sponsored by The Ford Foundation where students are
trained in a team

and then go to work at a specific school, and the Triple T (The Training

of Trainers of Teachers) of the Office of Education.
Each of these pro-

grams has served as inputs of manpower into the Woodlawn schools.

The experience of the Woodlawn Experimental
Schools Program has

enabled Willard Congreve to distinguisil five separate
functions in which

the community and the educators in tera t differently. . They are sumarized

in the following chart:
Who Should Be

The Function
Accountable

Who Should Do It

Goal Setting
Client

Client with help

from Educator Cried

Educator with

Program Design Educator help from Client EDci

Sanction and Support Client
CLed

Program Implementation Educator
ED

el

Evaluation
Client

CLed

The Model Cities Program for Education is based specifically on

the experiences of the Woodlawn Experimental School Project, but the

plan calls for the adding of new functions and for increased coOrdina-

tion. The Model Cities plan calls for coordination of the educational

programs of the public and parochial schools. The expansion of educa-

tional services would include a pre-school cenier, a career vocational
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institute, and a "fluid school" which would rely heavily on a

of different kinds of educators, such as trained parents, olde

group students, and other non-education professionals.

6. Economic Development

A major feature of the Model Cities plan and one in which

has not been much pievious involvement on the part of the Universi

variety

r peer

there

ty of

at

35,000

Chicago is in the area of economic development. It_is estimated th

at least 10,000 persons in a total potential Woodlawn work force of

need significant amounts of help. The idea of relying primarily on

black. entrepreneurs was discounted because that couldn't develop enough

jobs. If there is substantial construction in the physical redevelopment

of the Wood lawn area, this will provide a number of construction jobs.

Many black people are already at work in the manpower training program

and the rehabilitation of school facilities
involved in the Woodlawn

Experimental School Project. The Wood lawn Organization has participated

in many federal and local employment programs by providing recruitment,

selection, support and education services. As a community organization

with an extensive block organization, it holds a comparative advantage

in outreach and follow-up activities on the job front The plan calls

for the education system playing a major role in preparing people for

meaningful employment.

Arthur Brazier of The Woodlawn Organization is well aware that

economic development and the securing of jobs is a difficult area which

often involves conflict with the white power structure. In his estimate

it was the white power structure both within the City of Chicago and the
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United States Senate that brought to a halt one of thie most promising

manpower training programs that The Wood lawn 'Organization started.

With funding from the Office of Economic Opportunity at the rate

of approximately $1 million a year The Woodlawn Organization started a

program aimed at training gang members for meaningful employment. A

prerequisite to the securing of the grant was The Wood lawn Organization's

bringing about a truce between the two gangs--the Blackstone Rangers and

the Eastside Disciples. The City administration blocked the appointment

of the project director that The Wood lawn Organization wanted and the

police harassed the project throughout its year of existence. The press

made sensational statements about the criminal involvement of some of

the members of the project and the McClelland Committee (the Senate Sub-

Conunittee on Tnvestigations) held public hearings on the project and

brought such Dressure to bear on the Office of Economic Opportunity that

the project was not refunded.

Although the University was not formally involved in either the

drafting of the proposal or the operation of the program, it offered

strong support to The Wood lawn Organization in an effort to keep the

program going. Julian Levy attempted to get Mayor Daley to back the

program. Irving Spergel of the School of Social Service Administration

evaluated the program and defended it strongly..

Summary

The University has become involved in a number of programs in

the Wood lawn area and each has been reshaped to meet the specific needs

of the people of Woodlawn. Initial hostility between the Uniyersity of
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Chicago and The Woodlawn Organization has been replaced by a working

relationship where The Woodlawn Organization calls the shots and the

University of Chicago supplies the expertise and sometimes the resources.

The University of Chicago's rationale for having become involved in

these projects was not simply to provide services, but rather to learn

about new methods of delivering services. The desire of The Woodlawn

Organization to draw up a new Model Cities program allowed the experiences

of a number of separate units to be distilled into a comprehensive pro-

gram that has wide apPlicability for other universities and other cities.

This brief description of what has transpired in Woodlawn has

not been intended to give the impression that all the hurdles have been

passed and that everything in the future will be a success. However,

anyone looking at the record cannot fail to be impressed by the large

amount that has been accomplished. Key ingredients in this story have

been pragmatic, forceful leadership at both the University of Chicago and

The Woodlawn Organization.
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. :

In 1775, when ColuMbia University was still King's College of

Wall Street, a mob of local townspeople marched on the campus seeking

the neCk of Columbia's President Miles Cooper, a known i'ory sympathizer..: :

While undergraduate Alexander Hamilton kept the angry crowd at bay, ,

Cooper in his nightshirt scurried out the back window down to the

Hudson River. The next day he boarded ship for England, never to return.

Columbia and its Presidents have been running from the city ever since.

Franklin H. Williams, when he assumed the post of Director of

Columbia's Urban Center, described his task as no less than to "turn the

University around." While able to halt to.some degree the University's

retreat, the Urban Center and the coincidental student revolt have hardly

prynorrithe.54 clh T4:0("1..9PrIn2 g^a9,

This chapter will first trace the history of Columbia's retreat

from the city and its attempt to rebuild its neighborhood in its own image_

.of a suitable academic.environment. The major portion of the discussion.

will center.on the formation of an Urban-Minority Affairs Center as a

result of a $10 million grant from the Ford Foundation. The degree to

which this Center has succeeded in halting Columbia's retreat and forcing

the University into recognizing its responsibility to the community will

be analyzed:in some detail. Specific university and community programs

will be discussed.

Retreat from the Ci_ty.

Columbia's institutional retreat from New York City began in 1857

when the College' abandoned its buildings on the grounds of Trinity

Episcopal Church and moved north to the site of what is now Rockefeller'

S.
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Center'. The city soon caught up with the College, prompting another move

uptown in 1897. The site chosen was a plateau in uptown Manhattan

known as Norningside Heights. The "last escape" seemed to tuarantee the

College, now officially a University, an "academic" atmosphere. Columbia;

II crowned and set upon a height" as the Alma itater sings, was to become

"the Acropolis of the Hudson."

Unfortunately, the Columbia Trustees were not sufficiently far-

sighted to purchase the entire Heights for University usage. Faced with

an almos t unlimited amount of land available at noudnal cost, they settled

for a 16 square block area. Still in 1914 Columbia's. historian Fredehrick.

Keppel could write: "One of our valued academic possessions is the fine

view from the President's house over Moorningside Park, across the city, .

and to the hills of Long Island." The advancing city soon spoiled the

President's view. The residential neiehborhod witnessArl th vn4c1 prncoqc

of urban evolution and decay. Other institutions began to move into the

area. By 1947 the 14 institutions on the Heights found it necessary to

form an organization, Morningside Heights, Incorporated. (M.H. Inc.) to

"promote the improvement of Morningside Heights as an attractive res i dent ial ,

educational, and cultural area." M.H.Inc. employed a uniformed street

patrol largely financed by Columbia and ran some small community service

programs. 11:H. Inc. also sponsored the construction of Morningside

Gardens, a 1,000-unit middle-incone housing development and Grant Houses,

a 2,000-unit low-income project, removing two blighted areas to the

14

north of the Heights.

.As an educational institution Coludbia was also undergoing change

during this 'period. Before 1900 the student body WAS drawn largely from

. the professional and upPer middle class of New York society. In the 1900's
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the College began to attract the intellectually ambitious and professionally

oriented children of New York immigrant families, particularly Jewish.

Since World War II, however, the student body had come to have a distinctly
la

national character. The traditional classical curriculum began to

give way at Columbia as early as 1792, when professorships of economics,

natural history and French were established, but tradition died hard as

Latin was maintained as an entrance requirement until 1916. The

"irrelevancy" of the classical curriculum in the mid 1900's almost

deprived the College of students and revenue; a 0140,000 gift of the
6

state saved Columbia. A far greater threat to the College was .

the growing trend toward professionalism which called into question

the necessity for fouryear institutions. The college survived the challenge,

however, thanks to the concept of general education. The introduction

of a General Honors course on "great books" and a Contemporary

Civilization course in 1917 represented Columbia's commitment to the

concept that "there is a certain minimum of ...(the Western) intellectual

and spiritual tradition that a man must experience and understand if he
6

is to be called educated." General education dominated the College
la

without a break until, 1954, when a majors system was introduced.

The College was able to ma%ntain its existence, despite its small size

(2,700) in the midst of a large university (17,000) which annually awarded

more Ph.b.ls than any oth,:r in the nation. The College remained an elite

school, one in which 90% of its graduating class goes directly into

professional or postgraduate education.

The needs of a large university and the deterioration of the community

led to conflict, which was described by the Faculty Civil Rights Group which

described some of the history of the encounter in 1967. Columbia Provost

Jacques Barzun described,the neighborhood as "uninviting, abnormal, sinister,

,0 .
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and dangerous." Of particular concern to the University was the existence

of SRO's: hotel-like conversions of former apartment buildings, legally

classified as Single Room Occupancies. The SRO's had become principal housers

of "deteriorated people," as Columbia planner Stanley Salmen called them.

For example, the Bryn Mawr Hotel on 121st Street, when demolished in 1964,

housed 90 relief clients, many of whom were alcoholics, addicts and prosti-

tutes, according to a study done by the Columbia School of :Social Wbrk.

Columbia proclaimed its intent to rid the neighborhood of a 'source of crime

and to restore the neighborhood to its previous condition; Unable to flee

the city any longer, Columbia decided to remake it in its own image.

Salmen is:quoted by the Civil Rights Group as saying: "We are looking for

a community whereihe faculty can talk to people like themselves. We don't

want a dirty group." Suggestions that Columbia might take the approach

. of instituting.social
servide programs rather than removing SRO tenants

were rejected. Since renewal of the neighborhood would primarily mean

removing blacks, whose'population had increased 700% from 1950 to 1960,

and PUerto Ricans, whose number on the Heights had doubled, sensitive

racial issues were involved.

The process of removal went on effectively, as 6,700 of the 9,600

SRO tenants were removed between 1960 and 1968, reversing the Population'

.
trends of the previous decade.. Columbia described its success in

"cleaning and restoring" the Heights:

4.

-.

4.
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Self-styled political leaders and other quarrelsome
elements, often finding allies among professional
politicians, have done much to impede the renewal
plan. But Morningside Heights has been cleaned up any-
way and'is now one of the safer parts of the city.
All but two SRO's have been elivinated and nobody
really regrets their passing. 12

What most upset the "self-styled political leaders" was Columbia's

failure to abide by urban renewal guidelines. In response to a study

sponsored by M.H., Inc. the City submitted to dhe Federal government the

Morningside Heights General Neighborhood Renewal Plan (GNRP), planned

and revised over the years'1959-1964. Columbia, unhappy with the plan

because it did not fulfill the University's desire to have no SRO's or'.

. public housing between 110th Street and 123rd Street, accelerated its

purchase of buildings before the GNRP could be approved. In January 1965

the MEP was approved and a map issued supposedly showing the limits of

institutional expansion. Columbia within four months had purchased an

SRO outside the limits of the plan. As of September 1968, 58 of the 309

residential buildings in the neighborhood had been demolished, emptied,

or converted for institutional use. Twenty of these were outside the
2

limits of the .map.

Although non-profit institutions were not required to provide

any relocation services or 6:ants to displaced tenants, Columbirk, in.

January 1963, formed an OffiCe of Neighborhood Services to, as its

first director said, "polish'up its tarnished image." The tarnish'was

hardly removed by the actions.of the University to evict tenants who

were reluctant to vacate. Holdouts were offered stipends in addition

to regular relocation grants if ehey moved immediately. 'Rents were in-

creased 25% in dile SRO to, as Columbia phrased it, 'encourage the few

people who were still there to leave." Occasionally building services
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and building security were allowed to deteriorate as an additional

"inducement" to vacate. Extensive harassment took place at some dwellings,

including surprise police raids and the plugging of keyholes while the
12,14 .

resident was away.

Columbia failed to correct these abuses, despite a penetrating

report by the Faculty Civil Hights Group in December 1967. Thoroughly

4 ' documenting Columbia's past policies, the group stated, "Institutional

expansion combineS the worst dangers of urban renewal with a complete.ab- :
I

. sence of renewal's advantages and safeguards." The committee emphasized

the need for an overall master plan for institutional expansion and made

. four rdcommendations: 1) Efforts be instituted to revive an economically

and ethnically integrated and balanced cormnunity on tiorningside Heights;

2) Housingplanning .to incorporated the idea of mixed community-faculty-
.

t. . student dwe11inqs.: 31' emit-nullity se rv ir.P. rim orams rn ha fntd 1.1v rhp '
University; 4) Community representatives be involved in the planning and

12
*. operating stages of the above...

t ..
) The Gym

.

I I The resentmentwhich the community felt toward Columbia's expansion
.

, . policies became focussed on one issue: the gym. For two decades Columbia. .

116,.. , .
had contemplated building a new gymnasium to replace its antiquated, crimped

facility located underneath the Uris Hall Business School. In 1959 definite

1

. ,

plans were drafted. An $11.6 million Coluthia-comrnunity gym was to be

.

. .

, erected on a steep rocky slope at the sOuth end of Horningside Park. 'The 1.
I, ,

gym would occupy 2.1 acres of the 30-acre Park which separates the Heights .* .-

.

1
from Harlem. The Columbia facility was anticipated to cost $10 million,

the separate community portion $1..6.million. Columbia was to construct.
1
.,

.

1 the community gym and pay for all athletic equipment and staff supervisiOn
il . .

) . i .
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! of the community gym. The University's estimate of annual heating costs...
.

.

?.

,

I.

alone for the community facility was $75,000. The gym would be open all
year without fee.

On the whole the plan met with enthusiastic endorsement. The

city had in recent years polired $500,000 into Norningside Park, which it
had first taken over in 1870: Despite this the Park was still lalled by
police as a "very to extremely hazardous" area and an area of "light
public use." The Park was rarely used by persons in the community, especial-
ly at night. It was a notorious hangout for muggers, and one of the
world's largest narcOtics traffic centers was located 'On its 'fringes.
On of the few distinguishing monuments in the Park is Edgar Walton's

"Bear and Fawn Fountain," but no one can ever remember seeing water in it.
The only area of real use in the Park was the Columbia-Community Play-
srourel. 6f. th'Z' Cc:filet .tta P1L, opeosa irk 1.9.57 4141.8r Columbia spent 2.

t ' $250,000 to re'claim the land and construct the playing field and small
1 field home. Two thousand five hundred teenagers in; organized teams took...,.,. . .

t ! part in baseball, touch leotball, and track programs ,run by Columbia.
i

.

. The Playground was constructed by Columbia.for the community and leased . ..

back to Columbia for University use during the academic year.,.!A

I 1 Many community leaders heralded Columbia's gymnasium plan as a .

landmark in university-community cooperation. Little or no opposition
-1.
1 : was voiced as the plan cleared necessary approval from the Mayor, the Board

),

of Estimate, the City Council, the Municipal Arts Commission, two succes-

sive Parks

Governor.

Commissioners, both houses of the State Legislature, and the

In order to lease park land to Columbia theCity had to go

through the. New Yoric State Legislature. In 1959 enabling legislation wasI-
passed by the. State Assembly and State Legislature; it was signed into 'law
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by Governor Nelson Rockefeller on April 14, 1960. The lease which

c ailed for Columbia to pay $3,000 a year rent was approved by the Board

of Estimate after a public hearing on July 27, 1961. In August 3.961 Columbia

signed a one-hundred-year lease with the Ci.ty.

Because of a shortage of funds Columbia was unable to begin

immediate construction of the gym. In fact, the deadline for groundbreak-
,

ingaftsr which the University would find the lease invalidatedwas

postponed' several times. During the delay opposition began to develop:

f'1.

Both new Parks Commissioners under Mayor John Lindsay opposed the plan;

they felt the. community was getting too little out of the deal. The mood

I

SO

and level of political sophistication in the Harlem community was also

undergoing drastic changes during this period. Columbia's administration

was insensitive to this. As the student documenters of the student revolt

vhrasecl it. "The pym wan in thA hngt fraki.H on nf 011 tea 1 1 hprp1 FrIA trt
.

the disadvantaged...The Columbia administration and Trustees could not
1.

understand that now paternalistic liberalism was no longer wanted:'

In response to community pressure Columbia altered its plans and on

October 25, 1967 announced that it was adding a community swimming .pool
t

!

1

to the facility, raising the community position of the gYm from 12.5% 'to 15%.

Opponents still demonstrated again "gym crow" even after groundbreaking

began. H..Rap Brown appeared before a community group and urged them

that if the gym were constructed they should "blow it up...burn it down."

Columbia said that "construction of the gym is now a fait accompli."

And so it appeared until the student demonstration of April 1968.

'The first student demand acceded to by the University was a suspension .of

construction. on .the gym. After a Year of consultation with' the community

iiwhich revealed majority support for 'the:gym but enough oivosition .to

82
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. .

create serious problem, the Trustees abandoned plans for the gym in

7
the Park. Columbia claimed to have lost $5 million, the cost of terminat-

ing construction after contracts had been signed. In addition, much

haggling with the City followed over who would pay for rehabilitation. of

the construction site, which still remains as a gaping hole.

A Declining University

Gaping holes were in evidence at numerous other points of Columbia's

life. Christopher Jencks and David Reisman described Columbia in not-too
LI

coMplimentary terms in-The Academic P.evolution: "Its leadershiii

is bankrupt, its location dysfunctional, and its faculty deteriorating."

The leadership problem was one of both structure and personality. During

.

the 42-year (1902-1945) tenure of President Nicholab Nurray Butler

Columbia's administration was centralized in the hands of one'man--Butler.

Ilis charismatic leadership single--handedly built Columbia iuto a great

univers ty!--bUt at great expense, for no alumni fund-raising mechanisms

and no cohesive university structUre were created. During Butler's

declining years and during the weak Presidencies of Dwight D. Eisenhower

and Grayson Kirk, the University moved to a decentralized structure. Each

of the divisions of the University was its own fiefdom, with its own fund

raising program. This led to the enrichment of schools with great alumni

loyalty and the impoverishment of others. The Cox Commission Report .compared

."new and well,equipped professional school buildings with the

old and inadequate structures that house the College and Graduate Vacilir

ties."

Leadership problems pervaded the institution. The intemperate

.
language of Columbia's planner StanleySalmen,- 'who often was the University's,

r.
4,

6..

. '
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representative to the community, hr,s been reported previously. Provost

Jacques Barzun and Vice-Pro'vost Herbert Deane often expressed themselves

in the way most likely to alienate community and students. Kirk himself

-was a weak leader. A student slogan ran: "Butler reigned and ruled.
1,2

Ike reigned but did not rule. Kirk neither reigns nor rules."

If the administration were isolated from the educational situa-

tion and the community, the 24 Trustees were even more so. That self-

perpetuatirigbody was composed of a homogeneous'elite of banking execu-

tives, real estate brokers, communications and mass media leaders and

utilities executives. No scholars, no artists, no blacks, no women, nO

labor leaders, no former public servants were on the Board. The Trustees'

13
average age.was over 60.

Columbia's academic standing had begun to drop. Faculty salaries,

according to the AAUP ratin9s, had 'dropped in national ranking over the

period 1963-1964 to 1967-1968 from 5th tr..9th to 15th to 12th to 17th.

A 1966 study by the American Council on Education showed that Columbia's

graduate programs, which in 1957 were among the top three in the nation,

ranked consistently be1oW 5th. In April 1967 the Ford Foundation

omitted Columbia from the ten universities to which it granted $41.5 million

for restructuring doctoral programs, stating that Columbia "lacked motiva-

2. .

tion for reform."

. Some changes had begidlii to\be made at ColuMbia. The middle adminis-

trative level was particularly weak because the Columbia structure had

but one Vice-President and 31 deans. In 1967 a major administrative shake-.

up removed Jacques Barzun from the position of Provost and replaced him

with David B. Truman, a man of similarly solid academic credentials and

a hittory as Dean of the College of rapport with students and alumni. A

14.

e.

* .
84
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number-of Vice-Presidents were named

Vany f elt thr.t
level. /Truman was being groomed for

.11.1

to bolster the middle administrative

the Presidency.

The administrative shakeup did not prevent new problems. For

instance, there was the Strickman affair. Dr. Robert Strickman, a free-

lance chemist, claimed to have perfected a cigarette filter far superior

to any other on the market. Partly to benefit the University and mostly

to establish credibility for his invention, he agreed to turn over all

rights to it to Columbia. Columbia enthusiastically accepted and

announced the agreement with great fanfare in July 1967. This was a

questionable move coming at a time when the Surgeon General was engaged

in a massive campaign against cigarette smoking as a health hazard? But

even worse was the fact that Columbia had not even tested the filter.

Later tests revealed the filter to be practically worthless. Columbia

amAtualty SivrandeNA a$ Ints4ab.1'Imalifus-Tros.tea3 11Sued LLe Zualuvriats

meek statement: "The University feels that it owes it to the public to

state candidly that it made a well-intentioned mistake in entering a
5

highly controversial and competitivp commercial field."

Truman was by association implicated in this affair. Truman became

the spokesman for the University and thus identified with Kirk in the

students revolt of 1968. Truman soon followed Kirk in departure from

Columbia after the crisisKirk to retirement, Truman to the Presidency

of Mt. Holyoke College. A reknowned diplomat, Andrew Cordier became

Columbia's Acting President and later, when several candidates -- Martin

Meyerson, John Gardner, and Alexander Heard among them -- refused the

job, Cordier became President. Eventually, William McGill, Chancellor

of the San Diego branch of the University of California, was named

President.

4.
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Ford's. Line of:Credit

On NoveMber 1, 1966, Columbia, having rejected five year's earlier

the idea of a centralized carpaign, eMbarked on the largest fund dri,3

ever announced by a university - a $200 million, three-year effort.

Kicking off the drive was a $35 million grant from the.Ford Foundation,

the largest single-institution grant ever made by that organization. Twenty-.

five million dollars Was on a.four-to-one matching basis; the remaining

$10 million was designated for the "establishment of a broad new program

in urban and minority affaira."

In announcing the grant, Ford President NcGeorge.Bundy indicated

the $10 millioh could be used for projects ranging from "special research

appointments" to "experimental action in ghetto communities." The Ford

grant was apparently unexpected and unsolicited by the University. There

sannnil to he ronciisi.on from the, 01,11.50 ort how' tl)d ponv ginuN be WM:

Dr. Kirk maintained that.the.Program would be "likely .to make a greater

contribution in terms of research and training than in termsof direct

action." Champion Ward, Vice-President of Ford, emphasized both "action

projects in the surrounding cormunity" and work within the University for

"improved Understanding and training" in the field of urban-minority pro-

blems. While ColuMbia announced no plans for fhe inclusion of community'

leaders in discussions,.Ford indicated that such community participation

'was expected. But, Ward said, "We feel this is something for Columbia'S

initiative." .While Kirk said that a Major role of the money would be the

coordination of current university programs in urban affairs, Ward

stressed the establishment.of new activities rather than "merely the

traditional notion of doing.a good job of what you. are already doing."

4.



. Columbia's first step after accepting the grant was to appoint'

a five-man Advisory Committee and a 24man Advisory Council. All of.

these people ere from the University; except for two student members

of the Council, all were professors. No community representatives and

. no minority representatives were named. Heading the CoMmittee was

General Studies Dean Clarence Walton, later named InterimDirector of .

the Center for Urban-Ninority Affairs .

The Committee commissioned two studies, one an inventory of
9

Colunbia's eXisting activities in the area, the other a study of pro-
8

grans at Harvard, Yale, Chicago, Penn, and Michigan. The Columbia survey

reported:

'ColuMbia College, General Studies, and the Graduate
Faculties are probably unique among Comparable compon-
ents of major universities in the almost total omission
of urban and minority issues from theiicurricula.

un.l.y one course in each of die undergrndnate 41.visons w'as conSidered- .

relevant to the area. The survey concluded:

'It follows that any serious increase of instructional
offerings related to urban and minority problems would
-require the recruitment of new faculty members with
appropriate qualifications and interests.

Some of the professional schools, particularly Social Work and Public

Health, were given much better ratings. Others, like the Law School,

which introduced a course in "The.Lw and the Poor" only in 1967, fared
9

nearly as badly as the undergraduate schools. .

Student field work was another area inventoried. Only at the'

.School of Social Work was course credit 'given for student work in the

community. That this had not received much thought at Columbia did not

surprise anyone who had read Daniel Bell's book TI-1.11EREELIEELaLsiELsal.

Education, a Carnegie-funded year-long effort to study the Columbia

.-87. ,
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la
curriculum and suggest changes. Only one paragraph of the 300.pl.us

page book is devoted to "aCtion programs" or "work programs" as a part

of the educational experience of students, The Columbia College Citizen-

ship Program was singled out as one of the most meaningful involvements

of the University in the community. Founded in 1957 the program soon

became one of the largest college volunteer programs in the country. In

1965-66 1,100 volunteers were involved; in 1966-67 the number increased

to 1,600. In the last few years the Cit Council reflected the changing

mood in the student population at Columbia. The Council began to get

more involved in radical politics, and the number of volunteers dropped

to 550 in 1968-69. 'Men Columbia students called a strike in the spring

of 1967, the governing board of Cit Council voted not to take a stand on

this political issue. A minority of the board, however, offered the .

Council offices to the SDS-led Strike Committee as an information head-

quarters. This polarized the Council and led, in December 1968, to the

"liberals," who felt that students could still provide meaningful service

to ghetto communities, "'dissolving" the Cit Council and establishing them-

selves as the Columbia-Barnard Community Service Council. Along with the

liberals went 400 of the 550 volunteers and the program's paid director

Roderick Derkin. The "radicals," who felt "political" issues to be the

order of the day, and the "liberals"eventually came to an agreement on

division of facilities and budiet, and both programs continued in operition.

In addition to curriculum and student field work, the Columbia

survey looked at "basic research," which was defined broadly as "any

inquiry designed to contribute to public kncoledge about urban and minority

problems or to uncover general principles useful in solving them." .The

study concluded, "Even by this flexible criterion, there is little to be
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counted at Columbia at present." The Columbia Council for

Research in the Social Sciences, whose grants support the

personal, long-term research interests of the faculty, approved

24 projects for 1966.-67, only one having anything to do with

New York or local minorities. In the area of "applied research,"

the University came out somewhat better with the Schools of

Social Work, Law, and Architecture and the Bureau of Applied
9

Social Retearch leading the way.

Following these initial studies the Advisory

Committee undertook to draw up a report, which was completed'

in mid-June of 1967.
10 In preparing the report, the

Committee claimed to have consulted many University depart-

ments, governmental officials, and over 200 representatives

of the Harlem community. However, only a month before the

igepOrt wascompleted, the three student members of the

Advisory Council resigned, denouncing the Committee as

"a'sham." The Council had had only three meetings in five

months, took no votes, reached no decisions and had.drawn

up the report, keeping no minutes of its meetings which could

be presented tc the whole Council. Nonetheless, on

October 29, 1967, the 'firLt phase" of Columbias Urban-

Minority Affairs program was announced, employing $2.7 million

of the rord line of credit.

The report introduced to the public three pilot

programs, supported by an allocation of $180,170, which

had'received advance approval and were'already in operation.

One was a program conducted by the School of Social Work

89
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and'the St. LW:c's Hospital Community PsychiatrY Division

to provide the first Columbia-supported social service

program .for residents of single-room occupancy buildings.

A second pilot program involved 35 Columbia law students

in work with specific legal problers of Harlem poor. The

third was a grant to the ten-year-old program for

Effective Justice of the School of Law to study protection

of the poor against malpractices in the collection of small

debts and the eviction of tenants.

The largest single program grant announced was

$600,000 to Teachers. College to Improve Harlem schools and

to develop educational leadership in the:community. Professor

Francis A. J. Ianni was placed in charge, and the.exact

specifications of the program were not outlined. Teachers

College officials admitted that an allocation of such a sum

without specific project plans was "unusual." The Committee . .

had originally recommended a $350,000 program to transform

an existing Harlem 6chool into a community .school directly

operated by Columbia and the Har.lem community. the "multiple"

approach program, as opposed to this "single school" approach,

was expeCted to involve 50 students with 10 different. school-

community groups. Also to be expanded was the work of the

East Harlem Community Resource Center, a clearinghouse for

community educational groups.

Another major beneficiary of Ford's largess.was the ,

Institute of Urban Environment of the School of Axchitecture

.2 90...
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which received $179,000 for a detailed analysis of Harlem

housing needs. Another. $430,000 went to five new projects:

1) the creation of an Industrial and Commercial Development

Association involving Harlem business leaders, the Inter-

racial Council for Business Opportunity, and faculty from

the Graduate School of Business and the Economics Department;

2) the creation of a Development Division to seek out, enroll,

and give special training for professional andtechnical jobs

to minority adults who do not meet Columbia's admission

standards; 3) efforts by a proup of doctors from Harlem

Hospital to train community people to be medical laboratory

assistants, labor and delivery room technicians, and technical

nursing assistants: 4) efforts to enlarge cooperation between

the School of Arts and various cultural groups in Harlem;

5) emergency action to save 5,000 iters in the Schomberg Col-

lection of Negro history, literature and art which were in

danger of physical deterioration.

The principal recommendation of the Committee report

was the creation of a Center for Urban-Minority Affairs to

coordinate and evaluate all of these programs. It was

established with an initial allocation of $111,500 and a

$500,000 fund to provide doctoral fellowships in Negro

history and urban problems. rurther, a $250,000 endowrent

was et up to insure a place in the University for the

Center after the Ford money was exhausted. A director was

to be appointed to report directly to the President. The
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Committee recommended that he be given professorial rank

with tenure. Two Associate Directors were to be named: one

for community programs and one for urban-minority studies.

The former was to be a post "significantly different from

traditional University assignments" and was to be fined by

someone who was to know Harlem through working with the

community in non-academic ways. The latter was to be a man

of "scholarly attainments."
10

Columbia's search for personnel to fill these posi-

tions revealed some significant modifications of the recom-

mendations. The staff, and ultimately the Urban Center office

itself, took on a distinctly Peace Corps flavor. The Director

was appointed on March 7, 1968--Franklin H. Williams, former

regional administrator for Africa of the Peace Corps and,

at the time of his appointment, U.S. Ambassador to Ghana.

Williams hardly seemed to fit the criteria suggested by the

Advisory Committee. He was not a Ph.D. and did not, there-

forg receive a faculty appointment, much less tenure.

Although black and a native New Yorker, his experience for

the preceding five years had been in Africa. "Frank is just

out of touch with the ghetto," one critic commented. In

December 1968, Roger S. Kuhn, formerly Williams' deputy

in the Peace Corps administration in Africa, was named

Deputy Director of the Center. At the time of his appoint-

ment, he was a professor of law at George Washington University,
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specializinr in poverty law. Ewart Ouinier, a veteran of

community involvement in the Jamaica section of Oueens, was

named Associate Director. Significantly, Ouinier's post was

made inferior to Kuhn's, despite the recomnendation by the

Committee that they be equivalent.

Williams, in r. November press conference, described

the Center's job as "to turn the University around." He

made it clear, however, that the rord grant was not designed

to make Columbia an administrator of "an anti-poverty program

in Forlom." He reported having found in the community

II suspicion as to who I an and why I am here" and "an impression

that Columbia bought themselves a Colored boy to solve problems.

They will be sadly mistaken," he said. He then proceeded to

outline a role for the Urban Center as a "catalyst for change."

Community programs were to be funded when they were communit-

initiated and involved Columbia faculty, students, or facili-

ties. Columbia would use the Ford'funds hs "seed money."

The effectiveness of the Urban Center in "turning the

University around" is questionable. The Center divided its

activities into four areas: 1) Curriculum Development;

2) Minority Recruitment and Funding; 3) Research; 4) Community

. programs. In each area, limited successes were met..and

problems developed.

Curriculum Development

A year after the initial.allocation for action

projects, Ford granted $1.8 million to endow three chairs.

4.
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in the graduate Faculties in the fields of urban economics,

sociology, and history and rovernment. Some questions were

raised as to the appropriateness of this kind of use of

money designated for "urbanminority" affairs. Community

leaders felt the money should have gone for cormunity projects.

Some inthe University felt that rather than merely setting

up a chair, money should have been set aside to provide

these new professors with research staff so that they might

make a greater impact on the University.

These questions, however important, are secondary

to the mystery as to why Columbia has taken so long to find

persons to fill the chairs. Only one of the three chairs

has been filled. in SepCember l69, Charles V. iiamillon,

co-author with Stokely Carmichael of the book Black Power,

assumed a professorship in the Povernment Department. Internal

faculty politics effectively prevented other appointments.

In the spring of 1969 the Urban Center, after an unsuccessful

search for a black urban sociologist, announced the appointment

of the respected Herbert J. Gans to the second Ford chair.

The Sociology faculty, angered that it had not been involved

in the selection process, prevented the appointment. At about

the same time, Harold Cruse, author of The Crisis of the

Black Intellectual, was being considered for the history chair.

According to menamrs of the History faculty, the tenured

department members with the cooperation of rrank Villiers

vetoed Cruse as too radical. History has since appointed
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two black professors--.Hollis .Lynch .and Nathan I. Huggins,

but neither was named to the rord chair.

Perhaps the Inost ambitious project of the Urban

Center was the 1968-69 Curriculum Project, a complete report on

curriculum, current and planned, dealing with urban and

minority affairs, with recommendations for additions and

imprcmmment. Dr. Joseph G. Colmen, former Director of

Research for the Peace Corps and Former Deputy Assistant

Secretary of HEW, was hired to direct the study. The study

accumulated several volumes of material. A survey of students

was conducted by the Bureau of Applied Social Pesearch; the

community was surveyed by a Harlem-based body, the Community

Educational Associates. The report, entitled, "The Tillman

Uses of the University," was submitted to the University in
21

November 1969. Its recommendations were sweeping. It

called for 'the establishment of a School 'of National Studies

to coordinate a comprehensive degree program in Urban Studies

and Ethnic Studies and to administer a wide range of community

service Projects.

The Report stated that a School was structurally

.desirable because it would have its own budget, its own

faculty and faculty loyalty, its awn degrees. It would be

easier under that structure to cross disciplinary lines and

to avoid duplication. The School would have departments

of Ethnic Studies and Urban Studies. The former would provide

w 95
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for: 1) an undergraduate major in Afro-American Studies;

2) an undergraduate survey course in Afro-American Studies

for non-majors; 3) undergraduate courses in Puerto Rican

Studies; 4) a graduate program in Afro-American studies;

5) a Department of American Intercultural Studies, providing

an interdisciplinary approach tpissues of ethnicity and

race relations; 6) a Student Cultural Center, The Urban

Studies Department would carry on the same kind of program

with field work integrated into the curriculum. Also

suggested was a Collegium of the City, a one-year experi-

mental college program for selected students in the above

departments.

To coordinate the programs of the School with the

community, an Ethnic and Urban Pesearch, Information, and

CoMmunity Center would be set up to provide consultative

services to community programs and to mediate conflicts.

To coordinate the programs of the School with those of other

University divisions, the Report recommended a University-

wide Council on Urban and Ethnic Affairs.
21

The Curriculum Report met immediate resistance.

Columbia's black student organizations criticized it for

treating "the cultural and physical 'survival of black people

as a mere abstract and theoretical .1ssue." The student

newspaper, however, offered its endorsement. The administra-

tion response was less enthusiastic. President Cordier

estimated that instructional shlaries alone for the School
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.would amount to $1.5 million per year. vice-President

for Administration Warren r. roodell, said this would mean

some other division of the University would have to be

eliminated, 'Provost Peter B. Kenen said, "The School

would cost more money than we have for the whole University

program..,I don't think you'll see the School for National

Affairs here," Further action on the Curriculum Report

apparently awaits the arrival of new President McGill.

Some positive steps were taken in the curriculum

area, despite the lack of action on these major recommenda-

tions, In March 1969 Columbia College offered its first

black history class. That development was not without

-problems, as the black students walked out on the white

instructor early in the term. Money from the Urban Center

brought in black guest lecturers am, saved the course,

although the white instructor continued in charpe through

1969-70. The SChool of General Studies started in 1968-69

an interdisciplinary major in urban studies, and Barnard

began in 1969-70 a similar program involving 30 students.

The committee on Instruction of the College approved such

a program in April 1970.

Two of the divisions of the University which were

most progressive in adopting curricul.;.r programs relevant

to urban problems were the School of Architecture and the

School of Social Work. Architecture's most outstanding

4.
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program was the East Harlem Urban Planning Studio, now the

Community Development and Planning Studio.
17 Formed in

the spring of 1968 in cooperation with the Peal (reat Society,

an indipenous youth movement working primarily with educa-

tional programs, this program provided a way for students,

principally in the Urban Planning Division of the School,

to be involved in actual planning activities rather than

classroom-simulated projects, which often successfully

simulate physical design probaems but miss political,

ee6nomic and social factors. Arong the projects students

were involved in for course credit were: 1) planning and

design of a storefront community center, 2) planning a

real estate management ane raintenance training institute

for East Harlem, 3) establishing a six-week course in cost

estimating for 33 merbers of a Harlem-based professional

association of minority contractors, 4) design of an Intra-

Area Transit System for East Harlem consisting of two jitny-

bus loops to be community-owned and operated, 5) publication

of a procedural handbook on the reuse of vacant buildings,

storefronts, and lots for use by community groups, 6) design

of a plaza and festival center in an East Harlem marketing

area, 7) assisting in the establishment of a community

center to train residents for jobs in the printing trades.

By rebruary 1969 it could be reported that 25% of the students

in the School were working with community groups.

4.
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The School of Social Work, founded in 1904 and

affiliated with Columbia since 1940, has been by nature

involved in urban minority affairs. 'As Dean Saruel Finestone

rerarks, "There is not a single class we give which is not

related to the urban crisis. That's wilat our profession is

about when we are in the city." The School has been one of

the leaders in shifting the focus of social work training

from the caseworker approach to the community organization

approach. Mobilization for Youth, the real father of the

anti-poverty pros,ram, began at Columbia. A 1968 student

strike at the soon-to-be-abandoned Carnegie Mansion campus

of the School, led to even more rapid.movement, as students

AainGd al, i c1ul 1.--afw=6tatIvii ct.w.viculkiLm eohtmitLeli.

(Among the places of impact of this student involvement has been in

in broadening the concept of field placement.) Community

organizing students were.placed in two non-traditional

organizations: Local 1199 of the Drug and Hospital Workers

Union and the national office of COPE. With grants from the

Urban Center and the Carnegie Corporation, a Leadership

Cadre Program was begun in 1968, providing scholarships and

stipends for three blacks and three Puerto Picans recommended

by community organizations to undertake a two-year program
18

in cormunity organizing leading to an M.S.W.

Other divisions of the University, such as .Law and

Teachers College have begun to move in this area, although

not nearly as deeply as Social Work and Architecture. The

46.
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latter division particularly is still in the process of

finding out what is going on in its program and putting'it

together into a cohesive urban education program.

Minority recruitment and rundiner

In December 1969 the Urban Center under the leadersbip

of Richard Thornell issued a Report on the Center's work in
22

support of increased minority student enrollment. It

painted an ambiguous picture of University prorr.ress. Through-

out the whole Universitypainority, enrollment had increased from

4.9 percent to 6.8 percent. Tn several divisions of the

University, little progress had been made*. The Engineering

School showed an increase of only two students out of 700.

There were no minority students at all in the School of

Dentistry; only three of 250 Nursing School stueents were

minority. The College of Physicians and Surgeons accepted

only four of 40 black applicants in its class of 132, leaving

*its percentage of minority students at 1.8 percent. The

School of general Studies) on paper the division that should

be most open to minority students, had only 2.7 percent of

its degree candidates from minorities. Dean John Bourne

explained that the almost total absence of scholarship

funds was a major barrier to any serious effort by cleneral

Studies to expand minority enrollment.

Three of the most progressive divisions of the University'

were the schools of Social Wcrk, Architectum, and Journalism.

At the School of Social Worle, a student strike in the spring
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of 1970 brourht about an administrative commitment to a

program of recruiting and financial aid which would raise the

percentare of minority students from 10 percent to 33 percent.

The School of Architecture in one year raised its minority

enrollment from 2.9 percent to 10.4 percent. Urban .Center

funding for recruiting efforts was a contributory factor.

The Journalism School, in addition to raisinr its

percentage of regular degree program minority students from

8.8 percent to 18.6 percent, conducted a special summer

próiram for minority stueents which net with great success.

In response to the Kerner Commission report which criticized

the mass media for its lack of minority employees, th'e School

set up a special program in the summer of 1968 under the

direction of Fred W. Friendly, former news director of CBS.

Students were given tuition exemption and living stipends or

family allowances. The eight-week program in 1968 trained

twenty men and women and the ten-week 1969 program involved

36 persons (out of 125 applicants)--81 black, 4 Puerto Pican,

and one Mexican-American. The students, most of whom hadt

been involved in communications, but a number of whom came

from unskilled backgrounds, spent half time in class And

half time covering stories. All of the graduates found jobs

in communications.

Most of the public focus in the area of minority

enrollment was on the Colleges The Student Afro-American

Society (SAS) began to demonstrate and work actively in this

area after their abortive cooperation with SPS in the student
4.
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strike of 1968.
1

In April 1969 the College allocated $2500

to cover the expenses of black students on recruiting trips.

Progress in the College was slow at first. The number of

minority students in the rot:011y 700-man freshman class

was only seven in 1964, increased to 17 in 1965 and 31 in 1966.

In 1967 and 1968, the Admissions Office accepted roughly half

of the black applicants, as opposed to one-third of the

overall applicants. Still, the number of minority freshmen

was only 29 in 1968, about four percent. The SAS criticized

the administration for racist admissions and financial aid

policies. The administration responded that 95 percent of

black students were on scholarship as compared with 44 percent

overall. Figures supplied by Pichard Thcrnell on the 1968-.69

distribution of ColleRe Work-Study Program funds and

Educational Opportunity Orants tend to support SAS allegations.

Assuming that most of the black and Puerto Picen students

need financial aid, it is surprising that so few of them

received money from these two programs:

Students receiving funds Workrstudy Eon

Black 28 19

Puerto Rican 27 15

Indian 2 0

Oriental 15 15

White 860 188
3r2-- Ta=
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The Collepe, however, continued to rake propress and

its projections for 1970-71 show that almost 25 percent of

its entering class will be minority, a dramatic two-year'

increase. Director of Student Interests, Phil Benson,

hirself black, anticipates that the College increase will be

the most significant new development .in 1970. The Oraduate

Faculties, which had only 1.9 percent minority enrollment

in 1969, is also anticipated to show great improvement.

Otherwise, Benson projects that trends will not be substantially

different from that reflected in the 1969 report.

In summary, tqchard Thornell, the author of the Urban

Center study, admitted that there had been a lot of talk :

but little significant action. "The Report shows some

progress," he said, "but until the University takes a serious

look at its current priorities, there will be no major

breakthroughs."

The recruiting picture for minority faculty was even

less promising than that for students. The Urban Center,

under black theater historian Anne Reid, made a systematic

effort to locate black Ph.D's and refer them to various

departments of the University. She met with deans and depart-

ment heads to ascertain their needs. Then she tracked down black

Ph.D's who had graduated from institutions from which Columbia

usually draws its faculty to find out if they were interested

in teaching at Columbia. The first year's efforts resulted

in about 50 referrals, but internal departmental considerations

resulted in few appointments. Two divisions of the University,

Law and Business gave up their efforts at recruitment.

4.



Dean William Fry of the Law School said that any black

lawyer qualified for the School's faculty can make, fifty

percent more than Columbia can offer and can be much more' in

the forefront of social change than in'a facillty position.

Pesearch

.A wide variety of small research programs were

supported by the Urban Center, among the more proMinent being

research on the impadt of law on blacks conducted by Urban

Center Fellow Robert L. Carter, former general counsel of

the NAACP, and researdh on public welfare policy conducted b

Professors Richard A. Cloward and*Frances Piven of the

School of Social Work. Only five percent of the Urban Center

grants during the period when $6.6 'million of the $10

million line of credit was used went to research.
19

Community Progi,ams

The Urban Center has been involved, directly or.

indirectly, in a large number of community projects:

1) the Development Division

One of the major recommendations of the original

Advisory Committee on the Urban Center was that a Development

Division,.under the auspices of the School of General Studies,

be set up.
10

General Studies became a School in 1947,

replacing the Extension Division of the University. The

Development Division would, in effect, reactivate the extension

concept which had been lost as General Studies began to'take
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on the appearance less of an adult educat5on division and

more of an elite undergraduate college. The Division began

operation in the summer of 1968 with a prooram for East

Harlem residents in "English as a Second hanguaae." The

program soon expanded as a group of anti-poverty workers were

provided with training in interview rtethods, report writing,

and record keeping. In the first nine months of operation,

250 adults took part in Development programs.

Indirectly associated with the Development Division

has been a program for the upgrading of minority employees.

Columbia's history of employment practices has not been a

very proud one. Eruntions of dissatisfied workers occurred

as early as 1936. A student rerort by the Citizenship Counril

in the spring of 1968 docur'ented Columbia's struarfle avainst

e ffort s to unionize non-acaderi c employees .
15 The Transport

Worlfers' Union had represented service and maintenan6e

personnel for many years, but efforts by COPE, SDS, and

Local '1199 of the Drug and Pospital Workers Union t.o organize

food service employees and other non-academic workers net

with stiff resistance. The administration has been so

defensive about this histdi,y that Business Manager Joseph P.

Nye would not grant the author an interview but)reouired that

all questions be submitted in writing. The situation was

finally resolved when, in .April 1969, the New York State

Legislature repealed a statute allowing non-profit institutione

to deny their employees the right tO tmionization.
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Wages at Columbia were quite low and, as a result,

turnover was high. The Controller's Office, one of the ipoorest
annual

paying, had almost a fifty percent/turnover rate. According

to the Personnel Office, Columbia's salaries at the entry

level are comparable w5th those offered elsewhere inlhe city,

but at the admanistrative assistant-executive secretary level

the University cannot compete. Columbia estimates that about

half of its employees in the maintenance throuph adm5nistrative

assistant level are minority persons. The Advisory Committee

to the Urban Center in its orip5nal reriort recommended that

independent of Ford funds, the University undertake in

cooperation with other morninFside Heights institutions,
.

pvogvam to maKe tnem moael employers. Among the recommended

steps were more realistic criteria for employment, improved

methods of job training, special remedial courses, in-

service courses to develop and upgrade skills, improved

promotional ladders, and the establishment.of employment-

related services, such as day care facilities for the children

of working mothers. 10

Faced with a serious shortage of trained workers and

the recommendations of the Committee, Columbia hired Warren

J. Kynard, a former Army personnel administrator, to develop

an educational uplift program. Columbia thus committed

itself to the approach of hiring entry-revel people and then

upqrading their skills. The program was open to all employees

with special priority for members of minority groups. No

I.
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academic requirements were set. many classes were scheduled

during working hours to max5nize employee incentive.

By the summer of 1969, 300 persons had graduated from

the program; by Pueust 1970 the number had risen to 663.

The majority of the students took "English as a Second

Language," but courses were also offered in accounting,

business English, key punch operation, general mathematics,

reading comprehension, stenography, and typing. No puarantee

of promotion was offered on completion; promotion was left to

the employing department. Tn addition, Kynard set up a

Vestibule Clerical School, taking ten minority women reCruited

from the State University Urban Center in Manhattan. They

ali-ddy ciasbe6, ;Atilut paid a minimum

wage while doing so and being guaranteed a job upon completion.

All ten graduated and were employed hv Columbia. After a

year, nine of th ten were still working, Kynard also set

.up a workshop fcr supervisory personnel to sensitize them

to the problems of minority employees.

Similar upgradinp programs were offered in other

University divisions. At the Corputer Center the individual

efforts of an administrative assistant, Sheila Creith, led to

Step vorward, a 19-week program 5n office skills. She

recruited nine other Columbia employees to do the teaching,,

lobbied with deans and denartment chairmen for space and

equiprent, and recruited through 30 community agencies

and 50 churches 37 students for the program.

107
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In summary, a number of meaningful steps were taken

in this area which had been one of Columbia's less successful

ones. As late as the spring of 1970, however, Columbia

was still receiving complaints about discrimination in its

food service policies. And at the same time, a grup called

the Day Care Action Coalition was putting great pressure

on the University to provide space for free day care for

300 children of Columbia faculty, staff, and students.

2) MBA Management Consultants

The Business School appointed Hughie E. Mills to the

position of Assistant Dean for Community.Pelations, with the

Urban Center paying his salary. Among the first things he set

up in It-Jois was tne MOA management uonsultant program TO assist

black entrepreneurs in Harlem. The program was developed

in response to the requóst of Harlem businessmen, who now

compose the program's Board of Directors. Teams of two or

three students with a faculty supervisor provided counseling.

For example, the first client was Andrew Gainer of the New

York Gas and Maintenance Company. His small firm was

bogged down because it had no formal account5mg system and

Gainer himself had to be personally involved in all its

operations. Counseling helped get the business systematized

and Gainer became the first Vice-President of the Board

of Directors. Other clients included a grocery store, which

received help in applying for a modernization loan from the

Small Business Administration, which led to a doubling of sales.

'.

fia.
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The program did not start as a learning experience,

but became for many of the traditionally conservative

Business School students the first actual contact with

minority persons. One hundred students were involved, H.

many working as much as 20 hours a week, although maxirum

payment was $3 an hour for six hours, there was no course

credit.'

Another program in this area was the opening oc a

Purchasing Office in Harlem by the University in 1968.

Purchasing representative Junius Pobinson tried to stimulate

University buying from Harlem businessmen, fewer than ten of

which were doing any selling to the University. Business

Manager Nye said that the Offine would attempt to "puide

the Harlem businessman through the many channels necessary

to deal with as large an institution as this University.

Hughie Mills rTpOrts that the Office had some success in

.such areas as detergent sales, furniture buying, and printing.

"It has had a healthy psvchOlogical impact on racist attituded

here," he adds.

3) The School oc the Arts

The School of the Arts, along with Peneral Studies,

is the most impoverished division of the University. Like

General Studies, it also is a school without much direct contact

with the community. Substantial community involvement has

been brought about, however, by the Urban Center's financing

of a liaisonto the community, narbara Barnes. The Urban

;.-
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Center provided funds and initiative because, unlike many

schools, pressure did not come from students or faculty.

Three projects in particular are worthy of mention.

a) A graduate seminar in black culture and a creative

writing workshop was set up under the direction of black

author John 0. Killens. The Urban Center paid his salary.

Killens selected 15 community people and five praduate

students to participate in/he workshop.

b) Twelve technicians from three Harlem theaters took

part in a Theater Technical Training program, spending four

hours a week in courses on basic carpentry, lighting, and

painting and twenty hours divided between projects at their

LliccLevs cual aL Columi)id. The U1.4Ja Celitelb ppovItled bix

stipends, instructors' salaries and materials. It also

funded a commissioning of the works performed.

c) The Urban Center provided money for the creation of

a Community Film Board. Prior to its creation in January

1969, the Center had funded a film on the Phoenix House

drug treatment program, a film on the teaching of black

culture in the public schools, and three films entitled

"Black Politics in Newark," "The Poor People's Campaign,"

and "Black.Students in the Columbia Disturbance of 1968."

The program forced a real confrontation with the School of..

the Arts, and the Film Board was set up to process all

future requests for funds.by black filmmakers. The Board

had hoped to establish a processing lab, which would have

Provided a new industry .in the community, a new course for

r
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students, and would have cut the cost of film making,

but the needed $92,000 was not forthcoming. .Barbara Barnes

feels that these programs have had little impact on the

School of the Arts:

My position has no leverage; my only weapon is
moral suasion. Since no money from the School

.

has been involved, it has made no real sacrifice
and thus evidenced no real commitment.

4) East Harlem Community Pesoul,ce Center

The Urban Center has provided assistance for the East

Harlem Community Pesource Center, established jointly by

Teachers Collere and the community in January 1967. The

center is a clearing-house for cormunity educational services,

staffed by two members of the Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute

headed by Francis Ianni. The Center has been involved in

tutoring programs, a drama workshop, and a community newspaper.

A rroup of high school students were supervised in a study

of housing which received much attention from political

leaders. The Center also ran a World of Testing Program

for adults to overcome their fear of tests and to give them

experience in testing exercises.

5) The Black Heritage series

The CBS network came up with the idea of an educational

series on black history. Because of previous work with

Columbia, they appl"oached winston Kirby, Director of the

University Office of radio and Television. At Kirby's

suggestion, an advisory panel was set up consisting of eight

merbers and headed by Icincent Pardinc:, Professor of History
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and Anthropolopy at Spellman College in Atlanta. Three

members of the Columbia faculty, including radical and

popular professors James Shenton of History and Terence

Hopkins of Sociolopy, were members. In an unusual step,

the non-Columbia members of the panel were paid $100 per

meeting.

CBS, making an investment of about $250,000, provided

the facilities, the air time, the announcer, the producer,

and the cameraman, making efforts to employ minority proup

technicians. Despite resistance from the Columbia administra-

tion, Wyn Kirby vas able to o.et $20,000 from the Urban Center

to handle travel expenses and consultant fees. Columbia

lmt=v cani..e6 Suppuvi a pur6on TO produCe visual aloes as

might be desired by the lecturers. Further, Ewart Ouinier

of the Urban Center served the crucial role of mediator

between Columbia and the somewhat suspicious advisory board.

(The panel was so mistrustful that it hired its own attorney.)

The advisory panel set up the course outline and invited

the 31 lecturers, each of whom received $250 an hour, about

double the going rate for such activity.

By December 1968, most of the 108-part series was

completed. On January 2$ 1969 a public screening was held,

at which time the three non-Columbia black advisory panel

members--Vincent Harding, John Hendrik Clarke, and William

Strickland issued a letter of protest against CBS. They

claimed: 1) the advisory board was consulted on only 25

,

percent of the producti.on; 2) the black cameraman was .used
.

.
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only periodically; 3) a black public relations firm should

have been hired to promote the series in the co.mmunity;

4) the time of airing (9:00 a.m.) was bad; 5) the panel was

not consulted about the public screening. The protest was

satisfactorily dealt with and the third demand was met,

the first time CBS had eVer hired a public relations firm

for a public service program. Controversy was not ended,

however, as Poy Wilkins publicly denounced the prorram for

downplaying the role of the NAACP and for expressing an

extreme militant point of view.

Columbia served primarily as the convener and legiti-

mator of the program, although it also gave some money.

The faculty of the University was generally cold to the

endeavor and gave it no encouragement. Partly this was by

design, as Shenton and Hopkins felt the series could be a

showcase for young black academics. The problems which later'

became public had been anticipated in the planning, but were

almost impossible to prevent. On the whole, the endeavor

was a rather daring gamble by the University, but it involved

only a few individuals and hardly reflected a large-scale

University commitment.

6) Medical School Proarans

In addition to its famed .Columbia-Presbyterian Hospital,

Columbia became involved in medical services to the comunity

in mid-1962 when it began a program of affiliation with

Harlem Hospital, an antiouated facility at 136th Street and

Lenox Avenue. The firststep was Columbia's staffinr of the.
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Department of Psychiatry, and bv December 1936 Columbia

held nine affiliation contracts amounting to *8.5 million

per year. At that time, almost all department directors

were Columbia faculty members, the entire medical staff

was from the Collere of Physicians and Surgeons or the School

of Public Health, and the School of Social Work was providing

all the' social services. The affiliation was not without

controversy.

Building on this program, the Urban Center granted

$20,000 to start the Harlem Hospital Center School for

Assistant Laboratory Technicians. Twenty community people

(15 women, 5 men) were trained as inhalation therapists,
in

delivery room technicians; and/otber parepviefesinnal

techniques. In an unrelated move, the Urban Center pro-

vided $65,000 initial equity for a $3 million, 124-bed

nursing hone for low income residents near Harlem Hospital.

Summary

Franklin Williams resigned on November 24, 1969 to

become head of the Phelps-Stokes Fund. In announcing his

resignation, he did not claim to have "turned the University

around," but did offer a positive view of where the

University was:

I am comrinced that there has developed throughout

this institution an increasing sensitivity to
the problems of the people who are our neighbors and

a spreading desire to bo responsive and supportive
to them...1n my own view the assignent which I

undertook in June of 1968 has been fulfilled.

114
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No one could deny that the University had made some

changes. Five new trustees were appointed in July 1969

including two blacks, two educators, and a diplomat.

COlumbia transferred in 1968 at the Urban Center4s request,.

a sizable deposit.from a Morningside Heights bank to a

Harlem.bank. A new, Positive approach to phySical expansion ...

was clearly in evidence. In April 1968,'John D. Telferf for-

merly University planner at Michigan, became Assistant

Vice-President for Physical. Planning, Columbia's first

real "planner". The reknowned architectural firm of I.M. Pei

and Associates was commissioned to produce Columbia's first

real "plan". Pei was given unustial latitude because' of the

absence of any-previous University Dlan: be was 'permitted to

consult with anyone inside or outside the University.

The .community developed a trust for Pei---"He's head and shoul-

ders above anyone else in the field in social consciousnessf"'

said Telfer. In April 1969, President Cordier issued a

policy statement repudiating the University's past policy

of opposition 'to public housing in fiorningside Heights..

In the spring of 1970 Pei issued a report proposing*

-complete utilization of the existing campus grounds by

construction deeper and higher than previously envisioned,

before expanding outward. The controversial gym.would

be built below ground. .P i also dealt imaginatively

with the Pharmacy site, a block north and east of the campus

originally Purchased for the planned transfer of the Pharmacy

School bu't left hanging'because of community opposition.
4.



Pei proposed a high-rise housinrv unit for dual use by the

University and the community. During demolition of part of

the block, residents would be relocated in another part of'

the block. Community rents wmld be kept at public housing

rates, with Columbia people paying a high differential rate.

Mrs. Marie Runyon, a tenant leader, remarked, "Pei and his

colleapues do give a damn: It's the first tine in history

that this has happened." 'Pei's plan was not new for the

area, because Teachers College had announced plans in

November 1968 for a similar dual-use tower in its expansion

northward.

The physical expansion problem was not completely

resolved, as Columbia faced a tremondous spam crunch due

to delayed construction of the School of International

Affairs, the move of the School of Social Work to the Heights,

condemnation of buildings housing five academic units, and

conversion of 88 Undergraduate rooms from doubles to singles.

The proposed operation of a nuclear reactor, which ihe

Engineering School constructed on the campus, has also

elicited community furor over possible hazards. But given

Columbia's history, a remarkable amount of mmement has

been made. aack Telfer says:-

So much has been so long neglected here that I
feel like I'm racing to catch up for three decades.
Other universities moved ten or fifteen years ago
to build up planning rcsources and staff.
Columbia did not.

,Changes in other areas of University life are not

so evident as in the planning area. The curriculum study
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and minority recruitment, two areas rrank Williams felt

were the most successful involvements of the Urban Center,

have made barely perceptible waves. The community programs

.have been of varied success, but as Conrad Graves of the

Urban Center says, "We have not really been able to change

attitudes; rather, we have provided ways for those who

were concerned to act. Maybe in the process of their

doing things, others will change."

Probably the most valuable contribution of the

Urban Center has been a cata3ytic one. The administrative

personnel who have been liaisons between the baronies of the

various schools and the Urban Center have provided this

catalyst. Some schools, such as Social Work and

Journalism, hardly needed a catalyst. Others, such as Arts

and General Studies needed primarily money, which the Urban

Center did not have. Teachers College needed coordination.

Still others, such as Law, Medicine, and Praduate Faculties

have not yet figured out what they need.

As for the Urban Center, it faces an uncertain future

under new director Lloyd Johnson. The Ford money is almost

exhausted, and there is serious aoubt that the University

will fund it to the level to which it has ly!come accustomed. The

catalytic role of the Center is far from complete. Its

liaison role is still badly needed. The University cannot

expect Ford or any other outside agency to save it again.

As far as Columbia is concerned, "to turn around" must now /

become an intransitive rather than a transitive verb.
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MORGAN STATE:

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE AND LEADERSHIP

George Nash



Each of the ten institutions of higher education included in

this case study was selected because it had made one or more serious

efforts to involve itself in urban, minority and community problems.

Each was fairly innovative. Our first visits to Morgan State College,

a predominantly black institution in Baltimore, Maryland, led us ter.

feel that the College wa's somewhat more conservative and traditional

than others in our study. When we got to know Morgan State better,

however, we realized that it had devised its own solutions to the problems

of black people in cities and that these solutions although different

than those of predominantly white institutions, were appropriate and

successful.

There are three distinct ways in which Morgan State has contributed

to the solution of urban, community, and minority group problems:

1. By being a first-iate institution for black people in a

white and predominantly racist society. Morgan State is a high quality

institution in every way: in its educational and athletic programs, in

its imaginative response to students' demand for change, in its physical

facilities, in its urban involvement, and perhaps most importantly, in

its administration;

2. By being an outstanding educator for black people. For twenty

years Morgeri State has worked hard to prepare people for leadership posi-

tions who might not otherwise have gone to college;

3. By having its faculty, staff and administrators serve in

leadership positions in Baltimore and on the national scene.

Morgan State has achieved its principalsuccess by evolving into

a quality black institution that serves black people and gives them

something to take pride in. It more than holds its own in the rough and

I.
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excellence. He was an ecollent political- administrator,9 mixing vision,

anticipation of trends, friendly persuasion and, when necessary, tough tactics

and plain talk, te get things for Morgan State.

There ras nothing in Morgan State's early history to indicate its

present preeminence. It was founded in 1867 as a biblical institute and

there were originally two branches: one in llaryland and the other in Vir-

ginia. The nano of the college ras chansed to honor Dr. Lyttleton Morgan,

a former chairman of the board of trustees, who made a substantial donation

to the college around 1890. The institution was then able to offer courses

on the college level and it secured additional grants from the Carnegie

Corporation, Pcsenwald auld and from the State -of ilaryland. Morgan became

a state institution in 1939, and since then most of its funding has corao

from the state md federal governments. The college's rise traces to the

inauguration of Martin D. Jenkins as president in 1.948. It is his leadership

that made the college an important institution and a leader in the area of

urban, community, and rdnority croup involvement. President Jenkins alveys

had one simplo, stralfatforrard, over-riding goal: to enable this insti-

tution to obtain success for its students throuea education.

iartin Jenkins' leadership is exciting because it is inspirational

but not bombastic. He had a few- long,-range goals and he pursued them doggedly

and determinedly over the 22 years of his presidency. Ho is a relaxed

person who is obviously proud of his accomplishments but not boastful. Me is

comfortable Ilith himself yet impatient with bureaucracy and timidness.

Ho is a pragmatist who :forged good relationships with the political leaders

upon whose support he depended, yet he never kept his opiaions to himself

when there were disagreements. He ran the college with a firm hand, being

involved in every major decision, but he had,an open door policy ri.th the
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studcnts and had the respect of his faculty, Although modest and realistic

in person, he did not hesitate to attempt to inspire his students. His book

on Norgants smcial education program, AnMveatu ends

vith goals for both studmts tmd teachers:

Desired Cl aractoristi el of 51t,te Collec.e Tv,rhers

It is my i'Csiro to bring to Morgan State College teachers
*...tho are cliaracterined by high ability and excellent aca-

demic prol)aration; the desire and ability to do a
superior job of teaching...0: P)a convinced that my real

institution imst be -concerned Tiith the student as a
total perscn...this contrasts vith t7-te vier that

teachers aro concerned only tdth the fragmental deve-
lopment of s%ud,ente in their particu?..ar subject area.
Teachers aro ezz..oected to counsel ,:rith students on
acaderic or nen-acadmie r:atters; to attend occas iona 1 1 y
at least the campus affairs fAvon by and for students;
and., if possible, to occasionally iIwite students
their bones. Teachers should in their o-,na behavior and
rimifested interests reveal to st'..1clents the characteri-

stics of a liberally ed.ucated person...a real interest
in the commnity--teachers ca-o also citizens; teachers

at this college should be good citizens. Tais involves

participating in co.:.1rt.inity instiiutions, contributing

to worth,:hile civic o:.,',-.-21)Azations and participating in

the political life of the coaulxity...

Goras for the oii St,7v,t
I should like every ::or:za: nan and I-:onan to strive for

those goals during the undergraduate years; to e:,:hibit

inter,rity and habits of lo;ica1 and critical
thinking; to read ,.TIdely :zith understanding awl enjoy-
nont; to convey ideas in clear tali concise 1.:ritten and
oral expression; to master the techniques of learning;
...to have the self-confidence and detorniration 121rich
are necessary for achievalent at high levels; to he a
Second aler--to do -iloro than is meoected in any j.ven
task; to exeniiary in his relations 1-1.th other neoplo
honesty and inteLrity, a keen sense of responsibility,
freedon fron racial trojudices arid petty social intole-
rances; to have a sense of personal involvement in
arriving at solutions to social problos in a keen
desiro to acomyplish for tho comion good; to have the
couraz:a of his convictions, the de:Aro and 1-3.11ingnoss

to stand up and be counteZ: for t'Aose things in I.7hich
ho believes.

Tho nature of the leaderhip cala administration at ;:orgen State can

perhaps best be understood fral a look at ho-.7 roforms in student lifo end

f:pvernmcsnt 1-ore brought about. Several years ago, a group of studnts,
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inciudinz the minority whito students on campus, formed an organization called

'Assent, that protested the com-pulsony nature of the Reserve Officer Train:the

Corps (ROTC). The compulsory aspect was quickly chak;ed, althoush ROTC was

niaintained. The director of the program fools that it is bettor off for

Icing voluntary. Ihe students also pressed for a number of reforms including

liberalization of rules in the dornitory. These chan7es ,..lere also brou:;ht

about fairly easily. The leaders of the student government felt that

President Jenkins ad maintain an open-door policy, dict listen to student

grievances, and wcs open to change. They join him in feeling that the problem

at nrgan State is that the administration and faculty aro ahead of the

students and that the students have not beco:::e as involved in cueiunity

affairs or in rest.ructuring the college as they could have boon.

At first in our siaidy of 1.7ergan, we felt that the education vas too

traditional and that the students setting out of the classroom enough

into service-learning 6luationc. 7.n lavse noasure this is due to the nature

of the students and not the institution. 1.:sny of the :brgan students .7ere

poorly -creepared in high school and acade:Irtc success doesn't como easily to

them. .17any students live at ho7le and. co:-:7-:rate to college alui.:old jobs that

11%.0.t the ti.:!e they can devote to campus and co.:mnity activities.

colle:es have found that it is hard to offer a diffeprent and innovative foni

of education and. at the sai,10 'due eclucate poorly prepared students. For

t:hatever reasons, 1:organ State's e?!.ucation has been of the nore traditional

typo.

ItTo events during the last sprinr; of ::artin T en'Ans' presidency

illustrate I:As forceful style of leadership. In :-7ny or 1970, 1.then college

cu1ses VIreughout tl_c country e::plor!cd over linitof_7 :;tates involvenent in

t:%c rroup of e'w.cators ma2o s&e strml:ont protest directly to
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the Presidont wero a croup of black coile-ro p:I.csidonts roprosenting the

National Association for &pal Opportunity in Figher Education, en organi-

zation ropreconting all predominantly black collcges end universities in the

nation, of which Nartin Jen 'ems was a key loader. Yartin Jenans roto tho

opening of their statement to the *Fresident:

o come to =press the ancer, outra2p, and frir;traon
of the black people of this nation. !-:"e Trish to convey
to you the dicenchantaent of blacks, especially black
youths, Trith our society and lath the federal govern-

n..esident, these are strong lords rhich
convoy to you tho feelings of tho black people and
especierkr the nes": students of this nation. These
aro the basc.s of unrest and vlolonco. Those aro to
causes or increasing (aeration of black youths.
-.-7o are convincod tIla-% those rre the basic proble-ls
rii.ch demand. your 1.7-11ca ate attr.:nti. en. 7o am cothe3
too liat this nation has V:c ctrength, 11-te resources,
and. the laoral :.3.1:770 to t:Olve

Ye:can 3 Cr:-±13 nat talc reason las ret'ire-acnt fro.-a

1:as a cutback in state funds for the College:

:7y basic rcaoon (for r:,`.ing) is tle cloteriora-Uon
of' the edacational proi,-rzi of t'Le college ekl.r, to the
statevs ficcd policy ani untolerable centrals b;,- an
unfriendly bak;ct Irarevt.

/fartin Jen:ins as accolpanied on his lest ap-earance beore the Stnate

Tananeo Co:-Iitttee of' tlle State or 17ar;Tlp.:0 in fInna.polis by 45 thsloarls or

rorgan State str.d,ents, faculty and alttni. Iho students don-.-.1ed and got

a private neetin-, ,.Ath the Cve-enor to discuss the3.r EAeveneos. The ennnn-

stration, althouch 17as peacerul end ordarly. Martin Jenkins'

st!stencnt berore the IT'Alene Co7:nitt,:,e tolls a (Tart Elena about his st;;le

of leadership:

cad not o-,.,-;arAne t113 s dmonr;tration, tpat I sr,p-,.ort.it. In Tv addresser to sturle-lts over the years,
have cncvora-,ed thci to pc-!rticipate n politic s and.
to e:(press concern about state ap-propriations fox.
the college...
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Lot me cmpllacizo the fact that I ma pntiori;t. I b Ott CVO that racial clistinetien ; ;lust
bo oliminatcd throughout the blericen socioty.Ett tl,is time not yet horo and ro do have a
basically r cl. t socioty, one CIS poet of which is
tho istonco in this stato of predoninontly v!hito
and predo..linantly black instbat:tons of Wher
oducat.ion. And so the black population and our
studonts roga-2d :.Torgan State as co:nothing specialin their lives. They kner.r that !-.oran State enroMs
mom black stuc/ents than all the four..;,roar colleos
end universitios in the state, hlic and privato,
combined, They know of the outstanding program of
Norso:a State. They aro proud of the fact that
this wogram has boon devolopód. in a prodminantly
black eollez;o under black loaclorship.

Thoy nau kno-..r that as the result of inadequate
appropriations, the othIcational program of I.:organState is deteriorating. Tho black citizenship and

the students of 1).(n.agan State, rightly or Imongly,
in their goneral distrust of the 1...fnito establish-
vont, interprot this as a deliborate state policy to
rologato I:organ State to tho status o:r.' a mediocre
instithtion. And they won't stand for it.

Tho two most crucial of our natton. s d000stic
problems are race relations and urban deterioration.
Our substantial neglect of these problems is tearing
our nation to piecesyou con see this hofore your
eyes. In lort-;an State Conoco, the state has a
reat rosou51.ce contributing to the alleviation of

these problems.

Morgan Stato's basic -impact in the area of urban, corrolunity and
idnority group involvement has been as an educator of black peoplo and as an
institution in which black people could take pride. Martin Jenkins' pavti-
cular style of loadorship, ono which worked with the whito establishment in
constructivo fashion, but at the somo time stood up strongly for its

rights, shows that there is a middle ground between timidity and rhetoric.'

The Colaer,o As An Erhicator

As collogos and univorsitios havo responded to the urban crisis,
many have started special. orograns t/) adrit students who would not otherwise
have qualiaed, such as the Project Teacher :57:collenco program at Ciir Lady
of the Lz.ikc College. Such progxans wore virtually nonmistont prior to 1967.
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Irar tin Jen':inst boo':, .^.,,vontin.e -mtblished 1961
-

rialcos it clear not tic ;po5.a1 education prozron at rorgm 17AS not a ono.-

lately add-on, but in fact had ovolvod over a 1.5 yeref., pato:4 Tao soal of

tl.lo special oclucntien progrvm at lorgan State alwayc; very simplo:

stndonts ,.!ho llavo exper:i.ence.l. cultiarP.3.
daprA V:a5.011 and prins tht,ri in tho sho7.:,t rpan
of t!,..e collego e::;:ierionco to coto on a bas5.s of
equal5.ty Pinorican

ts.:.;!: reign:1.1,es teachers ho bollovo .ntat it
CM 5X.' :!.ccom911.:fe..xl and -:1-10 have tho alxility to
utilino both conventional and novel procedures to
assur e its acconplishment.

rorL:rzi!s spocial c t.ioi pro-rra C2Tiacipatc:1 moot of the dwelop-

ments. ttt have since occurcd in the field. tt :ac around fioNiblo

admissions po3.icies ;;:ith an attempt to spot i:otivatod ceblc students

had not fully roalized their potential. Onor ingredients ox-knsivo

scr..,tiny of intlividuals and a good deal of personal oridatt:f:... Fresh=

yoar as a thrce-trac's affair where students 1,:ho stsrtod cw .disadvantac,ed

I:oro E2.ven e;:termivo altra course The difforence bet:.eon rorgonls

prorcim in special cOucation and for poorly prepared students and those

which have been started olsmhoro is that at 1..:oran it is on extensive part

of the entire oducational pogram involving a largo proportion of the students.

lv of the special.oducational -Matures that prestigious liboral

arts colleges like Merlin and S-.7artlaraoro havo instituted aro not to bo

found at 1:organ State. At :7irst this as a disappointment to us. However,

care to realize that orsan placos first things first:

The collogo nood not apologize for having as a
primary objective the occupational preparo.tion of
studentsfor a long timo to como it must play a
major role in producing personnel for high level
occupations, Provision must be made, consequently,
for actensivo major fields of spedalizion
quantitative and. qualitative standards v:hich
enable graduates to meet the perfornance require-
monts of a racially integrated OCOnoll7.
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An mszaplo of how :701-ganls progrza opc:..atos can possibly best bo

illustratod by murdning the exporionce of sovcral individual studonts.

Ono studont who was quito activo in tho studont covoranont, Roger Eroe:s, did

not roach hts sonior your at ::organ ho vas in his lato tionties. ITo had

started at 1!organ in his oarly twentics hying o:thibitod potential and passod

tho high school equivalency ca to compensato for having dropped out of

high school. Aftor two yoars at Morgan, he got tired of being short of

nonoy LInd took s: job as an aido in a nontal hospital. Brooks had boon activo

in organizing a union in the hospital and had likod tho work, but realized

how his lac of a dogroo limitod his potential. 2v tho tino ho came back to

finish at Iforgan Stato, he 7.7as really sollous about his oducation and cot

exeollont Lrados.

There are rum parallels botween Broo'cs and Harry Nal Icor, the

prosidont of tho studont government, who is also in his late twontios.

Walker had boon in tllo ki.).,borno, but didn't like the military. He started

late at 1.:organ, but also dropped out to take a job. Ho had worked at a ware-

house whore ho as involved in organizing the Irorkers into a union. He also

roturnod in his lato tvonties to complete his education at 1:organ to get

ahead occupationally.,

Although ':.!alker porsonally didn't like tho railitary, he supported

the continuation of ROTC at 2.:orgon because he thought it was an important

source of preparation of black loadorship. Although he had occasional'.disa-

greomonts ith rrosidont Jenkins, ho supported his style of leadership strongly

and particularly admirod his open door policy. Jenkins and Walker had worked

closoly togethcr on colicip budget natters for the stato losislature.

e.
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Ins:tructlon

1.7.oman State's Unit; studios proz,-ran i .cadciio, offering a number

of courses in a variety of dopartzients rolatzing to both black culturo and

Africa. Courses include "Tho Thaditional African Arts," "The Negro in Americnn

Prose)," and "The roam arid Msio." The program was inaugare.tod lith almost

no controversy and is con:Adored outstanding. The collogo doos offer a varioty
of courses on both black pcoplo and culture, and urban affairs, but they are

located llithin inavidual dopartments and thoro is no major in oithor.

.12...oject

'Ono of tho impressive things about I:organ State is that it has often
boon ahead of its timo, as was tho CltS0 Ilith Project Fission. Tho program

began in 1965, and ran for four years, funded by tho Ford Foundation. Morgan

Stato initiated the idoa and then enlistod tho cooperation of ti.o white

colleges, Coppin Stato and Towson State, to train inner city school teachers.

113e program placed approximately 1.50 students as interns in the Baltimore

city schools whore thoy spont their ontire fourth year of college Idthin tha
school sotting. They rocoived $135 per :month, but made a comattmont to do

two years of teaching in inner city schools after their graduation. The

program as regarded as a tmccess and is part of a substantial emphe.sis on

tho inner city I.rithin tho Department of Education.

Tne ?ToV4.- Service CorviunUz_Cowerative

Tks projoct was tho idea of President Jenkins, -tfno ranted to let

students loam how to toach inner city youngsters. The icloa gained inomontwa

after a talk at the collego in 1967 by Robext thon the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development. As part of a social scionco course for crodit,

juniors and seniors were able to vork cortraunity projects for.. credit.

A numbor of host agenclos wore lined up by Jarnes Perry, a young histo3.,5.e.n ho



Intrcal to coola'inat..o the pre.:_yr:.: uar, cold on Vie idea. A largo

nwtor of agencien ani organivl.tions ev electa-.1 as hosts and Vae ctudenta

aasigned in troa and throo :7. to mom than 30 of then. Ot;:inally al.)out 50

studcnts signed up for t.1e course in tha fall (Yr.' 19.6c3, but thereafter interost

lirinol and tl.e enrollment diminial,ed shalAy. It iantt cloar 'idly this happoned..

It may have bocn that the program ,..7as to ov.1 consuming. Paspite high level

adminictrative co.:r.t.Ponent to Ifnat could have been an innovOive educational

prorain, the idea didn't catch on. Thor() is a certain traditionalicm iong

the studonta ,71-6.01) may be accounted for in part by their initial educational

roth Pmsident Jcndns and student covornment president allimari

fool that the students aro not concerncd enough about corraurkty servico.

Coolnrative !Education

The program is a five-year proram. The student alternates bot.'een

a company li)al.ch may roll hire him after graduation and tho Yorgan z..empus.

The companies involvod are all major corporations such as the Ford .1.:otor Com-

pany, Xerox., and tho York Port Authority outside of Maryland, and

Bethlehem Steel Corporation, the Sun Papers, and various city agencies in

the area surrounding the campus. This is an excellent means of assuring that

Norgon State's graduates will fit in the national. economic mainstream.

The prban tuclios Institute

The Urban Studies Institute, founded in 1963, uas the first such

institute at an underkyaduate college. It is similar to those at many other

institutions of bi*er education in that it has never quite reached its poten-

tial despite a good start and excellent leadership. Perhaps the major accom-

plishmont of the Urban Studies Instituto is its role in facilitating the

start of a nuch broader Center for Urban Affairs, which ICorgan is beginning
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in the academic year, n70.71., ITith help from the State of raryland and the .

Ford Foundation. lIomer Favor, an economist, has hcaderl the Institute from the

start. To en extant, tho mission and scope of the Institute Was limited at

tho boinnin, because Ienon the state oxitinally promised ::335,000 per year to

Arad it, it wanted to nolo sure that them v7ould be mr.tensive faculty involvement

and that the Institute *,7ould be involved in the ockleational process rather

then functioning simply as a seth-mtenonous research center. As of the acaderAc

Yo'ar 1.969-70, there Two only tno professionals on the Institute stef, 1.rhich

concentrated on four Laws: research, extension, curriculum, and finally,

the tro staff members serving as urban resources and catal:ysts for the rest

of the college.

The majority of the contract research undertaken by the Urban Studies

Institute was done fairly early in its history. Among the research projects

was a study of Baltimore inner city unemployment, an ovaluation of a teenage

mothers program, a cooperative evaluation (rith the University of Pennsylvania)

of Ealtimore's OEO program, and a lonsltudinal study of an isolated black

comianity. The Institute also published a Iktryland statistical abstract tg3.ving

useful_ information for local governments, and the Daltimore 1.:etropolitan

Area Wban Affairs Biblioz;raphy. Several of the progrms iere action 'programs

such as the Eastern Shore Retraining Project, 1.7hich attanpted to upgrade low

skilled -vyorkers.

The crctension activities of the Urban Studies Institute maiay centered

around conferences of regional end national scope, one or more of which has

usually boon held each year. The subjects have included: "Higher Education

and the Challenge of thn U2:13en crisily! The Chani4ng Face of Employment

Socuxity," and "Justice, Law and Order." These have generally been well attended

-Ath outstanclinz; speakers.
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1;oth the d:Ireeter ant-1 asrlocinto clirecter, tcac'.1

urban related courses on c:nisac, and sorvo as urban tool,thei:..nn for tho rest

of tho Core. '2erhaps tho major contr.Lbution that the carector awl associate

&rector have made, hoover, is their em.p=sonal involvment in the urban

scone, both in the Daltinero ro3ion and. on the ne.taenal lova. Parren

the Institute!c associate director, has been quite P.Ctivo in political aCfdrs

and has just boon electecl to the U.S. Eeme of Representatives.

There aro other urban and ColWrami.ty service thrtu;ts at the College

vhich i11 be resources for the no,..7 Center for Urban ilffairs. The Thstituto

for Political Eu.cation was founded in 1.959 T.A.th support frail the Ford Youn-

dation.' Tho principle goal of the Institute for Politica Education Iles to

wposo rergan State students to the funetio=ing ef the political. system. Ford

supported the =gram for eirit years and it then became dement. The pr i ncipa 1

thrust of the Institute was political internships '..7here Yorgan students %.7or'..:ed

in the offices of elected officials. These internships were considered quits

successful, vith the pr inc ipal cmaplaint being that they wore too limited in

=bor. The Institute also ran a number of action projects, inducting

commity ,,Torkshops for urban dwellers and mock political conventions for

students on campus. The Institute become controversial 1Then it rented a

.mobi le voting unit which toured black communities explaining votihg procedures

end urging residents to reg:Ister.

The Baltimore Pasiness Institute has operated for ten roars, convening

e. conference each spring of six -Nooks duration for inner city businessmen.

The 7=roT)osed Center for Urban Affairs

Tho impetus for the 110:7 center, named for 1,1artin Jonld_nS, -was an exigry

but constructive letter he wrote te the Ford Foundation in June, 1969, from

-ohich -rill quote the highlights:
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I sit horo ;11th a fooling of frustration and fury
occasionod by the Foundation's rocont substantial

gi',ants to soveral. mivorsitios for urban studios,
Last yoar -ohm lorgan State Col loge approached
FoUndation officials about tho feasibility of a
proposal to dovolop an wieban prograil, wo received
no encouragcnont rhatsoevor. This kind, of proposal
%las "not prosontly being supported by the Foundation.17
The recent wants to the Johns Hopkins University and
other universities follo :! a ten million dollar grant
mado to throe kaorican universitios for urban studios.
To my kno:l.odgo, no such &Tants have boon made to
predorlinantly Nogro institutions.

I am sure that the response of the Foundation :an be
that in this area it supports only ostablishod univor-
sitios. Moro is, though, 114. nundy, another hypothes is
which I ;Ash quito frankly to share d.th you. The
problems of our cities are i)ccas ionecl pr imar i 1 y by
the ilmulgration of Negros. Loically it would appear
that ilegros must have a koy role in effecting solutions
to urban problems...The Foundation, thou:;h, refuses to
rocogn:izo the role of a predoninontly Negro colle:pe.
It, in effect, says that we must lorovi.de for the prepa-
ration of urban porsonnel under fal. to auspices. As a
result, the lewlers and prime movers of the futuro mill
be almost onclusively -..zhite, and, the solutions of urban
problems U1 be devised and proposed by whites.

The hypothesis is that the' Foundation deliboratny intends
to discourage tho preparation of Negros for top-lovel
professional leadership on the urban scene. The Daltimore
situation provides an excellent o:cample. P.brgan State
has had a small tu...ban studies instituto for the pastesix
years, suported by the state on an annual budget of
approxLnately *3 5 000. Obviously, we con only scratch
the surface Iel.th this limited budget.

The Johns Hopkins is no:r in a position, trith your support,
to provide an extensive program in urban studies and to
attract top-lovol personnel. In the years ahead, it vin
be the Johns Hopkins xhich Trill propose solutions to
urban problems and which 1:111 prepare the urban specialist
in this area. Then the question will be asked, tlAy don't
those Negros ot i,.'organ State have any ideas or prepare any
personnel?".

The Foundation in recent years has /gado substmatial grants
to predominantly Nogro colleges for programs to improve
specific weaknesses and to bring some of these institutions
into the mainstroom of institutions of higher education.
There has boon no indication, hol:evor, of massivo sueport
in areas whore selected, prodominantly Negro colleges and
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univeroitios nay develop progre....s as effectivo as
any in the nation. I am corriinced that vith corple
financial support, several prod_winantly Negro colloses
could, Ini.th racially inrated staff and students,
dovelop really sigafficont prograxas. Demonstration
that sone of these instilmtions can bo in the very
front ranl.:s of 2,nierican colleges and wrIversitios in
tho ca-ea of urban pro'clons ill be a creatiyo
conte.bution to our culture.

l!artin Jon!'.i.ns cad not propavo e. formal proposal for tho Ford

Foundation until ho was sure that the state was commited to the program and

that it -.-7ou1d provido a substantial proportion of the funding. Jonkins

requested 1600,000 from the Ford Foundation distributed over a tour-year

period, Idth grants from tho state running froei *200,000 at the bezinning

to apprOmately :*600,000 by 1975.

The Center for Urban Affairs TAU bo involved in both curriculum and

sersrice. It 1.0.11 be a..dircet outgrowth of most of the urban related acti-

vities at I:organ State over the years. The curriculum in urban affairs

uill be gmatly strengthenod, ne one r;ew urdt to be established be a
Centor for the Study of the Dehavfior of Urban. Youth. The other facets of the
new center be a cooperative education centers program (a direct out.:

growth of Project ilission), an oemership training institute growing out of

the Ealtimore Nsiness Institute, and an urban research imtitute, which *All

he a direct expansion of the Urban Studies Institute. The new money from the

state and Ford Foundation will 'enable Morgan to expand and consolidate efforts

that have boon going on for the past ten yetres, and to move from a level of

honest but inadequate offort to excellence on the national seem).

Uoran Stete 4.9 4. Citizen and Meivhbor

Morgan's location in a predominantly len.i.to residential section of
northeast Baltimore has kopt it from being more heavily involved in the prob..
lems of its immediate neighborhood. The Collego has had somo impact on the
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practices and attitubn of its prodaDinantly rhite noighsoors. Morgan studonts

forced the into:yation of restaurants and VIcaters at a local shoppin:e contor.

3.Yany sturkmts also ront rows in prodminantly hito housoholds in tho noii-

borhood; ilorcan plans to oxpand in 'Ono near future and this may occasion somo

prohloms. The college, shows its neighborly spi1it by opening its campus to

Ealtinoro whitos and blacks in largo numbors. A reoreation pro:yam in the

trommor lots inner:-city black s'aulents uso the athletic facilitios on campus

under the diroction of tho collogols coachos. Tho Balt:Vlore Symphony Orchostra

porfoms in the rorgan auditorium to prodazinantly white audiencos.

Stiavarz

Yorgen State was includod in this soloction of colleco and university

involvemont in urban, cc:sr-nullity and minority group affairs because it is dooply

involved in tho urban scone end because it is a predominantly black institution.

Its mothod of involvement is substantiialy difforent from that of the white

institutions that we have described. JlorEants principlo,contributions have

boon as an educator of black student leadership, end as an institution suppor-

ting a predominantly black experience in which black people can take pride.

Although that tends to sound somewhat patronizing, this makes Morgan Stato

College en excoption rather than the ralo for public institutions.

Yorgan State is an oxcollent college that, happens to be prodadnantly

black. Its success was in largo noasuro tho rosult of a forceful, but

conStructivo and prg.0»atic course steered by rartin Jenkins, its prosidont

until the fall of 1970. Jonkins, his trustees, faculty, staff end students

demanded their fair share of support from public end private funding sources

end. dommented the faot that they used such funding wisely and. imaginatively.

Morgan's strategies offer an examplo to all stato supl)orted instititiona which

too often fail to demand t%,,fir fair sharo of support or to obtain tho
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leadelThip to uo Asoly.

In closer:a:Inc, ion Statco's position in American r,ociety today,

Yartln Jonkins concludos:

In vim: of the teriper of tho 'clues, I suspect that
it is asl.:in,-; too nucl-i of ::bite liberals and blackactts to rcar d. colloos attended largely byblath: sta.nts az Inerican insiAtutlens of hicher
oeucation rathor than black institutions of hi:;1ir.11,
or:heation. I Mc to t:init that :PorE,an State
Collo;o na1::os a sicnificvnt contribution to 'the
total society and that the isroportlon of lihitcs inthe graduate 2.-.tio:ron and the faculty has a groatdoci of si:pificance.....

l'nrr.nn Eitat noi " c".... oiencess
PulAications

enkins, 17artin Lzi Oventurci_n I-F_-1r_her Education, Yorgan State College..........1...-^...++.1.rnmaaws:O*0017.41.... 0.10./.../MartemsI'ross, 1964.

Ealtimoro City ..2ublic Schools: ..yrolcct ss3;.9a:__41,....C..2.22c):-.at.yo Teacher
TeoLc1-192z_fe:,-. .1,2:...2..L,aen'ts "in Inner

1.965.

kioricen Council on Eetucation ITowslotter, p...vhor 2c!ucation end National..O.Apar fte- ...evs rawAffcirs fleport, i'ProUdents of Mack Colleges Toll Nixon of J'Azor,
Roust:oat:Lon, n :ay 2 2 1970.

RenortsIWR.W*
Recomonetati.on to the Roard of farusteos of the State Collegos that 2.!organState Colle3o be Dovoloped as a Racially Intevatecl Urban Oriented

Univorsity, January 14, 1969.

Report on Inte.;;;ration Activities, July 7, 1969.
Statement of Prosidch.t Jonkins to the State Senato anance Committoo,February, 1970.

The Proposal for the Center for Urban Affairs, February, 1970,
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CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEM YOM - OPENING *THE DOORS'

On June 7, 1847, the citizens of New York City, by vote of

19,305 to 3,409, established the nation's first tax-suppOrted, tUition-

free institution of.higher education, the Free Acadelry. On July 9, 1969,

the Eoard of nigher Education of the City University of New York (CUNY)

became the first governing body of any urban university to open its

doors to all g-raduates of its city's high schools. The development

during the five years preceding the CUNY open admissions decision pro-

#ides an interesting story of a university caught up in the swir.l of

events leaping headlong into a controversial educational Vent tire.

CM on the Eve of Opening the Doors

The' CUNY of 1964 was comprised of ff:Ar four-year colleges and

five two-year community colleges. The prestige institution of the

system was the City College of New York (GCNY),.. the successor of the

Free Academy. Changing its name to CGNY in 1866, the college had

moved to its current site on St. .Nicholas Heights in 1907. From the

outset, CCM!' served primarily the aristocracy of New York. Jenks, and

t
Reisman estimate that the average IQ at CCNY in the 1920's and 30'

was about the same 'as at Harvard. As of 1962 CCNY was still ranked .

among the nation's 100 most selective colleges and in 1965. CCNY headed

a

the list of colleges producing embryonic Ph.D.'s. Despite its location

in the addle of Harlem, CCNY Was still a middle-class institution that

attracted students from all over the city because of its academic

standing,: In 1965, an 85.5 high school average was reqUired for

admission, sixty percent of the seniors went on to graduate study.

'N 4
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Despite its character as a largely Jewish institution in the

midst of a black and Puerto Rican conimAnity (1965: 75% Jewish, 10% black.

c,nd Puerto Rican) CONY experienced 'Much better relationships idth its

coumunity than its neighbor to the South, Columbia. Partly this was

attributable to a series of fortunate developments allowing physical

expansion without disruption of the community. But CCNY has also been

an institution involved in the city. Every graduate of CCNY has taken

at commencemnt the Ephebic Oath of 'Devotion to the City of New York,

vowing to "strive to transmit this city not only not less but greater,

better, and more beautiful than it was transmitted to us." In 1913

CCNY established the first educational c inic for emotionally disturbed

children. It had the first degree-granting evening session in the city,

set up in 1909. In 1954 the' School of General Studies instituted a

special baccalaureate program for adults. The Bernard M. Baruch School

of Business, located on the old Free Academy site, at 23rd e.nd Lexington

Avenue, trained many of the city's business leaders.

Despite efforts in the State Legislature in 1869 and 1878 to

abolish the municipal college, the systelil not only surVived but expanded.

In 1870 Hunter College was established as the Female Normal and High

School. It offere.d its first college :Nstruction in 1888 at its Park

Avenue and 68th Street campus. Hunter went co-ed in 1964. (Caff's

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences had first admitted women in 1951)

Hunter also had a Bronx campus. The two other four-year colleges were

Brooklyn College, opened in 1930, and Queens College in 1937. Both

intittitions became rather elite colleges, although not considered in

the same class with CCNY. Both were predominantly Jewish. In fact,



the percetLge of nonlites nt Brooklyn (about 3!;.) actually declined

from 1953 to 1963. Brooklyn and Queens were allong the nation's pioneers

in establishing special degree programs for adults who did liot =et

criteria for regular baccalaureate programs:

In recent 'years CUNY has undergrown rapid growth which makes it

an educational &Amt. The oldest of the coramunity colleges in the CUNY

system is New York City Comnumity College (YCCC) in Brooklyn. In

operation since 1946, NYCCC became a part of the CUNY system in 1964.

The first co=mity college founded in the system was Staten Island

Comunity College (SICC) in 1955. In 1957 Bronx Community College (BCC)

was opened, and Queensborough Commnity College began operation in.1960.

Two other units were opened in 1963: the Borough of Manhattan Community

College (nmco at 51st Street and Sixth Avenue and Kingsborough Community

College, with two campuses, one in mid-Brooklyn, the other at 3:-.anhatten

Beach. In 1965 lUchmond College was opened on Staten Island as a

unique "upper-level" institution, offering junior and senior years .to

t rans fer students from the community colleges .

In 1961 the CUNY system was first authorized to award doctorates,

32 of which were granted from 196267. A special institution, the

Graduate Center was established for. graduate students. CCNY and Hunter

also offered graduate work, with the latter's urban planning program being

among the most innovative. A specialized branch of the system, the

John Jay College of Criminal Justice was opened in 1964 primarily for

policemen.'

In August of 1966 the riepidly,expanding CM found itself in the

1.g>st severe budget crisis of its history. The system seemed faced with

two alternatives: 1) the imposing of tuition:. Regular day session
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undergraduates paid no tuition, graduate students a fee. of $18 a
. A

semester. However, tuition.-free education was an issue of principle

in the system and was fouent for bitterly by many. alumni; 2) the

drastic curtailment of enrollment: As of September 1966, one of every

55 New Yorkers (147,000) would be a CUNY student, 57,000 full-time

day undergraduates, 23,000 graduate students, 56,000 evening students.

The chancellor and several college presidents offered their resignations.

The state legislature averted disaster by coming up with a financial

package to save the system. The New York State Legislature is usually

dominated by Republicans. However, Democratics were in control in the

wake of the Goldwater debacle.. The Democrats needed it:he support of

black and Puerto Rican legislators from Manhattan to pass the bill. In-

stead of falling into Party line, the blacks and Puerto Ricans decided

not to support the package because C1JNY was not serving their constituents.

In exchange for their votes, they managed to get tacked onto the bill

$1 million for a special program for the disadvanta ed, the Search for .

Education, Enlightenment, and Knowledge (SEEK) program. SEEK has been

the largest and most controversial of the special programs which CUNY has

devised. Its development and the controversy surrounding it are of ut-

most importance in understanding the evolution of CUNY's open admissions

plan.

The SEEK program was to begin in September 1966, so university

leaders, caught by surprise, had one month to develop a program. It

was decided that there would be a good deal of local autonomy to allow

each college to develop its own program. There were 1,400 students

total in the four four-year celleges under the auspices of SEEK. Hunter

began with a part-time evening operation. At CCNY and Brooklyn some
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grounework had been laid by similar programs for adults. Queens

started from scratch.

CCNY's Prc-B7ccalaurente Proram

At CCNY there as enough of a foundation in the School of

Ceneral Studies (0S) to build a carefully thought-out program. 'GS has

as its main fuAtions the providing of opportunities for ehose who do not

meet traditional standards and the providing of evening education for

fully matriculated students. For example, the school has served foreigil

students who were not admitted to CUNY because they did not have an

American high school diploma and College Board scores. These students

are admitted to GS and may transfer to the day school if Cley complete

14 credits with a 13+, 30 credits with a B, or 60 credits with a C.

Mile CS had the largest percentage of black and Puerto Rican

students of any CUNY unit (24%), it still was not effctively servicing

these communities. A high percentage of GS students dropped out. CCNY

took two approaches to this problem: First, an intensive counseling

programwai; begun. .The night student, because he comes to campus only

for claises and then leaves, is unable to put down roots on ehe campus.

A mandatory counseling program was instituted to deal with the student's,

resulting alienation. Each entering studcnt had to participate for 15

weeks. The program consisted of group meetings plus at least one

session per week with a counselor and follaw-up sessions during the

second term. 'This was the minimum; more counseling was available if

desired. The secand focus at:CC:NY was acadeMic. It bacame obvious that

some change in the curriculum was necessary in the early going to help

the slower students and.the ones who had' been away from college for

soma time. The key was altering classroom pace. In a math course, for
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example, extra class hours would be added for those havine'difficulty.

In 1965 this total program known as the Pre-Baccalaureate Program, involved

110 student's. hen Leslie Berger, a clinical psychologist became assist-
..

ant director, the counseling aspect became even more central,
of experience

Bac" becam a reservoir/upn which SEEK could draw.

Brooklyn College's Academic Talent Search Prooram

In the fall of 1964 Brooklyn College's School of General Studies

"Pre-

began an Academic Talent Search Program (ATSP), with the help of a grant

from the Rockefeller Foundation. Forty-two students, all with academic

diplomas from poverty-area high schools in Brooklyn, hut with averages

below 75 (87 was Brooklyn's cutoff) and all "economically, culturally,

and socially disadvantaged" were selected. The students, including 23

blacks and 8 Puerto Ricans, were given remedial work in separate classes

limited te their p-logam while also being enrolled in regular classes.

The decision to separate them from other students was made to proVide

more extensive instruction and to allow the staff to get closer to the

students. Four English teachers were employed to work with ATSP students

with great freedom to develop new teaching approaches. The students

were not penalized for failure. After two semesters, 23 of the original

142 had gained one year of credit and another 12 one semester of credit.

In math slower progress was made. The teachers had to do more individual

tutoring. All the counselors were members of the Brooklyn College

faculty.

De Spite the fact that the ATSP students had an average IQ (109.9)

algost equivalent to that of regular students (112.4), ASP was not very

succesw2n1. After one year retention was high (31, or.74%,", with 6 more

'drafted), but in the second two years 11 more dropped out. In the first

year the average gradepoint was 1.8; the second year it. dropped to 1.2'
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and .only 25% maintained better than a C. Over the four years only four.

of the students maintained better than a C- and none graduated. At:the

end o:E 'the summer session of 1968 the ATSP .prize pupil did graduate, a.

girl who rnaintained a 3.0 average with a Russian major. Thus 10% (4)

of the original grot:Ip met the goals of ATSP, which were matriculation

and :ceasonable progress to a degree.

In evaluating the lack of success of ATSP't several Criticisms Were"

. ... .

offered: 1) the tremendous financial burdens of the students had been.

underestimated; 2) the effect of environment had been underestimated.

Twenty-six of the 42 students were from 'broken homes; all of the 'dropouts

/

came from these 26; 3)* the counseling setup had not li.e.en very successful;

4) the screening process had been done by middle-class personnel, taho ilact

. .

chosen students with little self,-confidence, drive, or ability to intellect-

ualize. It had, in effect, screened in those most likely to fail. None-

...

theless, ATSP became a foundation for SEEK to build on at Brooklyn) When

SEEK began in 1966 it took over with significant change the structure and
. .

personnel of ATSP; moving it from the sehool of Ceneral Studies to the

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Berger Versus Mulholland

Vlhen the SEEK program appeared on the scene in the fall of 1966, .

Leslie Berger was named its director. His position was one of great

responsibility but little leverage. SEEK was decentralized with the

major authority in the hands of the presidents of the colleges. The

two largest programs were targeted for CCNY and Queens. Berger was given

the authority to create an independent SEEK program, unrelated to any

branch of the university. 711 is program, based in the*Alamac Hotel in

Nanhattan, was to serve as ta model for the other mgrars. But Berger

had no power to force his point of viesi onto the program at Other locations.
.. . a

.4 144
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The program at Queens College was the one which exploded.

Joseph Mulholland was appointed to the $17,000 a year post of director.

Oae could hardly imagine a greater contrast than that betweensthe

reserved, Jewish, academic psychologist Berger and the aggressive,

outspoken, Irish Catholic, exprpbation officer Mulholland. They held

different opinions about almost every aspect of the SEEK program, and

an outline of their debate serves as a summary of tha issues which

should ba wrestled with by any institution contemplating a special

program.for the disadvantaged.

"One of the crucial areas of difference was.over the nature of

the faculty. Berger believed that the faculty of SEEK must be integrated

into the regular college faculty. An English professor in a SEEK class

is a professor of English, not a SEEK professor. Thus the faculty

members must have traditional academic credentials. Without a faculty

with tenure which is integrated into the college faculty, SEEK would be

the first program slashed in a budget cut. A program with established

academic stature could not be so easily removed.

Mulholland, to the contrary, thought SEEK should have a separate

faculty, chosen on grounds other than traditional academic credentials.

He opposed the idea of first selecting men with credentials and then

finding which of them could relate to the students. He wanted younger,

teaching oriented instructoirs whose values had not been changed by

getting the Ph. D. First and foremost he matted teachers who were open

and could relate to minority group students. Mulholland felt that Berger
not

and others in the OUNY could/understand this issue because they had had

little:experience mith blicks and Puerto Ricans. He felt that immersion
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in the academic process had isolated them.

Berger, in response, charged that Mulholland's real concern was

with having a faculty that he could control. W. felt it would be easier

to hire them and fire them if they didn't have academic credentials.

Vice-Chancellor for Urban Affairs, Julius Edelstein believes that Mulholland's

lack of academic credentials made it very difficult for him to attract good

faculty.

The issue of faculty separation leads into that of program sepa-

ration. Berger believed that SEEK students should be fully integrated

into the regular college program as soon as possible. At least 85% of the

student's time was to be in regular classes. Careful evaluation of his

performance there was to be the criterion of success for SEEK. "We could

test x, y, or z," Berger said, "but the real measure is clossroom perfor-

mance." Mulholland disagreed, feeling that it was "preposterous" to put

ghetto kids immediately into the Queens educational experience. He felt

the gap between their high school experiences couldn't be crossed in one

leap. He felt that the SEEK students needed to be immersed in a structured,

sheltered environment where they would learn how the system operated and

would obtain certain skills.

At Queens in their first semester, SEEK students took all of

their courses with other SEEK students. In the second term they were

gradually moved into regular courses.. Julius Edelstein felt that the

pace at Queens was just too slow:

The actual educational production at Queens was
tragically low. Kids were just not moving along.
Many became discouraged and dropped out. It is
clear that rapid integration of the students into
the regular college course is essential.

. 146
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When students are placed into the highly competitive college

situation, counseting becomes vitally important. On this issue Berger

seemed to be the "separatist":

You must accept that SEEK students are different from
other students and must help the student to understand
in what ways he is different. The difference does not mean
good or bad; the difference is preparation and skills. If

you delude the student into thinking that he's like the
others, you end up not talking about his poverty background
or his need for financial-aid, aspects of his life which

are most relevant to his academic success.

Berger felt that counselors employing psychoanalytic techniques

with comprehensive responsibility for the students were the key to SEEK.

Mulholland asserted th4.: traditional counseling of this type had been

an "abject failure" with black kidi. He wanted to hire people from the

community, such as coaches or others who might have had no college

training at all, to serve as counselors. Berger was Ale to get control

of this aspect of the Qmeens program, so that all employment of counselors

would be done by the central SEEK office. Thus for a time at Queens,

there was a SEEK director (Mulholland) and a SEEK counseling.director

(a Berger appointee). This was an obvious source of strain.

Another controversial area was the criteria for selection and

evaluation of student progress. Leslie Bergerbelleved that the high

school average is not a predictor of college performance:

There seems to be some correlation in that those who

have done well in high school will do well in college,

especially if there is not major environment change.

But one cannot say the reverse, especially if there

is a drastic change of environment.

Berger's position has been challenged by his former.CCNY colleague,

Dean Bernard Sohmer. Sohmer agrees that the average of some one who

was in high school ten years ago and since has gone through the army

or some other maturing experience is no indicator of college potential.

But for a person right out of hkgh school it may well be an Indicator.
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The philosophy of SEEK was to set very low admission standards

and to admit students on a random selection basis. Five criteria were

established: 1) that a student must live in a designated poverty area;

2) have a high school diploma; 3) be under 30 years of age with pref-

erence given to 1964-67 graduates; 4) be willing to enroll full-time

and 5) be ineligible for admission under existing criteria. Nonetheless,

CCNY and Queens had very different SEEK populations. Fifty percent of

the Queens SEEK students had less than a 70% average in high school,

compared with 5% at CCNY. When it came to evaluation of the relative

successes of the two nmjor SEEK components, Mulholland claims that he

had a poorer group to work with; Berger rejects this argument. Berger

bases his evaluation on how quickly a student was merged into the

regular college course of study; this was not a prime goal in the Queens

program. At CCNY in the 1967 class of SEEK students, 53% maintained a

C average or better, 30% a B or better. The dropout rate at Queens

was much higher than at CCNY--33% versus 8%. The CCM' retention rate

for SEEK was 89.8% for one term, 80.2% for two terms, 70% for three

terms, 50.4% for four terms, 51.3% for five terms. Mulholland attributes

the high dropout rate to his initial feeling that one year would be an

indicator of the students' chances for graduation. Thus 25% of the

first 100 students were dropped by the program at the end of one year.

He later came to feel that he had made a mistake.

Queens Explodes

According to Mulholland, SEEK at Queens seemed to be functioning

well prior to the December 16-23, 1968 explosion. QueerlS was probably

the campus where such a special program stood least chance of succeeding.
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The col lege student body was 30% whjte, mostly Jewish.-'
. The SEEK students

were. 80% black, 15% Puerto Rican. The college students were largely

Queens natives; the SEEK students were predominantly from Brooklyn and

11Manhattan. The SEEK advisory committee, which investigated the trisis;

outl ined seven ways in which Queens SEEK was unique and singuldr compared

to others in the system:

1. The headquarters and administrative offices of the program were off-campus,

housed in converted living quarters.

2. A much greater percentage of the instructional faculty was special

SEEK faculty unrelated to the regular Queens College faculty.

3. tfiere was more physical as well as social and academic separation .

between the SEEK program and the regular ollege program.

4. Currents and tides of unrest anddissatisfactron haZI been more

evident in the SEEK program at Queens than elsewhere, over a longer period of time.

5. At Queens there apparentl'y had been a someWhat greater tendency and

will ingness to experiment 'in curricular matters, and to involve both students

and faculty in decision-making, including the hiring of faculty.

6. A large number of each entering class was recruited by the Queens SEEK

staff rather than through the Central Admissions Office to which most

applicants were referred by community groups.

7. Students were permitted to receive stipends and at the same time to earn

maximum financial subsistence through tutoring. In addition, the Committee

reported, there was a teeming world of rumors, reports, and gossip, providing

II almost the total environment for the SEEK community."11

Mulholland would agree with all but the fourth of these points. The

Committee also gave the program quite a high rat ing calling it "not only

basically worthwhile but rather wonderful." Some internal changes had been

made in the conservative college. For example, the English Department
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had been convinced to give credit in a course in which the school bought

Cameras for students to do a photo study of their comunity. In a

hi.story course students were given access to maps and records in the

Municipal Building to do a history of their block. The .program was

ballooning. There had been evidence of. Success, but also a warning of

impending trouble. The program.grew from 100 students in 1966 to 400

in 1967 to 700 in 1968, with a piojection of 1,000 in 1969. Mulholland

expressed openly that the program should,have a black director. (Berger

calls this both dishonest and paternalistic.) Efforts were also being

made to add black faculty. Only three of twenty were black in 19.65;
. ..

.

ten new blacks were added in September 1968. ,Mulholland.admitted to

difficulty in relating to these new blacks, some of whom were very mili-

,tant. In October 1968 the students elected*a twenty-man committee,

which suggested to Mulholland that he hire two black assistant directors
.

and at the end of the year they would decide if either of them should

replace him as director.
.

From that point on matters went rapidly downhill, and the exact

picture of what went on has never been put together. The Spark was

apparently a Board of Higher Education resolution of October 28 whiCh

authorized (not .required), each senior college to establiSh a separate,

Department for SEEK faculty, counselors and remedial instructors to put

faculty tenure within the reach of the special SEEK faculty. The

resolution' further suggested that SEEK instructors in .regular acadeMic

subjects be related to and apPointed from the apprOpriate academic

departments, so they, too, could aspire tO tenure...;

On December 12 Mulholland called a. meeting of the Queens SEEK

faculty to tell them that he as: oppOSedto this second part of. the
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resolution to "rnrga SEEK into the regular Queens curriculum." After

a week of escalating rhetoric, 150 students attended a meeting called

by the Black and Puerto Rican Student-Faculty Coalition. Nine demands

emerged from this emo'zion-charged, whites-excluded meeting which ended

with a blood oath of secrecy administered by an African warrior: The

demands were: 1) SEEK be opened to "brothers and sisters off the

street"; 2) SEEK students be allowed to take a full course load of SEEK

courses with twelve hours credit; 3) more black and Puerto Rican teachers

be hired; 4) academic counselors replace "'psychiatric counselors"; 5)

all tutors be SEEK students, who will receive full tutor s salary

regardless of stipend; 6) all academic placement tests be devised by

black and Puerto Rican teachers and counselors; 7.) courses be relevant

to the black and Puerto Rican experience; 8) more student participation
_ .

be authorized at all levels; 9) seminars .and honors progrars to be

instituted.

As is clear from the report of the SEEK Advisory Committee, these

nine demands ware closer to realization at Queens than in other SEEK

programs in the system. Particularly the second, fourth, fifth, and

eighth demands were uniquely characteristic of the Queens program. The

Coalition demanded response by January 2, so a meeting was set at 11 a.m.

that day with Dean Robert Hartle and ItfuTholland. The Coalition did not

show up and announced at an afternoon 1.?ally that the administration'

refusal to meet with them meant that tactics would be escalated.

Imediately, the library was occupied. new *list of demands was issued,

the ligt headed by a call for Mulholland's resignation as a "poor admini-.

strator and a. poor symbol who had not hired enough black and Puerto

Rieaa teachers and lacked the confidence. of SEEK students." The Coalition
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demaadcd the power tl name his successor. As violence escalated and

white vigilante scudent groups were formed, President Joseph MacMurray

ordered the school closed.

. The closure further enraged many white students. A student

described a typical white reaction to the SEEK disturbance:

They're uagrateful. They get in here without the marks
everyone else has to have, and some of them are even
getting paid. It's amazing that they're the ones causing

all the trouble.

At one point a dozen members of 'the Student Coalition, a conservative

group ransacked the office of The Phoenix, the student paper, because

it ha& supported the SEEK student.demands.' They also accused MacMurray

of "constantly groveling at the feet of a small group of radical students,
ing

rather than assert/ leadership or responsibility."

Mulholland reached the conclusion that he should resign to prevent

further violence. Later he changed his mind and decided to submit the

issue to secret ballot voting by the SEEK students. Accepting a Coalition

invitation to present his position, he 'felt himself sitting in a kangaroo

court. The tribunal by standing vote declared Mulholland guilty, but

he was sufficiently encouraged by the support he received that he did 'not

resign. What Coalition intimidation could not produce, an emergency.,

faculty meeting brought about. Mulholland called the meeting a "classic

case, of the academic mind at work." Much of the time was spent in resolu-

tions, amendments, procedural haggles and abstract debate. A number of

faculty merribers spoke out in favor of Mulholland but expressed the opinion

that it trould not be.prop r for the faculty to take a political position.

At this'point MuTholland shouted his resignation and stormed from the

room.
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ecn Hartle, a specialist in 17th Century French Literature,

decided to take personal control of the SEEK program. Three .hoUrs

af.ter he assumed the position of interim director, his office was attacked

and practically destroyed. Two days later, .on February .5, Lloyd Delaney,

a black English professor, was named interim director.

Mulholland received no public support from the college or the

university. Leslie Berger, in a New York Times interview, blamed the

crisis on. Mulholland's parole officer approach. In its February 3

official report the SEEK Advisory Committee stated that the major focus

in th e. controversy was Wholland's competence and leadership.
Yet it

.follovied that sentence with the statement that judgment of that question

was net essential.. Rather it recommended that as of.September 1969

the director: 1) be a person academically qualified to be a member of

the Queens faculty so he could command respect among his academic peers;

2) be a mether of a minority group so that he might serve as a model

for SEEK students; and 3) be chosen by a committee including students.

Queens SEEK has run with comparative smoothness since the

spring of 1969 crisis.. In September 1969, Dr. Ralph Lee, former academic

Dean at korehouse College, was named the new director.. In the spring

of 1970 there were some demonstrations demanding power for students to

hire and fire faculty, but.compared with 1969 the scene WaS peaceful.

As a result of the Queens experience, the Board of Higher Education created

a. special cormittee responsible only to it -- and therefore structurally
. .

higher than the Chancellor -- to deal with special programs for the dis-

.
.

advantaged. The Committee decided that the path followed for a year and

a half at Queens was a mistake and that everything possible must be.done

to integrate SEEK. students into the Curriculum. Of the Committee

Julius Edelstein says: 3
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What is raissf.ng at so many institutions is a voice_

that has real influence at the policymaking level

and real control over the program. We now have a

body with that power and leverage.

SEEK at Other Collc..,,es

Queens College was far from the only my unit experiencing

student disruptions in the spring of 1969. In fact, at one point in

early May, Queens, Brooklyn and CCNY were all closed due to demonstra-

tions related to SEEK. Only Hunter, of the major institutions, was open

so a discussion of its SEEK program would seem to be in order. That

discussion is made easier by a study of the program done by the Bureau .

14

of SOCial Science Research in Washington in December 1969.

The Hunter SEEK program began as a part-time evening operation

in the fall of 1966 and became full-time two years later. As of 1969 it

involved 346 stUdents, all but ten full-time. A full-time director was

named in July 1968. W'nen the program went full-time, guidelines for

staff were set up with a Minimum educational requirement for.remedial

instructors of an M.S.W. and a Ph.D. in psychology required for counselors.

The program was set up basically as a five-year baccalaureate; SEEK

students were the same as regular Hunter students except tliat they could

make use of the special SEEK services if they desired to, with only

counseling being mandatory if the student wished to receive a stipend.

There were four special SEEK services: 1) Weekly stipends up to $50

administered bY the counselor; 2) Remedial courses in reading, English,

high school math and foreign languages and special sections of regular

courses in English.,

biology, psychology

history, math, sociology, speech, Spanish, Prench,

and anatomy and .physiology. These sections were

taught by specially chosen Hunter faculty. The courses 'were taught at
..

the same level as regular sections but cias:ses- Were smaller.and sessions
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evaluations. This was to be strengthened even rdecre by the move in
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Septa:41.)er 1969 to incorporate SEEK with Hunter's other' special programs
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lengthy; 3) Counsell'ng, with one eouzlzelor per fifty students;

T;Itoring, with one tutor per three to seven tutees in workshop

:.:.:ctiens set up by the instructors.

Hunter's program provides a clear picture of how, on paper, a

SEEK prograu was to function. The BSSR study, shoed that 50% of the
.

students mainta.ined a 2.00 (C) average or better. Strengths of the

program ware judged to be its close student-staff relationships, its
.

inteuation into the regular curriculum, and the staff coordination,
, . . . : .

facilitated by a monitoring system directed by t:n academic diagnostician

into a Department of Academic Skills.

Te report noted:

. .

Most of the students and staff that we interviewed agreed,
that SEEK is, in a very concrete manner, helping to reshape
the image of Hunter with respect to its educational mission,
inproving racial relations and dissipating 'stereotypes, and
increasing respect for people of lower socio-economic back-
grounds traditionally excluded from the elite institutions
of higher education.

.

The pron:rem was , of course, not without weaknesses. Some students still

felt they were considered as "separate," particularly by some condescend-

ing instructors. The major criticism was the lack of exciting courses,

poinzing tv the "difficulty in providing challenging and interesting

courses concomitant with overcoming academic handicaps."

The Hunter experience of success was shared by SEqk progranis

everywhere. In the.February 1967 term, 43% had had a : threeterm .average

of C or better; .17.4% of B. The September 1967 Class .did slightly better:

b2.5% C, 19.7% B .

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY
.43.1 40,49g4,

q.
,..A_A-r- AV-A.... L"!..
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Brooyn College's Educational 0..p?ortunity Proaram

In 1968 Brooklyn College began the Educational Opportunity
. . .

Program (EOP), the.first discretionary admissions program in CUNY. The.-

regular admission standard at Brooklyn was a 75 average and 450 on both

math and verbal College Board tests. Under EOP if a student met any.

one of these three standards he would be adinitted. A sit-in demonstration

forced Brooklyn to put the plan into operation; President Harold C. Syrett

prevailed upon the Board of Higher Education to approve EOF for a two.-

year experimental trial. One hundred and eighty-three students .(112 black

48 Puerto Rican) were selected for the program, and Dr. Richard Trent

was named its director.

The College, unfortunately, provided. almost no supportive service's

for EOP. Only because Trent, a respected scholar, .was willing to sacrifice

a year to do nothing but run EOP was the program able to have any. suceess:

The students were given a five-week summer intensive college preparation .

course with workshops in reading, writing, and. study skills. .The students

were limited to twelve credits in the first term, all of which could be

taken on a pass/fail basis'. No other support was provided, and tutoring

was done on a volunteer basis. Trent was the only professional staff

me6Der. At the outset he did not even have secretarial help or physical

space. But in the first semester only five qtudenta dropped out. (2wo.

joined the Air Force, and one took a scholarship at 'another institution,

and one took a job to support his family.) The students did so well that

the.program was amended to permit any EOP student who earned a C+ average

the first semester to take a full credit load the second. The next year

200 more students were added and Trent was given an office and two

secretaries.
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Trent, not unexpectedly, is bitter at the College. He says:

They don't really care about these kids. They have talked

up a good program but they haven't supported it. If they
were really concerned, they could get the money to give
these kids help. The ones who have succeeded have done so
despite the College, not because of it.

SEEK at Brooklyn faired somewhat better as in 1968-69, 22 full and part-

time instructors were employed for SEEK, a director was hired, and a

counselor was eMployed for each 45 students.

Another special program at Brooklyn in 1968-69 involved 37

students from the One Hundred Scholars Program. This is a program which

promises CUNY admission to the top 100 students in each of the sixty

public academic high schools in the city, regardless of the student''s

average or the kind of diploma he earned. Of,these 6,000 students, about

800 would not normally be admitted. The same offer.was extended to non-

public academic high schools of 500 or more graduates, and 20% of the

graduating class of smaller schools were offered admission.

The Hotel Alamac SEEK Program

The experimental SEEK program begun under Leslie Berger's direction

at the Hotel Alamac in 1967 has been one of the more interesting and

successful units of the SEEK program. The program occupies seven floors

of the Hotel, three providing space for administrative offices and class-

room space for 500 students and four providing dormitory space for 200.

The programwas begun because of a CCNY study of SEEK students in 1967

which shohed that 41% of the students lived alone in rooming houses or

congested slum quarters. Fifteen percent were in other "highly undesirable

housing." The Alamac program was an attempt to measure the importance of

a change of environment. As of July 1970 the CUNY could report: "None

of the students in the residence has left college for academic reasons."

157



Me students had organized among themselves tutoring programs for dis-

advantac,ed children, a "big brother" type of program to provide 41 '

positive role model for ghetto children, classes and wcoThops in

creative writing, dancing, Latin jazz music, Afro-American music,

photography and theater, a published anthology and a Speakers.FOrum.

Collese Discovery in the Community Colleges

The previously discussed programs operated in the four-year !

colleges. But an older end even more effective program has been in opera-

tion in the community colleges. College Discovery was begun in 1964

as a five-year experir:ent. It differed from SEEK in_reaching students

while they are still in high school. Its criteria for admissions are

about the same as tliose of SEEK: 1) age less'than 30; 2) possession of

a diploma of any kind; 3) New York City residence for one year; A) no

college attendance previously, unless a veteran with a maximum of-18

credits; 5) unqualified for regular admission. In addition an income

maximum for the fAmily is sete Partial funding is provided by Title I

Of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the Office of

Economic Opportunity.

Prong I of Discovery began in the fall of 1964 with a group of -

students who were provided with a sumer of remedial work and testing

m.1.43 were enrolled in the transfer program of community colleges. In the

fall of 1967 this arm of the program admitted 766 students to college

750 others entered in eadh of the next two years. In June 1968 five

students who entered the first Discovery class were given bachelor's

degrees, one of them "cum laude."

Prong 11 of Discovery was begun.in 1965. Students are identified

in theninth grade on the basis bf high potential but pdor grades and
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little prospect of college entrance. These students are provided with

three years of intensive work at one Of five development centers, one

in each borough. Upon graduation they are guaranteed admis3.ion to the

CUNY under the College Discovery umbrella, if they do not qualify under

regulat criteria.

As of the fall of 1967 there were 1,164 students in this program.

A 1967 study of 579 tenth graders in the program showed ehat of the 97%

who stayed in the program all year, 60% passee all their subjects, 4%

had above a 90 average, 12% above 85 and 21% over 30. 'A June.1963 evalua-
,

tion.revealed that 415 of 529.students brought in at the juniorhigh.

school level earned college admission. As of January 1969 there were .

2,289 students in or graduated from Discovery, 1,500.of whom were enrolled

in the six community colleges. 047.30 students of 1,100 in the first

four years of the development center program dropped out.

There are a number of exciting programswhich are conducted under

.:the uMbrella of College Discovery. Five high schaas whose .siudents had-

. .
.

. . ... . . ..

laa scholastic achievement were adopted by CUNY. Each high school became

.part of a college complex, with the college faculty supplementing the

regular faculty and college students used as tutors. Anothet program,

. . .

based at the Manhattan Ufban Center, is conducted in cooperation, with the

Neighborhood Youth Corps (KYC) and funded by the Department of Labor;

One hundred and twenty.students mho have a minimum.of seventh grade

reading levelyere released from NYC work for instructi7.a. Theyimere

paid for 30 hours Of NYC Work:but were released for 15 hours of instrue-

tion. The special instrOetion Came from the lirb.an Center C011ege Adapter

: . ;...

:. .

.

/1

l

Program. College DiscOvery agreed to admit all of those students in

this program who reached collw. equivalency. 'Twelve were so admitted

. in September-.1969';

159
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Another such program is the Public Service Careers Program conducted

at NYCCC and BMCC under an agreement with the City Human Resources Administration

and the Department of Social Services. The first step was to bring people

up to high school equivalency and employ them at an entry-level job. Then

the students were released half-time to go to school to complete their

B. A. degree. The students took nine hours of courses and received three

hours of credit for their employment in the field work situation. One

hundred and eighty students were involved in three kinds of programs: social

service aides, teacher aides and nurses aides.

In cooperation with Bronx Community College, with partial funding

by the Ford Foundation, the Bilingual College Program was begun in

1968 for Spanish-speaking students who had graduated from high school.

In the first semester the students take 15 hours of English as a Second

Language and two college courses--Spanish 21 and the History of Western

Civilization, both taught in Spanish. The same program is repeated

the second semester, and the students get a total of 14 credits. From

then on they are gradually integrated into the regular college program,

as their language facility permits. A social and cultural program,

counseling, and tutoring are provided. Forty-five students (out of

500 applicants) began the program and less than 10% dropped out; 45 more

were admitted in the fall of 1969.

One of the most exciting programs in Discovery is Identity 70

(originally Identity 69) a program involving veterans recruited through

the Department of Defense's Project Transition, About 6,000 young men

per month are released from service at Fort Dix, New Jersey, after returning

from Vietnam. The average waiting time between return and release is

three to six months, during which the men spend most of their time doing
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grounds work or KP. Identity 69 was devised viith the following goal:-

To seek out enlisted men of the armed forces stationed
at Fort Dix Army Installation and McGuire Air Force Base,
New Jersey, while still on active duty, who had poor
academic backgrounds and social orientations, who would
not otherAse have considered college as a viable alterna-
tive and organize a range of activities which would be 4e-

.
signed to stimulate interest in academic advancement,
eliminate much of the educational disabilitY and motivate
these Tien to actively seek and gain admission to CUNY.12

The selection criteria was four-part: 1) Six months or less duration of

service remaining; 2) Age 18-35; 3) New York State residents; 4) Two

years of high school or interest in finishing high school education with

the guarantee of college admission.

The program was set up.through Staten Island Community College.

Four days a week soldiers were released three or four hours a day .to tette

special educational programs of the College Adapter type. The men were

thus introduced to college-level work while still within a secure environ-

ment. The staff consisted of three veterans of the Street Academy piogram...

A guarantee was given to New York City residents, that successful completion

of the program would lead to Ct.= admission. Non-city residents were

offered help in gaining admission elsewhere. The first class contained

50 men, about half Of them minority and about half married; 43 survived.

Following this succegs, 50 men were put through the program every three

months, a total of 200 by July 1970. SICC President Bill Eirenbaum said

that the graduates perform "on the norm." And, presence of these "older,

more studious men had a positive impact on the campus generally." In

April 1970 the program was extended to 50 prisoners in the Fort Dix

stbckade.

Funding had been a problem for this program. It began with $100,000

from MIN, the State Education Department, and the Esso Education Foundation.
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The Depar,.. of Defense provided tedy facilities, no funds. Pentagon

officials r. . this is intentional. "There's a lot of criticism that

the military ;5 getting its fingers into ever/thing," says Frank McKernan,

director of P::oject Transition "and We don't want to appear to be meddling

here." It is hoped that 9.1. Bill. money can be used for this program

in the near future.

On the whole, it appears that the programs under College Discovery

have been more successful than SEEK in terr.ra of attrition. The attrition

rate of Discovery students during the first two years is no worse than

the normal community college attrition rate. Former Director Leonard

Kreisman feels that the reasonmay lie in the fact that community colleges

are involved rather than four7year colleges in the first two years. t:

Community collrtges are more teaching-oriented, so the students probably

get more attention even in the non-developmental courses. Further, of the

students who complete the first two years, 85% eventually receive the four.?

year degree; there is little attrition during the last two years. Kreisman

believes this is because they enter the four-yee.r school as college

juniors and cannot be identified by the professor as a "special student."

Urban Centers

Educational planners in the office of Governor Rockefeller

developed the idea of urban-based skill training centers. Some members

of the educational eseablishment resisted the idea of these "pseudo-

colleges," but nonetheless four were set up in.Brooklyn, Manhattan, Troy,

e.nd Buffalo. The State 'University system provides the funding and has

contracted. with NYCCC and Di:ICC to *supervise them. The Director of the

Urban Center is responsible to the president of the supervising community

college and is appointed by Mr.i. Each Cantei: has a local comninity board
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to advise it. The budget comas directly from the State University to

the Center. The programs are designed mainly to train persons to go to

work within the space of a couple of months. It was also found that

students exposed to the educational experience developed a desire for

more education. So a College Mapter track was also instituted.

The Brooklyn Center, headed by George Howard, is located about

a mile into the ghetto from New York City Community College in Brooklyn.

The success of the Center could be partially attributed to the encourage-

ment offered by NYCCC. That college, begin in 1946 by the State University

as one of five post-high school vocational training schools, is one of

the few comunity colleges which has more students in its vocational

track than in its liberal arts transfer track. In fact, the transfer

track was not instituted until 1965. Erwin L. Harlacker, author of a

major study of community colleges, says that NYCCC has "the most extensive

in-plant training 'program in the country." In recent years it has trained

180 newly appointed business inspectors, 300 building inspectors, 320

dietary aides from 18 hospitals, 1,000 nurses aides, and 700 municipal

employees. In addition, NYCCC has the largest minority enrollment of any

college in the state -- 6,000 black and Puerto Rican students of 13,500

total day and evening enrollment.

Not surprisingly the Brooklyn Center has .focussed on skills train-

ing. Its strength is .its immediacy. One year is the maximum length of

stay. Among the programs: Offset Duplicating (12 weeks), Data Processing

(3 weeks for a keypunch operator, 6 weeks for a machine operator),

Office Skills .(6 months to a year), Drafting (1.year), Secretarial Science

(6 months to a year) and Business Machine Repair (I year). One of the

more unusual prOgrams is the 10-week Apparel. Processing program, where
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students are trained in a large, well-equipped laboratory.

There is a great emphasis on placement; the Center, in fact,

claims 100% job placement. A great deal is done in counseling trainees

on the interview experience and the social environment of work, two

areas where most problems with minority employables occur. A videotape

setup is used to stage and criticize job interview performance, particularly

its non-verbal aspects. This technique has improved the success on the

first interview .from 30 to 50%. No one has been unable to get a job

by the sixth interview. Also the retention rate in the program is 70-90%.

The College Adapter program does tot function like Discovery and

SEEK, which place the student directly into the college course and provide

him with supporting services. It rather emphasizes pump-priming and

transition, taking the student to the college for only one or two courses.

At the Center the student studies four courses for six months to one year:

1) Introduction to College English; 2) Study Skills; 3) Math; 4). Foreign

Language. Graduates of the Adapter program can enter New York City

Community College. As of March 1969, the College Adapter program haa

placed 250 students in NYCCC. There were 600 students enrolled in the

Center, 10% high school dropouts; 200 were in the Adapter. One of the

prograds success stories concerns a high school dropout who had a serious

language problem. After one year at the Urban Center and one year at

NYCCC, where he Trainta:ined an A average, he transferred to UCLA to major

in electrical engineering.

The ?.ianhattanUrban Center is newer than the one in Broolclyn,

opening in January 1969 at the Hotel Theresa in Harlem'... Under the leader-

ship of John Work, it has begun tO establish its own separate identity.

It differs from the Brooklyn.Centerin having an evening division and.in

e .
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focussing more on the College Adapter program. The latter has been a

result partly of lick of space and partly of the demands of students.

Borough of Manhattan Community College has comitted itself to accepting

50 students per semester from the Manhattan Urban Center. The Manhattan

Center has also added a College Adapter Prep program for sixth and

seventh graders, and a College Adapter with a focus on nursing to prepare
.

students for BMCC's nursing program.

The future of the Urban.Centers in the light. of CtJNYts Move to

topen enrollment is much in question. Julius Edelstein feels that the

Centers will still play an important role for those desiring an unstructured
i -,...

1
program and a vocational, indeterminate semester training program. 'Me

1
College Adapter was never envisioned as a major track for CUNY admissions,

Iand it will continue to pick up those who discover a desire to attend

college and do not have a high school diploma. The Urban Centers will

I
thus retain a iole, although not as great a one as envisioned in the

1
1..laster Plan which projected that in 1975 they would handle 25% of CUNY

admissions.

Open Enrollment

The City University as early as 1964 (Wafted a plan to offer some

kind of Post-high school education' to every high school graduate by 1975.

The projection for that was as folloiqs:

Rpe of education

Senior colleges

Comunity Colleges:
Career & Transfer.

Community Colleges:
College Discovery

Skills Center
- .

. .

Total

Percent of high school graduates
Off ered

admission
Expected
to enroll

Students
enteria

25% . 16% 23,000

40 23 37,00O

10 .7 9,000

0 21.65
20 23 000

66% 92,000100%
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To meet the expanded enrolluent, several changes were planned

3,4,6

and instituted. Enrollments in all the fouryear colleges were to

be gradually increased as the colleges expanded physically. In July 1967..

the Bronx campus of Hunter became an independent .entity, Lehman College..

At the same time the Baruch School of CCNY became Baruch College, an

independent college with emphasis on business. York College opened in

SepteMber 1967 with 400 freshmen; PiCh.rinnd College began that same month

with 900 students. Queensborough and Staten Island Community Col legeS

opened in 1967 with 6,531 and 3,640 students respectively.

But with normal expansion of these institutions, there would still

be a deficit of space for 12,500 students in 1975. The answer to this

need was to be the opening of three new community colleges, Seven in

5

Bedforci-Stuyvesant, Eight in the Bronx near Lincoln Hospital with emphasis

8

on health curricula, and ZIne in Long Island City. This expansion plan'

was somewhat modified as the representatives of the Bedford-Stuyvesant

comunity rebelled against the community college as a second-class institu-

tion. Their negotiating comittee stated, "If a college is going to be

established in Bedford-Stuyvesant, it must offer baccalaureate degrees

and it must be controlled by the community." As a result of negotiations,

the new institution was established as a college of professional studies,

granting both two and four-year degrees.

The 1975 target date, however, ag not quick enough to suit students.

Demonstrations in the spring of 1969 forced advancement. The trigger for

,demanstrations was a threatened curtailment of enrollment or increase of

fees because of a budget crisis. CUNY requested a budget increase from

$205.6 million to $270 million to handle a projected 20,000 freshman class.

The Governor requested a reduction to $225 million, which would have cut

the class to between 14,000 and 16,500. Cuts by the City administration

. 166
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threatened to cut the budget still further to $180 million. The

Republican leadership in the legislature also attempted to lump all of

the SEEK money into a statewide fund from which all colleges could bid,

but the bill failed. In March 13,000 students marched on Albany to pro-

test the cuts, The pressure succeeded in cutting the deficit to. $17 billion.

The momentum generated by student dissatisfaction with budget cutting

carried over into a series of violent confrontations in April and May,

The Queens situation has been discussed earlier; Hunter had. a milder flare

up although the pot did not really boil over there until a year later.

Brooklyn College witnessed a major demonstration, with student demands

centered around student power, black studies courses the hiring of more

black and Puerto Rican faculty, and open enrollinent. It was at CCNY,

*however, that the major disruption took place.

On April 23, 1969, black and Puerto Rican students occupied the

Administration Building and issued five demands: 1) The establishment of

a degree-granting school of black and Puerto Rican Studies; 2) The

setting up of a separate orientation program for black and Puerto Rican

students; 3) A greater voice for students in setting guidelines for SEEK,

including hiring and firing of personnel; 4) Black and Puerto Rican history

and Spanish language a requirement for all education majors; 5) The racial

composition in future freshmen classes reflect the black and Puerto Rican

population in the city.high Schools (50% roughly--CCNY freshman class had

24%). Demand number four was granted almost immodiately, despite some

hesitation that the trend toward fewer required courses should not be

reversea. The CDllege was 'closed through May 5 as negotiations on the

other points continued. On May 5 the Board of Higher Education ordered

the school reopened, under threat of a court .order obtained by Mayoral
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candidate Mario Proccceino. On ay 10 President Buell G. Gallagher

resigned because of this development, offering the following poignant

analysis:

I Would have wished that the pace of institutional

change had kept ahead of rising expectations born
of the success of the civil rights movement, and

that there had been a little more patience or
compassion mixed with justifiable rising anger of

the poor and the black. But institutional inertia

did not yield fast enough and the pressures of long--

deferred hope left no room for careful and considered

action.

Joseph H. Copeland succeeded Gallagher as President and was immediately

faced.with a strike of black and Puerto Rican faculty.protesting reopening.

On May 26 the CONY Faculty Senate proposed a dual admissions plan

under which 50% of the 1970 freshman class would come from the 11 Harlem

and B ronx high schools in sluM neighborhoods Without regard to the students'

7

academic performance. The proposal created an uproar, particularly in

the midst of a Mayoralty election. The Jewish Press was most vehement

in the protest that this would raise the cutoff for regular admissionS

mach above the current 82 high school average. On June 4 the faculty

repudiated the above plan and voted to .admit 400 addition freshmen from

disadvantaged areas in each of the next two classes. No one who met ctn:rent

standards would be turned away. *Committees were set up to study, the other

student demands.

At this point.the Board of Higher Education entered the scene

and on July 9, 1970 announced that its open enrollment target date had

been 'accelerated to September 1970. Julius Edelstein says:

We would have been a very insensitive and unresponsive

institution if we had not gone into an intensive re-

examination and debate following the CCNY crisis, the

Faculty Senate proposals and the reaction ,to that pro-
posal by every public of fical in the State of New York.

_ - __
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We examined all the alternatives and decided that
the only viable one was to do in one year what we had
planned to do in five. We were conlAitted to it in
principle. We had the exa:Qle of SEE( as a prototype
and thus we knew we could do it, although we are still
not sure we can on a vast scale and without parameters.

Any high school graduate with any kind of diploma was guaranteed admissiOn.

All students were to take a placement exam in the spring to determine their
.

needs for remedial or tutorial work. SEEK and Discovery were to be ex-

panded to do the remediation. The approach was to be a variety of curricu-.7

lum possibilities: accelerated or honors programs, remedial and tutorial j

programs, compensatory education, extension of time Ter completing a

course to more than one semester. In answer to the charge that the.syatem

%ins lowering its standards, the Board had a clear response:

It has been and still is the philosophy of the University
that its standards must clearly be tied to the quality of,
the degrees it awards and to the quality of the instruction
which the institution offers, and not merely to the grade
point averages of the students it admits. Current research
and testing have revealed that variors exclusionary ad-
missions policies may err in predicting a student's success
in college, and that the best method of determining how
well a student will do in college is to admit him and evalu-
ate his performance there. This concept, implemented by a
vigorous program of counseling, remedial and tutorial work,
will provide maximum opportunity for success. Academic
standards will be maintained end enhanced by CUNY's faculty.
College credit will be awarded only upon Satisfactory 13
completion of course requirements as established by the faculty.

Or, as Vice-chancellor T. Edward Hollander says:

Quality is determined not by who you take in but by who
you graduate.

CUXY's deliberation over exactly how to implement open admissions

caused mch controversy". At its October 23 meeting the Board weieled

three alternative plans presented by a specially-created committee on

admissions: 1) 82.5% of the freshman clasp would be admitted on the basis
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of class standing not on average as at present. 17.5% would.be admitted

under SEEK criteria; 2) 25% would he admitted on the basis of stated

college preference; if the number qualified exceeded the places allotted,

places would be assigned randomly. Roughly 60% would be'admitted on fhe

basis og class rank, and roughly 15% under SEEK criteria, the eXact pro-

portions determined on the basis of ethnic balance; 3) the major portion

would be admitted on class rank with "dufficient seats" reserved for SEEK

and for the achieving of ethnic balance. Under these plans all but

about 800 of the 30,000 freshmen would be admitted to the program of their

choice but not necessarily to the college of their dhoice. Protests

against a "quota system" were heard on all sides.

The final plan adopted was a marriage of all three alternatives.

High school graduates are divided into ten catagories. Students with an

80 or above average or in the upper half of their class would be eligible

for fhe senior college of their first or second choicd; the remainder

would be eligible for community colleges. SEEK and Discovery would continue

to do their own recruiting on the basis of need, both programs expanded.

Those not selected to those two programs would be admitted to fhe University

but provided with no stipends. University money was granted for renediation

but not for aid. The budget set up was to divid.e students into three

dansGes: A-regular admittees, B-those with averages of 70-75 who would

need some remadiation, up to one-fourth of their program the first year

remedial, C- those mho would need at least half remedial. The funding

level was to provide $406 for each B student and $500 for each C student.

Funding the new program also caused problems. The Board requested

$60 million. Mayor Lindsay offered $22 million. Chancellor Albert H.

Bowker proposed Chat the difference come from an increase of student fees

C.
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from $35 to $110 a semester, proLpting student outcries. The final budget

was $25-30 million. Creating a further strain was the projection that

35,000 students, would be freshman, 5,000 more than funded. pespite the

problems, many,educators praised CUNY's decision. John y. Kneller, the

ne President of Brooklyn College, said

Open admissions is one of the most splendid opportunities

that any educational institution has had in the history

of this country.

CUNY approaches the fall of 1970 with trepidation. Two issues

in particular are of concern. First is the realization that the students,

once admitted, must succeed. CUNY Trustees have made it clear, that they

are aware of the importance of this:

We do not want to provide theillusion of an open door .

to higher education which is in reality a revolving
door, admitting everyone but leading to a high propor-

tion of student failure after one semester.15

.Leonard Kreisman, former Director of College Discovery and now bean o

Administration at SICC puts it more bluntly:

If we are only developing a form of the Midwestern2.

"wash-out" system, we will have every black and Puerto

Rican in the City of New York on our backs. Similarly,

we are not going to be able to make sure they succeed

by bastardizing the standards. Then Che degree and the

grades won't be worth a damn.

Kreismen, Julius Edelstein and others think the key to the success is the

fecaty. Thus the second concern is that the CUNY faculty has not been

adequately prepared for the arrival of open admissions. KreisMan says:

k7..ven if ye had unlimited resources, what have.they

done to take the message to the faculty? Nothing!

Some of this concern is reflected in Chancello.,.: Bowker's suggestion of a

program involving a corps of youag, highly motivated college grads from

throughout the nation to tutor undergraduates while engaging in advanced

studies themselves. CUNY on July 28 commissioned the American Council of

, S., 14 1.7.1
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Education to do a two-year study with periodic reports on the success

of the program.

Staten Island Comun.ity College I.

The conclusion to this chapter is not a 'summary cf CONY's program.

but rather a picture of one institution Staten Island Community College.

This picture emphasizes that no matter what programs are developed, .

personal commitment is the key to meaningful university response to urban

problems. In September 1968 William Birenbaum took over the Presidency

of SICC, a rather new, elitist community college in the conservative .

borough of Richmond. Possebsed of new facilities and...e faculty originally

recruited for a four-year college, SICC had.the reputation of being the

neatest, smoothest operating branch of the sYstem. Of the 4,000 students,

only 32 were black or Puerto Rican, the lowest percentage of minority
.group students among the community colleges and second loest of all the

units of CILNY. Of the 400 member staff, only 17 were blacks .or.,,Puerto. .
Ricans and ten of these were on the groundskeaping staff.

Birenbaum immediately attacked the problem. Re helped Convince .

SICC to take its first College Discovery program; all of the other

coraraunity colleges had already done this. The ci.ecision was made one

week before classes began, and 60 students were brought in. Eight black

faculty members were added, a 4007 increase. Three high-level blaclt

administrators were hired.

After doing hi s. own study of the borough, Birenbaura determined

thatabout 10% of Riarmond w,:.s.s black and Puerto Rican, located mainly

in five ghetto areas. For two months he want housp4to.rhOuthaltnikitg.to.

fatailies and distributing brochures. By the end of November he had-

.

Srl;
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established connections with 21 black- cOmmunity organizations. 'He, got

them to produce a list of 3,000 high school dropouts on Staten Island..

He agreed to admit 150 of these in the Special Opportunity Program --

if the black organizations would recruit them, make the decisions on who

would get in and commit themselves to counseling the studentsat least

once a week dur'ing the year. By January the program was in operation;

110 of the initial 150 survived until June.

The next step was the Identity '69 program for veterans discussed

previously. Also SICC was designated by the Human Resources Administra-

tion ,as the basic education center for Richmond to work with 150 students.

Eighteen of these were admitted to SICC in the fall of 1969. Also at

that time 250 more Discovery students were to be admitted. In one year

Bill Birenbaum increased minority enrollment at S1CC from less than 1%

to about 10%, all on the basis of three or four programs hastily designed

and financed by money left over from such

pa addition, Birenbauri created an

contracted with the .students and faculty

things as the liquor budget.
. .. .

. .

atmosphere of openness. He

to relinouish some of the

powers he had under the charter and submit them to referenda. lie set up

six campus-wide commissions: campus planning, urban programs, evening

college and the education of adults, the humanities and the arts in the

college; academic prograts in the college, and government-faculty and

student. The first three were half student, half faculty bodies; the

last three yere one-third faculty, one-third students, one-third community..

All of the college's correspondence and internal memoranda, with the

exception of confidential personnel correspondence, were made available

to anyone clho wanted to walk into the President's office and look at it.

Each October he delivered a speech outlining the year's agenda, which he
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evaluated in a Mz-ly speech. Every three -weeks he riot students in a public

c,uestion-and-afiswer ,sess ion .

Because of creative leadership SICC is probably as ?repared as

any division of the CLINY for open admissions, but even there the picture

is an uncertain one. The collage is pooling its .remedial serviaes into :

a Skills Center and will attempt to stretch its money throuai the use

of part-time personnel. Whereas many schools are having to increase

class size, SICC is trying to get the faculty to move from nine hour

teathing loads to the 12 hours load typical of most colleges. In addition

a creative and performing arts program arid a 200-400 student experimental

college are being established to take off some of the pressure.

It remains to be seen if. 5IC0 can handle the increase. A class

of 1,800-1,900 is expected; before Open Enrollment it would .have been

1,30071,400. Of these 43% will have average of over 75, 31% are between, 70

and 75, and 25% are below, 70. In tlie past only a fraction would have

been below 70. With only $175,000 from the. system, instead of the pro7...

4ect.,,d $900,000, the 'faculty and adm:Imistration of SICC as well as 'that':`
of other colleges, have their work cut out for them.

.
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Northeastern University in Boston is something of an exception in

this present era of the high tuition, high cost, private university.

Northeastern, p private university, has, since its beginning in 1898,

striven to educate those persons who eed it most but can least afford

it--the poor, working class student. It has accomplished this through

cs cociperative scheme.

Northeastern, with the Uniyersity of Cincinnati, was one of the

first universities to establish a cooperative education program. Cincinnati

initiated the idea in 1906, and Northeastern took up the idea three years

later in 1909. The program began in the College of Engineering and was

subsequently adapted over the years in most bf the colleges and depart-

ments of the University as they were funded and developed. Not only

does the co-op program allow Northeastern to serve urban working class

students, but much of the curriculum is geared to the urban scene.

Most recently, the Northeastern Law School reopened as a cooperative.

This is an innovation in law schools; Northeastern is the first university

in the United States to use the cooperative idea to teach law. This is

not the only innovation of that school. It is also attempting a revised

curriculum which eschews the usual "establishment law" in favor of more

problem oriented issues. Dean Thomas J. O'Toole summarized their efforts:

We're into conscientious objection and drug abue. We

moved a whole class into an abortion trail. Students

spend a night at a poliOe station book desk ..and last,

but not least, we oven let women into our law school.

We made a special pitch to women's colleges and we got

them. Twenty-five percent of the 92 students are women.

Presently the cooperative scheme embraces all of the day students at

Northeastern--approximately 13,500--and is considered by the University to

be the best way to provide both education and work experience to the student

population it serves.
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According to Roy L. Wooldridge, Vice President and Dean of

Cooperative Education, Northeastern is one of the largest of 210 univer-

sities and colleges in the United States that have cooperative programs.

He expects a boom in the growth of cooperatives within the next few

years and estimates by 1972, that there will be as many as 500 vimilar

programs. The idea is, according to Dean Wooldridge, politically safe.

Democrats see it as a good way to educate the poor: Republicans see it

as a means of cutting the high costs of higher education and avoiding

Federal subsidy. It fits the "ideological bag" of both major political

parties, so is very likely to get bi-partisan support from government

and legislators.

Aside from the built-in payoffs in a cooperative program of

providing meaningful work in a field of interest, earned income, and

education, there is a hidden agenda: to create conditions for inno-

vation in curriculum (the faculty are forced to change curricula to

meet the demands of students based on experience), to help students

develop self-confidence, to provide apparent and obvious role models

to minority and black students who may rightfullifeel cynical about

their opportunity to get good jobs, to open the door for fund-raising

for the University, and last but not least, to show the university the

ways and means to determine the needs of and provide services to its

local community.

Very briefly, the cooperative education program at Northeastern

is a program of alternative terms of full-time work and full-time study.

After a full-time freshman year at the University, students are given

student placement in a job related to their major field, pharmacists

in pharmaceutical jobs, physical education majors in education and

recreation, etc.

1'78
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The biggest problem is with liberal arts, non-mtenee majors.

Students in these areas are quite often without Specific occupational

goals or in the process of shopping around for the work they want

to do. Placements for such students are 3.ess often related to the

specific area of study than are those in other majors.

Placements are considered to "be broader and more meaningful

than a mere work experience and are verydef initely part of the

education program. Supervision is provided by both the University

. and the employer. Continuity of placement is encouraged, but is

contingent upon the student's experience, likes and dislikes.

An example of a particularly good placement Was the experi-

lence of Mr. Jim Alexander, an articulate, handsome black student*

in the School of Journalism. During the Spring of 1969, Mr. Alexander

was placed with The Christian Sciqnce Monitor as a journalist.

.After a few weeks of rather routine writ,ing .jobs, Jim was assigned

tO Ford- Hall at Brandeis University during the black students' tal..77

over of that building.* Students :occupied .the building for a week

and. Mr. Alexander was the only one of many newsmen who could gce't

into Ford Hall to get the story from the black students' point of

view. He got.the story, did a good job writing it and was given a

by-line on the front page of the newspaper. As a resti.lt of these

articled he was given a regular assignment on urban affairs and

contributed several. artielea on black student activities, some of

which appefm4 on the from, mul sAgain uncAcr (116 own LylLne.
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By no meens are all the jobs as good or as interesting as

'either the students or the University hope for. They are not always

the learning experience the University would like them 'to be; quite

often business and industry do not know how to use placements to

best advantage, and often there is not enough supervision provided

.by the employer.

The cooperative scheme sets the tone for most of the cornrnu-

nay activities at Northeastern. It provides, at the same time,

relationships with local business and industry and avemes

for jobs and social mobility to the working class persons of the

community.

The general feeling at Northeastern, among some of its most

scivere critics, the black students, is the!, the University is doing

a good job at meeting local community needs and providing services.

One student critic commented:

There is no university in the* country. that IS do3.ng

what- Northeastern is doing. Like we (black student
groups) didn't ask for the Lighted. Schoolhouse or
the Drop-out School; they got started on their own.
But it's not like we're going to give them a lot of
publicity for it; we don't want them to rest on their

....laurels. Northeastern can't be a measuring stick
-Ifor other colleges and universities, simply because
itts got a long way to go.

Obviously there are other universities doing,. as good a job

as NOrtheasterii in serving their .lecal communities, bui 'this student
. .. .-

;expressed the general opnion of black students and many other

student; and faculty at Northeastern. Of the two programs- cited

abovethe Lighted SchoolhOuse and the Drop-out Schoolonly one was

sueoessv the seconci, and it has bccm closed.

4 180
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For the balance of this chapter we will describe Northeastern's

other areas of urban, community, and minority group involvement, but we

feel that the co-op program is the lever that opened the door to the

other types of involvement.

The Drop-Out School

This school, known formally as the Laboratory School of the

Boston Neighborhood Youth Corps, began in February 1966, with active

assistance from Melvin Howards, a thin, wiry, ex-New Yorker. The

initial plan was to develop a modest tutorial program for Neighborhood

Youth Corps workers in Roxbury, the black community of Boston. The

program took a year to get funded after several false starts and

considerable disappointment to the boys and girls involved in the plans

of the school. Eventually those involved with the program became annoyed

with the long, involuted bureacratic procedures of funding and went

directly to ABCD, the Boston Community Action Program, and demanded

help to get the program funded. ABCD in turn went to the Department of

Labor for money to start the program.

. With funding, classes were opened in the ground floor of the

YMCA and 30 persons were initially.brought into the program. During

the second year, enrollment increased to 250, but during the third and

last year of the program, it eased back to 200. In its second year the

program was housed in a former industrial building at 40 Lepn Street

on the edge of the Northeastern Campus, and in its third year it was

moved to renovated quarters in Roxbury (a former automobile showroom)

together with other social service activities.

The Laboratory School provided eight hours of instruction a

week to school drop-outs participating in the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

The major purpose of this program was:
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...to provide youth who have dropped out of school with

either basic education (for those functioning below 7th

grade level) or high school level work for those who

have completed the 8th grade and who are functiaing

above the 7th grade level. Ihployability is the

goal of the Neighborhood Youth Corps and therefore

this directly affects the school program and philo-

sophy...The vast majority of the students seek

better jobs with a future.

Classes were organized in track end core groups. Track groups

Were 6 to 8 boys or girls grouped according to reading level or

ability in English or mathematics. Only persons who wore functioning

below.7th grade levels were placed in track groups. Persons who

functioned above a 7th grade level were organized into core grouPs

of 20 persons.

.The curriculum for both groups Wra.6 a modified curriculum for

high school credit--English language and reading, mathematics and

scienceorganized around an integrated core Concept such as confLbt,

:migration, people who made America, getting a job, starting a bank

account, or applying for a loan.

Attendance for the school was very high-75% of all students

attended'regularly. ,Belationships between students and teachers were

said to be "onb-of the bast things About the school." The atmosphere

was so accepting and helpful that girls with infant children often

iprought them to school where they made arrangements among themselveS'

,and other students fel, babydtting. Teachers were enthusiastic about

the program and the principal was every able and outspoken" bladk

man who gave the school a dynamic leadership..

Graduates of the program:were successful in getting either

jobs or further education. 117.January, 1969, 29 persons had graduated

from the school; of that number,.4 were fulltima students at univer-

sities in the area, 5 were awaiting application for full-time college
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study,"5 were in some job training and 9 were working fulltime.

The schoofran for gyears as a'demonstration project. With.

legislative cutbacks and changes in Neighborhood Youth Corps:guidelines

during 1969, the program first had to exclude 18 year olds, and then

was closed completely because of no funds.

TlaCharles E. Mftekra Lipjfted School House

.The Lighted School House was a different story. During our

first visit to Northeastern in March of 1969, pearly everyone was

. enthusiastic about the Boston Bouve Calpge's modification of the

Flint, Michigan Cmmunity School, the Lighted School House ( (whereby

a .school is kept open at night for a full range of adult education

.-..and commity prograMs).

The idea for the school came from Dr. Katharine L. Allen,

.Deanof Northeastern's Boston Bouve.:College of Physical and Recre

atioh Education in Jane, 1967. But it was a long time coming to

fruition. The-original plan was to establish the school in Roxbury.

'Leaders in that black community Imre contacted, but after a nuxber

of months of discussions and formulation, the community resisted the

*idea because there was no plan fora physical facility aside from

Classrooms. Uhfortunately, a proposal for ftnding wai sent to the

Mott Foundation before the 'attitudes of the community were assessed'.

he Foundation made.a site visit and learned of the community resistance;

:.they didsnot fund the proposal.

.: &wing failed in .Roxbury, the idea was taken to the South End

of Boston, a community of Greek, Arab, Puerto Rican and black people

(there are said to be42 different ethnic groups living there).

Pianning metinga were held lath the local celmunity,ene such reotin483
6 P

had 200 participants and the proceedings were translated simultaneously
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in four different languages. As a result of these meetings, a proposal

was written and Dr. Asa Knowles, the President of the University, commit-

ted $25,000 from the University budget to start the program.

A full-time black director was hired and courses for children

and adults began. Classes for children ranged from kindergarten to

the eighth grade. Courses in basic reading and math were established

with a wide range of field trips to stimulate the children. They visited

an astronomy observatory, local university laboratories, TV stations,

and used the swimming pools and gyms of Boston Bouve College.

The major emphasis of the adult program was to provide English

courses for Spanish, Chinese and Greek speaking adults. Initial enroll-

ment was low, hut William Bush, the director, wasn't discouraged because

each week the number of members increased as the participants spread the

word to the local community.

The University gave full cooperation in providing materials

and facilities for the school, and was exploring various sources for

funding and other assistance tc) expand the school's range of activities.

Northeastern had no intention of expanding into or otherwise taking

over the community. It simply wanted to provide whatever it could to an

underprivileged coamunity with the hope of breaking down some of the

barriers between town and gown.

My impression after my first visit was that after 19 Aonths

of talk and planning and two months of operation, the plan could

be made to work. Wilen I returned a ytar later in April, 1970 a pall had
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fallen over the whole idea and everiono-involved with the Project

seemed disappointed and discouraged after the intervening year. .

There are several versions of the school's demise. One version

attributed responsibility to local leaders; another attributed the

failure to leadership at Northeastern. The Miura in local leader-

ship version went this way:

14r. Brush, the Director, did a good job getting the
thing going. He would go from door to door explaining
the idea, encouraging people to participate in the
school. It was evident though from the beginning at
the meet3.ngs that the community was suspicious of the
establishment (Nor'ihcastern).

...the advisory board of the school was stacked with
affluent people who didn't represent the people and
were trying to wrest control of the school from the
University. They were tryin to run things, and wanted
to get their hands in the till. People in that
comamity do not comunicate among themselves and they
didn't know what was going on. There was one problem
after another.

It all came to a head toWard the first of the summer.
Mr. Brush was offered a good job with the school he
had left in Now York City in order to come up here.
We couldn't compete with their. offer. I guess he
reaDized the school wasn't going to rise over all the
bickering. We didn't plan a surnor program and
resisted the advisory board s suggestion for ono .
Thoy insisted on the program and tnado plans. Won they
sat-in on us; so we threw it into their laps. They
hired a new director, a hard worliing, capable black
girl, and thoy spent $10,500 of the $25,000 for the
summer program. All during the summer there wore
fights about monoy; they wanta d control of the money
but we didn't give it to them. They had crazy ideas,
like paying a superintendent C6.40 an hour Just to
open and close the doors of Racky School.

We got a hard timo all that summer. Toward falls they
oane to US and Asked us for another t%25,000 for the
second year. They wanted un to just give them the
money. Well, we wanted ilore control than that, so we
_toDd tbia that Ito couldn't give the3n the nonty lath-
out administering the program. In the end we told them
to raise the money themselves and administer the program
themselves.
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I
don't really believe that the board really represented

the people in the community; they were just affluent people

who were using the school for their own ends. They didn't

reOresent the people and in the end they caused us too much

trouble.

The other version attributed the failure to Northeastern's

leadership:

Boston Bouve just couldn't handle those people down in Castle

Square. They couldn't handle the conflict stirred up by the

Board. The Friends of Mackey School were suspicious of

Northeastern. They uented power to the people. Who are the

people?: In this case, the middle class or upwardly mobile

working class. I guess it would have helped if Boston Bouve

would have been represented by someone from a minority group.

Undoubtedly, elements of both stories are true. Community groups,

in their new consciousness, can be demanding and difficult; and it takes

special skill and a certain finessc to work with them. But democratic

processes have never been easy and perhaps a few hard knocks can be

expected When universities take things to the people.

Continuing Education

Much more effective than the Lighted School House and longer

lived than the Drop-Out School are the unique and varied activities of

the Center of Continuing Education. The Dean of this school is Israel

Katz, know to all as "lz. Mr. Katz is a large, pleasant, outgoing

man with the assurance and easy manner of one who knows his job mall and

is pleased with his achievements. Before coming to Northeastern, he

was a professor of engineering at Cornell University and an engineering

manager at General Electric.

Dean Katz's philosophy of cominuing education is unusual:

continuing education for him is not adult education or extension work,

but a unique provision of courses to upgrade or stretch the competencies

of practitioners and professionals in nearly every field. Courses are

generally presented in seminar-or workshop format where the student
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becomes involved as a participant teacher. Resource people for these

courses must be very adaptable to the needs of the group taking the

course and steer away from an authoritarian or lecture-like situation.

Courses provided by the Center range from an Institure on Youth

and Drugs for school counsellors to an elaborate, semester-long series

of courses on the "State-of-the-Art" to help engineers and scientists

stay abreast of technological advances both in their own fields and

peripheral areas. In the first, a group of counselors was brought to

a large elegant old home (Henderson House) for an intensive 12-day

course of study providing information about all aspects of drugs, explored

their own attitudes about drugs and drug abusers, and visited Boston

State Hospital's Addiction Unit and Odyssey House in New York City.

The "State-of-the-Art" series offered 67 different courses in engineering,

ranging from statistics to laser light optics, and were held at a number

of locations, including suburban schools.

The State-of-the-Arts courses best express Dean Katz's belief

that education is a life-long experience and that adult education should

be a normal and necessary part of a person's working life. In this

respect, Northeastern attempts to relate the latest developments in a

profession or practice with the participant's knowledge and experience

in his field of work.

The Youth and Drug Institute expresses the Center's interest in

attacking social and urban problems. Many such programs and courses

are undertaken as a community service.

Courses at the Center are grouped and developed under four

different departments:

(1) Community Servtces has developed courses for a variety

of practitioners of social and community functions. These

may range from institutes for construction foremen to over-

come racial prejudices to updating administrative skills

for nursing holm administrators;
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(2) Continuing Education in Science and Techallm is the

largest of the four in terms of the number of students.

Dean Katz tells the following story which illustrates

.Northeastern's reputation for providing high level courses

in engineering:

"Very recently we submitted in competition with MIT, a

proposal to NASA to train certain members of its staff

in specific new techniques. When webade the submission,

one of the junior members of the University staff--he

didn't have any idea of our ability--said that we didn't

stand a chance against MIT. Well, I was'more confident

than that. We have had plenty of experience in putting

together just the thing that they were looking for. We

won the contract because they knew we would do the job.

Northeastern may not be as high-powered as MIT, but

what we do we do well."

(3) Continuing Education in Business utilizes a broad range

of techniques and subject matter, including "T" and inter-

personal relations groups, clinical psychology, and studies

of autocratic and paternalistic behavior, to teach diverse

courses from general labor-management problems to a specific

development program for senior women supervisors from the

New England Telephone Company.

(4) Continuing Education in Professional Science and

Engineering generally acts as a direct consultant to engi-

neering firms to determine specific needs of a situation

and provide counsel in courses as may be needed. For example,

at Raytheon, management had assumed that persons performing

a specific job had working knowledge of applied trigonometry.

This assumption was not borne out and was causing production

problems. Raytheon contacted the Center for Continuing

Education and the Center organized a workshop on trigonometry

applied to crystal growth and fabrication.

Faculty for most Center courses are recruited from among practitioners

rather than from Northeastern itself. Eighty one per cent of all Center

instructors come from business, industry, social agencies, or research

institutions. These instructors work part-time on a course-to-course

basis. The Center has been very successful in getting very competent

teachers and has a gnmwing reputation In the Boston area for providing

a high level of training for graduate practitioners.

lt has also been financially self-supporting. According to

Dean Katz, the Center showed a net income on top of more than a $1,000,000

budget for 1969, but after deducting costs of low income community
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service courses, this amounted to a break-even position. Despite this

self-supporting performance, the program has met some resistance from

regular University faculty. Dean Katz explained:

The faculty as a whole does not understand the Center and

consequently is not in favor oF what we are doing, but

gradually we hope to win it over. It's a new step; we're

doing difficult things and there are not many people who

believe universities should be as aggressive as we are about

going out to the local community and selling our courses.

Someday the Center will be appropriately recognized at home.

I visited Henderson House for one day of a week-long course

being given to construction crew foremen. The course was developed

by tho Center for the Association of Gevora) Contractors, who

.

wanted to prepara, construction crew foremen for the racial integration .

of work crews. Accorodations at Henderson House were spacious and

food .Was good and plentiful.

Participants Jn this course were for the most part without

formal higher education (only one of the group of 15 had any college

training)) but they wore experienced in dealing with people. The

course utilized this experie»ce tip teach basic human relations and

sensitize them to their own attitudes toward social Change and racial

prejudice. Each day began with an inforInal lecture which drew on

the experience of the group to describe and illustrate basic concepts

in dealing with people. After the lecture, the students broke up, in

two groups to discuss different aspects of the lecture, with each

group led by a trained psychologist. The groups then reassembled

as a single unit for a larger discussion. After a break for dinner,

a long, discursive lecture on the history of group dynamics and

processes of spcial change was presentedeby various combinations of

the four instructors present.
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Most of the lecture material' was presented in an oblique and

informal way. Concepts were only hinted at and a number of anecdotes

were Used to get points across. Discussions at the lectuxes were

lively but tended to be monopolized by a few individuals. . The small

groups seemed to be less fruitful than tho lectures in evoking discussion.

They were intended-to-be a form of modified sensitivity training,

but the group I sat in on was of a very superficial level. Little if

nnv r!rnM(lln or fr,n)inc:3 Dir.!curl:-tion in the second

group was mom livoly and role exprens1.-;, of the lart:cipants t feelings.

By far the Lx?.st discussions -occiarred during dinn-er while

participants were less. self-conscious. Leavened by good food and

drink, I engaged a group of six participants in a discussion about

drug addiction and race--more specifically, the reasons why there

is more drug abuse among racial and, ethnic minorities. Another group

was debating the long term effects of youth culture at the other

end of the table. Obviously, the course was creating a good cliMato

for discussion.

This idea of expanding the concept of- continuing education

to persons already established in a job,- practice or profession is .

an unusual idea and would seem to be in keeping with the rapid

changes in society and technology which aro occurring. Deal Katz

inunmed up his position and the .efforLs of the Center in this way:

With the seemingly steady increases in technology and

the rapid social chanzes that aro occurring today,

individuals should be prepared to make several career
changes over the course or their lifetine. Universities
have to recognize this and make these changes possible

for the i ividual. If we don It, we are going to have

a 'Country of bitter, discontented middle-nge people

who foal discarded by society. Our Cente.,: Is meeting

that problem, but other universities have to join in.

Education is a life-long process and universiuies
should not be coneorned only with the young or the

middle classes.
. 190
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In addition to Ineeting the needs of practitioners and profes-
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sionals in a rapid3.y changing society, Northeastern is doing a

reasonably good job at providing education opportunity to black

persons as well. As of the first of 1970, roughly 3`,i of the students

at Northeastern were black. The percentage is expected to increase:

-

Dr. Asa Know los, Northeastern's President, has pledged that by the
.

fall of, 1970, at least 10% of the freshman class will be black.

The University seemed wall on its way towards that goal; the Fall,

1969 incoming class was 5% (175) black.

The special black students program was initiated at Northeas-

tern in the fall of 1964, when 25 students wore admitted With full

scholarships for five years (in the 'co-op prograni) with funds prox-fided

by the Ford Foundation. Those students were euphemistically called

Ford Scholars. Ore such scholar said of the group:

Yes, most of the group that I mile in with have remained

at the University and are doing well (12 of the original
25 graduated in Aim, 1969). But you wouldn't believe
how the original 25 were selected. You have to give it
to Whitey; he's always scheming. Nearly all of the
original 25 were athletes, you know. The Univonity
used the 25 scholarships to strongthen.their atlantic
teams. They used those scholarships to bring in more
athletes. Well, when wo got organized, got ourselves
together in 1966, this was tho first issue we confronted
the University on.

During 1965, twenty-five more black students wore brought in

under scholarships with equal numbers in 1966 and 1967. Beginning in

1965, a special manor preparatory program was initiated for black

students and this hat boon continued every year since.

After tho death of Martin Luther King in the spring of 1968,
-r

black student.s of the Afro-Anorican Association approaehod Provident

Knowles and the University vritli demands. One of those was an

1U1.
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increase in the. numbs r of black freshmen to 50 for the fall of 1969.

Dr. Knowles responded very positively to the students, as one black

student relates:

Asa Knowles is a beautiful cat; he wants to cooperate.

Whpn 17r) Tandn owe k:nlnds, he responded ic.lediately and
almost always in the affirmative. And what's more, he

carried thm cut. Likt1 we got more 1U:Ack s'6uthnts than

we aer.cd for last year. We asked for 50 and get 85.

. Black freshmen enrollment increased to 175 by the'fall of

1969, and it was expected that:approximately 300 black students (or

10%) would be brought into the freshman class in 1970. .Admission

procedures for black students have been streamlined: College Board

scores are not used and students are accepted.on the basis of their

potential and motivation. If the student demonstrates a genuine

concern to get in and succeed, ho is acCepted.

Financial aid is also generous. Martin Luther King Scholar-

ships (of which there were 75 in tho fall of 1969) provide full

tuition, fees, books and commuting expenses. If additional assistance

is needed, it is given. As %land Latham, the black Assietant Dean

of Students says:

We try to met all the needs of the students. If someone
needs clothes, glasses, what have you, we come up with
the money for them. We try to give them special housing
consideration, try to got them housing close to th.o
University. . . Another policy we have.--this one s brand
new-is the extended freshman year. If a student shows
problems in adjustment and doesn't do as well as
expected, wo extend the freshman year. We let them do
the freshman year in two years if they have to. This
started just this year.

In general, relations between the University and the black

student group (the Afro-American Association) are amicable. In many

respects, President Knowles has anticipated black students demands
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long bafore they have been made. Mc has consequently been in a good'

position to produce action. Dean Latham illustrated this ith his

description of black students.at Northeastern:

The nuvbers of militant black students have dwindled

and I think you con attribute this directly to tho

responsivoness ofthe UniVersily. rreshmen join the

militant sToups when they first come because they,want

to telon:3 z:Ild be gecopted. After a fou senesters they

drop out '::ecr:aTe th7Jr3 Is little to.c=ploin atout at

Northeastorn.. Moro blacks are being enrolled; the

AfroAmerican Center is open. The Elgesident does

these thinls because he is a concerned person; he

does it because it is the righli thifig to do.

One black student described it differently, but it amounts

to the same thing:

In

the establi

Department.

and during

We were forced to group together because any meeting

we would have with faculty and adbinistration would

only have resulted in long fruitless philosophical

discussions. Wo knew that if wo came as a body with

firm ideas of what w.e wanted and made no conceosions

and no compromises, we could got them. Well we got

them...now ye don't even have to raise our voices

anymore; we're experts at universities. We just go

straight to the man and rap with him.

February, 1969, black students proposed.to the University

shment of an AfroAmerican Center and a Black studies

President Knowles agreed and encouraged the proposal

our first visit to Northeastern, both students and

facultyadministration were planning both. With little fanfare and

few of the problems faced by other universities in the for/attic:in of

similar programs, Ilca.theestern provided a small building for the

Center and staff to begin its operation within a few short months

(September, 1969) of the orlginal demand.

During our second visit the Center was operational. It

offered a limited range of courses and service to the Boston black

oemmity and planned a comprehensive black studies program.

. . 1.93
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Good relations between black students, the black community,

and President Knowles are largely the resUlt of efforts by Kenneth

C. Williams who was first an Assistant to the President and later

a Coordinator of the Afro-American Institute. Mr. Williams is a

young, dynamic, rather hip, bearded black man who served as interme-

diary between black students and the President. His relations with

both students and the President were eXCellont. With students he was

casual and at eaqp; ho could bang the table find rap with the bast of

them. With the President he.was calm and articulatea thoroughly

reasonable man who resisted the temptation to bo co-opted by either

group.

Teacher Intprn Progrfim

The last program to be described at any length is ono that

may be a good techniquo for improving both toachor training and the

quality of education in ghetto schools. This pwogram, called The

Prototype Program for Teacher Education, is atteNpting to bring

Northeastern's College of Education togother with two private ghetto

schools (Pcxbury Community School and tho New School for Children)

in a program to revise curriculum and training for teachers who plan

to work in inner city schools.

According to William Quill, the Program Coordinator and

Assistant Professor of Education, traditional teacher training programs

:have had little relevance for preparing teachers to work in ouch

schools. His program will attempt tO change teacher training by:

1) giving inner- city residents a significant rolo in

tho programeach of tho three groups have equal

voice in all decision making;

2) allowing the interns during their undergraduate

education to develop a curriculum, which will be

appropriate and meaningful for children in inner.

ail schools; -

-1*.111....
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3) tho program will de-emphasizo academic achievcmont
for evaluating interns, and specify the behavior
skills and characteristics that mato effective
urban teachers.

The program grow out of discussions betuccn roprosonti4tivos

of the Roxbui7 Co:imatnity School; The hall School ror Ufaloran, and

. .
Northeastern's Associato Doan of Education, Rey C. Dethy, about the

possibility of a4owing uncertified teachers currently working in the

community schools to attend Northeastorn to obtain an undergraduate

degree. The Collego of Education had no such program, but Dean Dtthy

proposed that the cormunity schools and Northeastern got togethor

to develop a prototype program which unad allow interns to devolop

their own curriculum and course of study leading.to a degree.

Preliminary funding was solicitod from tho U. S. Office of

Education and received in June of 1969, for a six month poriod.

Since then, informal seminars have boon hold at the commanity schools

twice a week to designate the operational behavior of both interns

and tho University, to cOncretize the teaching experience of the

interns, and to dovelop new criteria for intern evaluation. Of the

.progress to date, Mx. Quill said:

The program has mado a lot of program) inthe cornunity
and there has been a lot of enthusiasm among the
University faculty; but the fadulty talk too uuch and
caet deliver. They ara caught in abstractions; they
can't get together when it comes to talk and action.
&pally, the cotmunity has bsen very tolerant of us.

Interns entering the program do not necessarily have to have a

high school diploma, although about half do. The proposed program

would be under the direction of the College of Education, but located

in the University College, which has an open admissions policy so

that formal credentials will be no bar to those wishing to participate.



Although the program, at our last visit, was still in its

initial stages, the University has made a real commitment to it.

As reported by Mr. Quill, Northeastern, despite a lack of funds for

new program development, has made a real effort to make this program

operational:

.Northeastern hangs looso in rogard to community

projects. Tho &ergo of cooporation by tho Univer-

sity is impressive. Why, wo havo the majority of
full-time instruction faculty or tho School (of
'Education) dovoting one-third of their time to the
Prototype Program. Yes, thoy do want to do come-

thing to irnprovo tho quality of education in

ghetto schools.

ktadershin

Involvement with Boston and its problems is expressed by most

of the departments and schools of the Univorsity--many more than have

been mentioned in this short description. This involvement is a

rosult not only of tho olationohipa between the conunnnity and North-

eastern tl,at arise out of the cooperativo schemo of education,

but the direction given to tho University bpito president, Dr. Asa

Knowles.

Dr, Nowlos is an unassuming, conservatively dreesed, round7

faced man whose physical appearance belios his innovative ideas for

Northeastern and its urban emphasis. Both students and faculty think

that Dr: KnoWles has been the forceful leader who has led the 'Univer-

sity's attack on Boston's social problems. Ono faculty member

sumrnarizod the attitude:

Old Ace (Asa) is really into things; he's tuned into

urban problems and really responds. His door is open

at onytime to now ideas, and when ho says back

yon up, he does. He doosn't have any pretensions
aboid Northeastern; ho knows that, it is a proletarian
unfversity and ho wants to educate kids who really

need it:
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Dr; Knowles' leadership in dealing with urban problems has

not been as easy or as popular as it has perhaps been made to sound

here. Some at Northeastern resist his idas and plans for Northeastern.

.
.

The Prosidont tolls his own story of this resistanco:

Five yours ago (1964), whon I oncouragod tho University

departments and staff to' get involved with tho city, the

head of the Sociology Dapartmol t said for all to hoar,

Yes, if Br. Knowles wants to got involved with tho city,

g.ive him a broom and let him swoop Huntington Avenue

(a particularly dirty street that bordors tho University).1.
So, you coo, it has not alwaya boon a popular thing. to
do at Northoastern; but despite that, I havo always

felt that Northeastern should take tho leadership in

providing whatever sorvicos wo could to tho local

community. Now the rost of tho univorsitios in P.Aon--

.Harvard, Boston University and Boston Collego--aro

getting on tho bandwagon because they know that is

where tho money is.

Barbara Rubin, an Associate Professor of Sociology, a

native of Boston and Roxbury and a keen urban sociologist, is a little

less optimistic than President Knowles about the climate at Northeastern:

2140 history of Northeastern has boon ono of educating

the working class of Boston. It was a private insti-

'Won doing the job of a state institution. It had

dono tho job of cducating Boston, while tho State did

nothing. It has played a magnificent role with the

Boston community, but when the State got involved in
educating the poor, tho new.University of Massachusetts
downtown now, Northoastorn has,bocomo more regional and
national in its scope.

For a long time thoro was no publish or perish approach
hero; but now we a:ro normalizing and it is affocting the
University in a lot of ways% some of the faculty are
unwilling to cooporate with studonts and cooperative

coordinators; incroasingly, undergraduates aro being
sacrificed to graduato students and graduato departmonts..
Some of the faculty cone hero to be close to Harvarcl

and MIT; Northeastern is their second choice and they
aro not satisfied with what Northeastern is doing.
They look across the river to Cambridgo; that.is tho
standard and the model for a lot of tho faculty bore.
It's uttfortunato we arc so closo to thoso two schools;
we would b i4ot moro comfortablo with our achievemont
if we did not havo to live by their stamlards.
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Indeed, being so close to Harvard and MIT is a problem for

Northeastern. Many of the faculty do want to emulate the larger

national and international scope of those universities. Some feel

that Northeastern's achievement cannot stand next to the traditional

model of excellence which Harvard and MIT typify. Ironically, their

students' consciousness of Boston's urban problems is forcing

Harvard and MIT to look to universities such as Northeastern and

.Wayne State in Detroit for a model of urban involvement.
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A DIFFERENT TYPE OF SERVICE
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Although Our Lady of the Lake (The Lake), a medium

size, predominantly women's Catholic college in San Antonio,

Texas, has always had a variety of distinctive .programs, it

has still clung fairly closely to tradition. The great majority

of the undergraduates are Catholic. Catholic students are

required to take approximately one religion course per year.

Many of the parents send their daughters there with the

feeling that they will be protected from the dangers of the

outside world.

In 1967, The Lake began a radical experiment called

"Project Teacher Excellence" (PTE), that enrolled Mexican-

American students who would not ordinarily qualify for

admission to or be able to afford The Lake. PTE aimed to

prepare them to become bilingual teachers in the Mexican-

American community. This has been a bold experiment fraught

with difficulty, but it is succeeding due to the support of

key faculty and administrators, and the tremendous ability

of the students themselves. The project has presented a

tremendous challenge to what had been a fairly placid con-

servative school, which nonetheless is the most liberal college

in San Antonio. Its success has made PTE's supporters and

students proud, and caused many of its original detractors

to rethink their opposition. Project Teacher Excellence has

had an'impact on other units at The Lake, such as The Norden

School of Social Service. It has said if they can do it,

why can't we?
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Although PTE has been a success to date, its long-range

future is, by no means secure.

This chal5ter will tell the story of Project Teacher

Excellence, the conflicts that it has engendered, why it has

succeeded, and how it has affected the rest of the College.

BACMPOUND:

Service to the community has been a major component of

Tie Lake's program since it was founded by the Sisters of

the Divine Providence as a two-year Catholic college in 1911.

Teacher training, first only for those who teupht in the

parochial schools and then for a wide variety of teachers,

has always been a major activity. The Worden School of Social

Work, opened in 1942, is the only such institution in San

Antonio and one of just four in all of Texas. When Texas

developed certification standards for teachers in 1950, and

The Lake began to offer a I4aster's Degree in Education, the

administration began to realize that a new type of teacher

training was needed to reach San Antonio's Mexican-American

population.

San Antonio has one of the largest ethnic concentrations

of any major city in the United States, with approximately

40 percent of its 800,000 citizens being Mexican-Anerican

today, and a majority expected in the future. (mexican-

Americans also refer to themselves by the terms "Chicano"

and "Brown". However, those of Mexican descent in Texas
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seem to prefer to be calledyexican-AMericans and that is

the term we shall use throughout.)

The most acute educational problem in the Southwest is

that which involves Mexican-American children; In the

elementary ane secondary schools of the five states in the

region -- Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas,

there are approximately 1.75 million children with Spanish

surnames. Although approximately two-thirds of the public

school population of San Antonio is t'exican-American, the

statistics on their performance are abysmal. The drop-out

rate in high school is huge and only a small proportion go

on to college. One of the iiroblems is that the parents, many

of whom are recent immigrants, have an extremely low level

of educational attainment. A recent survey of all Mexican-

Arericans in Texas over 25 years of age showed that half had

completed no more than four years of school, and only one in

nine had gone to high school. Thus, thd parents of

Mexican-American children are not sufficiently educated to

help these students breach the cultural barriers to employment

and full participation in American society. Since most

Mexican-Americans donttattend college, school teachers are

predominantly white or "Anglo", and many of them have been

quite ineffective in reaching and motivating Mexican-American

students.
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Tun NATURE OF THE COLLEGE:

Set on an 115 acre campus bordering Lake Elmendorf,

Our Lady of the Lake is located on the west side of San

Antonio. Its location in a predominantly Mekican-American,

low-income part of town Ilas affected the nature of the College

both positively and negatively. Location is one of the

reasons that the upper-middle class Catholic girls of San

Antonio usually attend Trinity University rather than The

Lake. The Lake's Anglo resident students have primarily

been Catholic girls.from North and East Texas and out of

state, whose parents want them to get the benefits of a

Catholic higher education, which includes protection from

the dangers of the big city. Both Anglo and Mexican-American

girls from San Antonio attend the Lake as day students. The

College has long had a substantial population of middle and

working-class Mexican-American students from the San Antonio

area whose parents, through economizing, have been able to

afford the tuition of only $750 a year. About half of the

undergraduate girls board at the college and these are

primarily the out-of-town Anglos. The Mexican-American

students have usually been commmters, but there have been

some South Texas Mexican-Americans who've lived on campus.

The Lake is a fairly strong college academically and over

the years it has raised its entrance requirements. By 1968,

two-thirds of the entering freshmen had been in the top

quarter of their graduating class in high school. Financial

and academic considerations ruled out many Mexican-Americans.
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1

Prior to the time Project Teacher Excellence enrolled its

first students in September 1967, Our Lady of the Lake College

had been predominantly an excellent college with an ideal of

service but it had done little to educate poorly prepared

students.

Project Teacher Excellence was not a program that sprang

up overnight in barren soil. Rather, there had been a

context at The Lake which made such innovation possible.

The Sisters of Divine Providence, who began in southern France,

were invited to Texas in the late 1800's to teach the poor.

In 1896 they established the first normal school in Texas at

San Antonio and it eventually became Our Lady of the Lake.

Because there was not a single social service agency in the

City at the time, Bishop Lucey asked them in 1942 to start

a school where training for social service could take place.

Both the Sisters of Divine Providence and the Archdiocose of'

San Antonio have been regarded as innovative.

However, much of the service rendered to the community

by the sisters in the early days was of the "Lady Bountiful"

nature. The sisters contributed baskets of food to local

residents at Thanksgiving. According to some younger

Mexican-Americans, the community regarded The Lake as a

patronizing mission with high fences which was inaccessible

to most of the poor children who lived nearby. The college

administrators have become aware of this image and have started

to change it. Some sisters now live in low-income communities,

in among local Mexican-Americs, and this has helped to

change perspectives on both sides.
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Academically The Lake has been sound and has gotten

stronger. John McMahon, a layman, has been president for

25 years. He has been a proponent of academic freedom and

excellence and political liberality. There is a fairly

strong faculty with approximately half of the full-time

members holding the doctorate. Although the Sisters of

Divine Providence own the college, about half of the Board

of Trustees are laymn. however, six of the eleven members

of the Board, including the chairman, are sisters. Approxi-

mately half of the faculty are laymen. The sisters are not

a conservative force. Some of the lay faculty we talked to

feel that many of the most innovative and liberal faculty

are sisters. The sisters wear a variety of costumes, with

some dressed fairly traditionally, others wearing modern,

fashionable habits with skirts at the knee, and others eschew-

ing habits altogether.

The seeds of today's innovations trace to a self-study

The Lake made in preparation for an accreditation visit in

the early 1960's. The administrators determined that service

to the community would have to be an important future goal

of the College and that not enough of the right sort of

service was being done. The first step was a visit by two

sisters (who were eventually to become the second and third-

ranking administrators at The Lake) to a number of other

colleges. The sisters were particularly impressed by Antioch,

Carleton, and Macalester Webster and thoy became convinced

of the importance of faculty and student involvement in

policy-making and of the need for new methods of rendering
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service.

One of the first things that the sisters proposed upon

their return to The Lake was a faculty conference to debate

the future goals of the College and the strengthening of

the role of the faculty. In 1964, the faculty assembled off

campus for a three-day conference which was to mark a real

turning point. Out of that came a vastly expanded role for

the faculty in the governance of the College. The administra-

tion also accepted the idea of student involvement in

decision-making. Joint faculty-student committees now make

most of the important decisions at The Lake. Because the

student body was fairly conservative, they had to be urged

and cajoled into serving on committees. At first, students

couldn't see what relevance tenure appointments had for them.

This led to a tradition of the faculty being ahead of the

students in liberalization at The Lake which persisted until

the arrival of the Project Teacher Excellence students.

The priority attached to academic excellence and

freedom and the increased role of the faculty in decision-

making have undoubtedly been factors in the sense of involve-

ment felt by the lay faculty. The Lake is unusual for a

predominantly women's Catholic college in that it has

eleven male faculty members and seven sisters on its faculty

with doctorates earned out of the state of Texas at non-

Catholic institutions. Fifty of the sisters on the faculty

have done graduate work at non-Catholic institttions. One

of the lay Catholic faculty members with a doctorate said



that The Lake is an excellent place to teach because it

provides her with all the necessary resources and gives

her absolute freedom in the classroom. Although The Lake

may be a long way from Antioch or Macalester, it is consider-

ably more liberated and mature than many Catholic colleges.

The Lake is still conservative, however, even though

it now admits academically undergualified students and is

going coeducational. The music piped into the diningroom

and the posters hung in the corridors contain little hint

of the revolution that is going on within higher education.

The buildings are traditional. The faculty and students

dress conservatively. The alumni is a major force inhi-

biting innovation. Four alumni called The Lake to protest

an appearance of folk singer Pete Seeger. This chapter

is a study of innovation at a conservative institution.

The Lake is a conservative institution compared to Wayne

State or Northeastern, but fairly radical for a Catholic

college. Perhaps this conservatism is best described by

one of its top male administrators:

vmuld be the first to admit that OLL has
a conservative element on its campus (ae would
not be mmch of a forum for the free flow of ideas
if we systematically excluded the conservative
point of view), but Dr. Nash seems to find this
conservatism omnipresent and all-powerful, and
simply cannot buy this interpretation. The 'State-
ment of Beliefs' and 'Mission Statement' of the
College are certainly not conservative philosophi-
cally. The official planning report of the Steer-
ing Committee on Development, which will serve
as the master plan for the next ten years, is
hardly a timid backward-looking document in its
projections for student body mix, for radical
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curricular reform, and for program innovations.
The Board of Trustees has never turned down any
liberalizing change presented to it. Thefaculty
has voted down a few back-tracking proposals, but
I cannot recall it voting down any innovative ones.
Though the administration has not always had the
funds to finance all the proposals submitted at

any given time, it has never to my knowledge made
an outright veto of any new idea...

I submit that any slowness in responding to innova-
tion is..a result of the financial squeeze in which
all higher educational institutions are being caught..
No responsible administrator encourages the initia-
tion of a program or project, unless some reasonable
planning can also be done for the providing of resources
for that program or project. The reason for the
success of the projects that OLL has undertaken is

that they were not half-baked ideas emerging from
ncmhere, but carefully (and perhaps slowly) thought
out objectives that could be carried out on the
limited resources available to a small private college.

The History of Pro 'ect Teacher Excellence

In 1963 Harold Wren, the Chairman of the Education Depart-

ment, conceived the idea for Project Teacher,Excellence

which womld train Viexican-American Students, who would not

normally have been eligible for admission to college, to

become teachers who would return to their own community. Wren

originally wanted $900,000 for a five-year project. His

original proposal was sent to the Office of Economic Oppor-

tunity, which kept it for some time and then iold Our Lady of

the Lake to resubmit it to the Office of Education, as that

was the appropriate funding source. Guy Pryor, a pnofessor

of education with a doctorate in education from North Texas

State University promptly resubmitted the proposal but it was

turned down by the Office of Education. In Demdber 1966,

some months after submission of the second proposal, Tom
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Jones, a special assistant to Secretary of H.E.W., John

Gardner, came across The Lake's proposal when he was asked

by Gardner to review promising proposals for the education

of Mexican-Americans that had been rejected. Jones had

Guy Pryor and Sister Mary Clare Metz, the academic dean,

meet him in Dallas where he was attending another meeting

to discuss a further resubmission of the proposal.

Jones explained that the project had been turned down,

not because of labk of merit, but because it did not cor-

respond to existing programs funded by the Office of Educa-

tion. Kowever, Jones stated that both he and Secretary Gardner

wanted to see the proposal funded. He urged them to resubmit

it. Again it was turned down because it didn't correspond

closely enough to anything offered by the Office of Education.

Because of the interests of Secretary Gardner and the

Office of Mexican-American Affairs i the 'Office of Education',

Dave Johnson, the head of the Talent Search Prog -.a, became

interested in the program. The Talent Search Program stretched

its regulations somewhat and awarded $40,000 to Our Lady of

the Lake for a two-year period so that they could locate and

recruit the students for the program.

The basic funding for the program was then secured through

the three federal financial aid programs of the Office of

Education: the Educational Opportunity Grant Program, the

College Work-Study Program, and the National Defense Student

Loan Program. The budget for these three programs at Our

Lady of the Lake in 1970-71 will be approximately $800,000,
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with a very large proportion of that money going to the

Project Teacher Excellence students. The College has.also

provided scholarships and federally guaranteed loans have

been secured through the Texas Opportunity Program. The

Southwest Educational Development Laboratories also assisted

the program at the outset in the amount of $201000. In

addition, Our Lady of the Lake, St. Mary's College and the

Model Cities Program will have an additional $160,000 in the

forthcoming years, from the Special Services fen. the Dis-

advantaged Program of the Office of Education (also adminis-

tered by Dave Johnson) which will provide tutoring and

academic makeup work for which no funds have previously been

available. The Talent Search Program has been continued and

is now called Puerta Abierta for Economically Deprived and

Culturally Differentiated Americans, but it has not been

expanded to serve a number of colleges and high schools

located throughout south Texas.

The Lake has been able to operate Project Teacher Excel-

lence at the rate it envisioned, bringing in 40 students per

year since the fall of 1967, with the funds provided by the

federal government. However, it had to adapt its request .for

funds to existing programs, rather than being able to get

money in the form it had originally proposed. It wasn't

until personal relationships were established with program

administrators in the Office of Education that people at

The Lake were able to figure out how to proceed.

a.
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'The Performame of Projett Teacher Excellence

Sixty percent of the students who were admitted to the

project during the first year did not qualify for admission

to Our Lady of the Lake by the usual standards for admission,

yet these students had a smaller percentage of failures and

a smaller percentaoe'on scholasitc probation than did the fresh-

man class as a whole. By the end of the third year of the

project, in the spring of 1970, 85 percent of all enrollees

in the program since its inception were still enrolled in the

program at The Lake. Of those who have dropped out, one-third

have transferred to other colleges. In other words, only 10

percent of those who have entered the program have not con-

tinued in college. Some of :those who transferred were unhappy

with The Lake itself, and this included some men who decided

against teaching and there was no other program for them at

The Lake then. As of the spring of 1970, there were approxi-

mately 1,000 full-time gndergraduates at The Lake. Of these,

about 50 percent were Mexican-American and six percent black.

The'PTE students constituted about one-quarter of the Mexican-

American student body.

Despite thefact that the retention rate has been high, the

grades of the PTE students have been somewhat lower than average.

The PTE students have encountered tremendous problems and it

has been the administrators of the program and the individual

attention that has been given that have kept the students

enrolled. The most frequent troubles have been: 1) a poor

foundation in English; 2) a cultural conflict over the value

of higher educations 3) mechanical impediments such as trans-
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portation problems or illness within the family.

Although there have been difficulties, students,

faculty and administrators have persevered and things should

get better in the future because:

1) A lot of the necessary changes have been made;

2) There will be money available for counseling and
supportive services through the Special Services
for the Disadvantaged program;

3) There are now a number of PTE upperclassmen and
graduates who will be able to provide strong peer
support for those who will enter the program in
the future.

The 'Five* Central Charactrs irir. Lady of the Lake's
uc7rTfu=rfiwurir-arghf----

Most accounts of organizational success revolve around

the personalities and performances o2 the leaders involved.

The story of The Lake cannot be understood without reference

to five key figures in the administration and faculty. It

was the two top-ranking sisters who were responsible for

creating a climate at The Lake that made innovation possible,

and for offering the crucial support at the many times Project

Teacher Excellence encountered rough going.

12.9.1.:slcaisow was The Lake's only vice-president and in

charge of development, public relations and planning prior to

her leaving the College and the sisterhood in the summer of

1969. Betty Carrow and Sister Mary Clare Metz, the academic

dean, were the two sisters who provided The Lake's real leader-

ship, botl: in faculty involvement and community projects.

Betty Carrow was unusual in that she had a Ph.D. in speech
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therapy from Northwestern University, a non-Catholic insti-

tution. When she returned to The Lake from Northwestern,

she organized the Harry Jersig Speech and Hearing Center

which had its own board of directors. She built it into an

important and successful center which now has a new building

and a staff of 15 professionals. The speech and hearing

*clinic provides education and service to all elements of the

San Antonio community, Catholic and non-Catholic alike.

Betty Carrow is a competent, attractive, progressive,

friendly person who demonstrated that things could be done

and got people moving. Her vistas were broadened,both at

Northwestern and when she and Sister Mary Clare Metz visited

the other colleges together. Although she was not involved

in starting Project Teacher Excellence, she was an important

factor in The Lake's other areas of community involvement:

the Model Cities Program, the Salute to Mex4co Program, the

proposed Creative Arts Center, and almost anything else that

was new or innovative. She left The Lake and the sisterhood

and returned to her native Houston to become a pr3fessor at

the Baylor School of Medicine, partly because she was tired of

the restrictions of the convent and partly because she desired

a return to professional activities and partly because she

felt that the constant conflicts between the forces of change

and non-change were not resolvable within the existing structure.

Although she won most of the battles she fought, what she

remembers most is the tremendous amount of struggle that,was

involved in bringing about the changes.
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One of the most hopeful signs at The Lake is how much

Betty Carrow is missed. Sister Mary Clare Metz said:

She was our greatest loss. She was loved,

respected and admired by all, and one who.was

extremely difficult to replace.

President McMahon issued a statement which read:

But of few people can it be said that their loss

is an irreplaceable one, but in the case of

Sister Mary Arthur (Betty Carrow's name in the

order), in all sincerity, this is the simple truth.

There are many at the College who hope that Betty Carrow will

succeed John McMahon as president of The Lake. At this point,

Betty Carrow is concentrating on getting her personal life

together and is uncertain about her future plans.

Some of the other sisters at The Lake may also leave the

order. This is a dilemma facing all Catholic colleges. The

Lake is handling the issue better than others. Those who

leave the religious lifs are welcome to stay at the College

and this has happened in the case of two of the faculty.

There are a number of former priests at the college, one as

a teacher and others as students.

Sister Marr Clare Metz, the academic dean, got her Ph.D.

in biology from Catholic University, after greduating from the

Lake. Her appearance, demeanor, and level of activity make

it hard to believe that she is in her early sixties.. Her grey

hair and her habit, which is a dress, are stylish and her

demeanor is forceful, but pleasant ;and optimistic at the saw

time. She is a diplomatic, realistic administrator who is

strongly on the side of progress. She was able to be a strong
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force at The Lake because she was traditional enough to be

accepted by the conservatives and because she is extremely

reasonable. She and Betty Carrow were a forceful duo who

were very different and yet respected each other and got

things done.

a
'President John McMahon is thought to have been/forceful

and dynamic edueatbr at,the beginning of his long tenure,

although at that time he had to share a lot of his power with

the principal sister. Some claim that he has been slow to

respond to innovation and unhappy with controversy. On the

good side, he has supported new programs when adequate staff

work has been done, he has enabled reform to take place

easily and he has kept the college sound financially. There

is a possibility that President McMahon may retire in the

fairly near future_ for reasons of health.

'Albe'rtGriffith succeeded Betty Carrow as wee president.Yo.7*.nataNWo.*
He bad formerly been the head of the Department of English.

lie worked closely with Betty Carrow on a number of projects

and this is apparently what made him aware of his potential

for academic administration. He is a positive force who does

most of the thinking about the future of the college and he is

a likely choice to be the next president.

Guy .13.= is a professor of education and has been the

father of the PTE program since its inception, lie is a white

Protestant, pushing sixty, who has been characterized as being

"as liberal as a professional educator from Texas can be."

He has been unswerving in his support for the PTE program
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and can talk endlessly about it in a most positive fashion.

lid has established really good communication and relations

with the PTE students and he and they pride themselves on tho

proper Mexican pronunciation of their names. Le is firm but

warm and friendly with the students and fights for their

causes when he thinks something needs to be corrected.

When the students were unhappy about the financial aid

officer, they went to see President MeNahon. McMahon dislikes

controversy and confrontation and told Pryor, "I'm looking

to you to keep the peace." Pryor responded:

You can't expect me to keep from reporting

injustice. If anything happens on this campus

in the way of disorder, it will be the fault of

the administration for not correcting injustices

and not the fault of students who are protesting it.

Pryor knows that he and his program have enough acceptance

on campus and that academic freedom is sufficiently respected

that his outspokenness entails no risk on his part.

Pryor knows each of the PTE students and has no

hesitancy about being firm with them.

I'm not tough; I just tell them the facts of life0

can't be expected to battle to keep them out of

academic trouble if they don't attend class.
That's just telling them the facts of life.

The students are very positive about Pryor and aren't

afraid to be outspoken in his presence about anything they

don't like. He regards his greatest compliment as one.of

them saying: "Dr. Pryor, you're a real Mexican."
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The Proldct . Teacher Exctltentd Program

The program revolves around four components:

1. EilLETIILITmaLLaa, which was the philosophical

foundation upon which the program was founded and has

resulted in an ideology which has shaped much of the

students' attitudes and behavior.

2. 'The' recruitment of Nexican-American' students

fTom lower socioeconomic b'ackgroun'ds who would not normally

.have been qualified for admission to The Lake and who have a

commitment to teaching.

3. 'Financial aid to make it possible for thesd

students from low income backgrounds to attend The Lake

and in many cases to live on campus.

4. Asaleicsuidance and responsibility for the

program centered in the office of Guy Pryor.
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The Project Teacher Excellence Program has not resulted

in a vastly revised curriculum. There have been efforts

to start a Mexican-Amorican Studies Program, .but these

have failed. There has mit been an organized remedial or

tutoring program nor has there been any special type of

instruction. The College's recent grant under the Special

Services to the Disadvantaged program should enable PTE to

offer a different curriculum, especially for beginning students.

However, poor high school preparation has caused many of the

PTE students to have to work harder than their classmates

and this has also resulted in a.lot of extra work for faculty

members.

1. Bildngual education. Project Teacher Excellence is

based on the idea that Mexican-Americans would have a unique

capacity to teach Mexican-American school children--

especially in the early grades. Bilingual education might

more properly be called bicultural education or education

wi thout den i grat i on .

Bilingual education starts with the assumption that

the Child from a different background than the middle-class,

white, Protestant child that predominates in the American
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public school is not as deprived as he is different. Public

schools are and probably will continue to be run far the white

middle-class majority, but a child from a different culture

can be appreciated, made to feel comfortable and aided in

making an adaption to a new culture. White middle-class

teachers are very likely to make Mexican-American children

feel that they are inferior and this coupled with their

language difficulties makes many of them retire without even

trying to compete.

.Bilingual education is built around teachers who under-

stand and appreciate Mexican-American culture. Mexican-

American students entering public schools are not ladking

communication skills, they merely lack the ability to com-

municate in the majority mode--white, middle-class English.

The bilingual teacher starts by understanding and appreciating

the culture of the student and by communicating with him,

teaching him and letting him learn how to conceptualize in

his own idiom. Once he has become socialized into school,

learned some rudimentary skills, and developed a feeling of

worth, he is helped with his English.

Because Mexican-American teachers understand and

appreciate the culture of their pupils, and because they can

communicate easily in SDanish (not the classica) type but the

variety spoken by Mexican-Americans in Texas) , they have the

greatest potential for reaching Mexican-American children.

Furthermore, they are excellent role models. The Project
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Teacher Excellence graduates offer young Mexican-American

students the most visible proof that they too can make it.

At this point, a word is in order about Mexican-American

culture, in the United States in general, and Texas in parti-

cular. Mexican-Americans in the southwest of the United

States are the largest, most concentrated, deprived ethnic

minority in the United States. They brought with them a

well-developed culture which acquired its own unique style

in the U.S. Two predominant factors of the culture are

Catholicism and the family set-up, which is extended with

shared goals and is warmer and more expressive than the

standard American family.

Their Catholicism has-made many of the PTE students

more comfortable at The Lake than they would have been at a
standard public institution, but at the same time they have

been ready and willing to criticize the conservatism of

the College and the required religion courses.

The strong emphasis on family is both an asset and a

liability. The advantages are that Mexican-Americans feel

a sense of worth and belonging and have many relatives upon

whom they can count for support. The family.is organized

around the strong masculine image of the father, but that and

other aspects of the closeness of the family cause problems.-

The student may feel that he is letting down his family by leav-

ing it to attend college. He may feel a need to contribute a

part of his financial aid to his family, or he may work long hours
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in the family store out of a sense of obligation when he

should be °studying. Mexican-Americans , and especially the

girls, are taught to be submissive to authority because of

their fathers, This has made the confrontation that has

been necessary to make certain changes especially hard for

the MB students. They have stood up for their rights, but

often with bowed heads and wishing that they hadn't had to.

There is one more aspect of Mexican-American culture that

the just-beginning movement should help to overcome. With

one another, Mexican-Americans are proud of their culture,

but they tend to be ashamed of it in front of white Americans

because they know it is looked down upon. One girl who grew

up in a predominantly non-Mexican-American neighborhood

described the reaction thus:

We used to love tacos and eat them all the time.
But if an anglo came to the door, the first
thing mother would say would be 'Hide the tacos;
it's qin anglo.'

2. Recruitment into' PTE. Recruitment has never been

a problem since there have been many more potential candidates

for the program than it could accommodate. The program was

helped immensely by the fact that a large portion of the

recruiting was paid for by the Talent Search Program, which

although never intended tc be a recruitment program for a

single school, made the difference in hiring the right kind
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of people who were able to reach the type of students for

which the program was intended. Students were accepted on

a very personal basis and the program aimed to pet winners

who might otherwise have gone to college but certainly moullin't

have pone to The Lake. The selection criteria were extremely

explicit:

Selection Criteria for Project Teacher Excellence

Financial Need

Evidence of financial need necessitating extensive student

aid'in order to attend college. Definite preference is piven

to students in hard core poverty.

Motivational Factors

1. Degree of concern for others

2. Credibility of observable and/or verbalized evidence
of internalized realistic acceptance of the voal of
becoming a bilingual teacher

3. Extent of ability to understand and to feel problems
related to the "day-to-day" Mexican-Arerican, who is
both a victim and perpetuator of poverty

4 Evidence of desire to complete a four-year college
teacher-training program. A factor here is what
caused the applicant to show initial interest in the
Project and the extent.to which the original seed has
grown to an impelling force.

Personal Qualities

1. How has the applicant coped with his own problems?

2. Has he or she chosen assistance resources outside of
himself; i.e., community apencies?

3. To what extent has the applicant been hurt or helped
by problers?

4. Degree of independence, or lack o same reflected
in the work record

S. Degree of continuity reflected in work record
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6. Nature of work involvement (e.g., work in community
action pro7yams tends to enhance awareness of social
conditions

7. Experiences in a Mexican-American community in poverty

8. Personal experiences with a language problem 511
primary school

Academic Ability

1. Multiple sources for academic evaluation: College
Entrance tests, Achievement Test record, TO., high
school record, honors, special achievements, and the
degree of problems, difficulties, and adversities under
which attainments were made.

2. Pank in class

3. Recommendations of teachers, counselors, principals,
friends, social workers, interested citizens

4 Participation and success in extra-curricular activities

5. Evidences of ability discovered in the interview

6. Linguistic ability 5n Spanish and English

Other Factors

1. Evidence of emotional support by parents or other
family members

2. Alertness and perceptiveness of the applicant as he
observed

Weicrhting of Selection Factors:

Financial Neee is a prerequisite for selection.

Academic Ability, even though possibly below usual standards,
must be evident sufficiently to indicate some possibility
of success in collecr,e. Outstanding academic ability is
neither sought nor discounted.

The Motivational Factors & Personal Oualities are'..plus
factors that enable the aTTITEant io emerge fret among
his Competiters for Selection.

The Admissions Office, which might have been expected

to have been a barrier to the program, has not been because
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the administration decided that new admissions criteria would

have to be set and that admissions decisions would be made

by the PTE office and not by the Admissions Office.

3. *Financkal Aid. The three Office of Education

financial aid programs have been the principal support of

the PTE program. Many college and financial aid officers

operate on the presumption that students should be given only

a proportion of the money they need and encouraged to "scratch"

for the rest. Early in the program, Guy Pryor determined that

this wouldn't work. There was no place for these poor students

to "scratch." Consequently, a decision was made to give the

students full financial support, including a modest stipend

for spending money.

Factors revolving about the former director of financial

aid caused the most severe crisis in the.project's history.

According to the PTE staff, the sister who administered

financial aid had an excellent mind for detail but caused the

students immense problems by her method of dealing with them.

Some students reported that 'she was a cold, distant and

unpredictable person to work with. She would keep the stu-

dents waiting a long time for appointments and then be short

and curt with them. These students felt that she looked

down on them and acted as if she was doling out charity.

Because the story is complex and controversial and

because personalities are involved, we will quote a summary

of the situation from an administrator who wasclose to the

scene:
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The Sister who was financial aid officer was
basically a good person who was steeped in the
tradition of dispensing financial aid as charity.

Her lack of cultural understanding, inconsistent
and inequitable decisions, poor student relation-
ships, and lack of vision for the potential of
properly administered financial aid, caused her
to be an impediment to the continution. of PTE.
Her transfer to more suitable endeavors and the
employment of a more flexible person with a
broader concept of financial aid enabled the
project to get back on even keel and expand.
The low morale of the students disappeared.
Her transfer was aided by some, resisted by some,

and delayed by inaction. But the institution,
after great travail, moved forward with a program
of financial aid that gives an opportunity for
poverty students to be successful in college.

*Two interesting conclusions can be drawn from the problems

caused by the original financial aid officer. The first is

that the personality and method of operation of the person

involved can be just as important as what the person does.

People who have previously been looked dawn on are especially

resentful of poor treatment. Secondly, the difficulty that the

administration had in resolving the situation and the slowness

with which it moved were indicative of the problems of ihstitu

tions of higher education in dealing with urban and minority

prdblems.

The original director of financial aid has been replaced

by Cesar Trimble, an extremely competent Mexican-American from

San Antonio who is quite popular and has made financial aid a
,.

positive force. For examplev many of the College Work-Study

jobs naw send students out into the community where they get

the opportunity both to do something for people and broaden

their perspectives.
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The imi?ortance of one negative component on a fledgling

venture cannot be overstated. One year after the replacement

of the original director of financial aid, both the PTE staff

and students say that the largest problem the program has

had involved the original administrator of financial aid.

4. Dire'ction of the program and uidance. Guy Pryor's

method of operation was described above. His intense concern

with and interest in the students has been a najor factor

in their staying in the program and succeeding. Bob Rossa,

Pryor's original assistant was also very close to the students.

Many administrators feel that they can't get too close to peo-

ple that they're trying to help and that personal Anyolve-men.C..?
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can have negative consequences. The small staff of the PTE

program and other key faculty and administrators have made

a point of getting to know the students as people and of help-

ing them to solve their personal problems, no matter how

mundane or minute. This is especially important for students

who wouldn't normally have come to college, who can't depend

on their friends for support and advice. Now that the program

has been going for several years, the older students have

taken over much of the guidance that the PTE staff originally

had to provide. The program also benefited by takin;in

upper classmen as transfer students, as well as freshmen,so

that there was more maturity among the original PTE students.

One of the typical reactions of the PTE students is

that of avoidance. Guy Pryor has found that when the

students have problems, they frequently become ashamed and

disturbed and stop attending classes. When they seem upset

or they start cutting classes they are called in. One girl

went to pieces because she was unable to complete a term

paper on time. Guy Pryor called her in when he found out that

she was cutting classes. He arranged for an extention on

her paper and listened patiently while she told the tearful

story of her problem. All she needed was someone to talk to

and give her a little advice and help and then she managed

well on her own.
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The Students -- Pow the program has affected them and how
They have aefected thciCo1lee.

Some might have thought that the Project Teacher

Excellence students would have been looked down upon and given

a hard time by the regular students. They might have been

expected to be a disadvantaged minority who would have had

to be protected from the regular students. Just the opposite

has been the case. From the beginning, a strong esprit de corps

emerged among the students. The PTE students are the largest

organized faction on campus and by using modern organizing

procedures, they now dominate the student government. They

have protested about things and caused changes that the apathetic

majority had been displeased with but hadn't known how to correct.

Far from being looked down on, the PTE students are envied

because of the special attention they get and the strong

financial support they have received.

A recent article in The Phoenix, the college magazine,

entitled,"Frosh Fights Activist: Elvira Protests--But No One

Joins" sums up the situation.

OLL probably "boasts" one of the nation's lowest
percentages of student radicals (the campus least likely
to riot). Most of the slight number willing to call
themselves liberal haven't yet made themselves conspicuous
in campus affairs, consequently we often tend to rate
our student bDdy even more conservatively than.we deserve.

Believe it or not, Oil does have students who are

"involved," where "involved" means marches, demonstrations,

picketinglouder-then-words commnity action. Elvira

Borrego, a freshman from Mi lwaukee, counts Resurrecfiari.-
City, NAACP Youth Council, marches for open houeing, and

the California grape boycott among her concerns.
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Both in Vilwaukee and here, Elvira has picketed

and passed flyers advocating a nationwide boycott

of California grapes. She sees little hope, however,

despite all the efforts to support the migrant workers.

Passing flyers on campus, she found the student
reaction already one of disinterest--flyers were soon

scattered on the floor. After experiencing so many

negative reactions, as well as apathy, Elvira is perhaps

justifiably bitter. "They might ds well burn the
Constitution--'people are created equal'--so who believes it?"

Since most of the action seers to be in Milwaukee and

other cities in the North, why did Elvira core to San

Antonio, to OLL? "PTE--this is thP only college in the

nation with a bilingual teacher education program like

Project Teacher Excellence. If it weren't for PTE, I

wouldn't stay here. The rest of the school just doesn't

seem to be worth it."

As for community action in this locale, she sees nothing,

but potential. It's time the local members of "La Paza"

took an interest in their own welfare, and united to get

something done. The Southwest is where it's happening.

Elvira is dismayed,with the general attitude of

students here: "Too conservative, no one seems to care

very much about anything. There's little unity on campus

except among PTE students."...

The program has really been willing to take chances on

various types of people and to show real concern for all the

people that havebeen admitted. One of the most impressive

students admitted is a girl named Adelpha Galvan who has Door

hearing, Door eyesight, a speech defeet and just barely made it

out of high school. She was told by her high school counselor

.not to apply to.college and by people at the University of Texas

not to apply. She had.low scores on tests but anyone who would

talk to her would readily discover her high Motivation. She

had'read an enCyclopedia to teaeh herself. She yery much.

wanted -to go to college. She actually thought she Wastoo dum .

1
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After graduating from high school, she took a civil service

job but heard of the program through her friends in the

Mexican-American community.

Adelpha came for a personal interview and was accepted

bc.cause of her motivation. The Lake has provided her with

speech therapy and a hearing aid. On top of all her other

problems, she was run into by a truck during a rest period

while on a student march to raise funds for tuberculosis and

was hospitalized with a broken pelvis. The College has made

arrangements to have all her classes meet in one classroom

with a bed in it so that she can keep up with her course work.

Adelpha Galvan will probably do very well at The Lake and

become an outstanding teacher.

Not all of the high risk entrants will wcmk out as well.

Almost everyone in the program is concerned about the prob-

lematic future of a 31-year-old divorced woman who only

completed seventh grade in regular school. She has had a

great deal of trouble and faculty members have spent a lot

of time wrIc.ing with her on a one-to-one basis.

The principal advantage of a small college is that people

are known to the faculty and administrators and can receive

individual solutions to their problems. Bruce Curry, a black

senior transfer student from Louisiana's Dillard College, was

attracted by The Lake's alleged liberality and its interest

in attracting male undergraduates to what had previously

been an all-girl school. He is very bright and outspoken and

is well accepted by the faculty, despite the fact that he
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sprinkles his conversations with four-letter words: "Just

to let them know where I'm at." Bruce says of the College:

Lake is good if you don't fit the standard.
However, I came here expecting liberality and

I found brick wans when I said that change

was needed.

Bruce is pleased that he came and feels that he personally

has been responsible for causing some change, especially in

the attitudes of those who've come to know him.

The two new minorities on campus, the PTE students and

the.men alike, both complain about the conservatism and the

slowness with which change occurs, For example, although the

College now is co-educational, the men feel the physical

education program is too limited.

Alberto Cortez grew up in the neighborhood adjacent to

The Lake and has done very well academdcally. As a child he

used to be embarrassed by the charity tone of everything the

sisters did for the communityspecifically for his own family.

He remembers one Thanksgiving when a basket of food was brought

to his house and how humiliated he felt and haw he was scolded

by his parents for not being appreciative. Alberto wemts to

be an educational reformer and not juat a regular teacher in

the Mexican-American community. He is troubled hbout his promise

to the program to remain in the region and teach.

.

Certainly the program will be a success if it produces

one or tm real educational reformers of the type that Alberto

Cortez shows promise of being. On the other hand, however,

there is a problem in asking hiah school students to make a

commitment to an occupation. The majority of the PTE graduates
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will probably become bilingual teachers. The program has

made a real.effort to locate those who sincerely want to

become teachers; however, young people can change their minds.

There has been a real clash of cultures between the PTE

girls and the other Lake students. Most of the previous stu-

dents, both anglos and Mexican-American girls alike, were

middle-class ladies. The PTE girls were more boisterous,
less restrained, much more willing to be critical of the College.

The first day that one of the girls wore a mini-skirt, three

different sisters told her that her appearance wasn't appropri-

ate at Our Lady of the Lake. Another girl was criticized for

dating too many different boys,
The PTE students were the first to voice strong objection

to some of the courses. Carmen Prieto, one of the first
graduates of the program said:

We were all peeved with the Social Theory course.
We all had to suffer and we all got C's. The Com-
munity course was a complete waste of time. The
teacher said something about theory but she didn't
know anything .at all about San Antonio.

Carmen was annoyed that the brunt of bringing about change

had fallen to the ME students,
Before us, the good ladies just played the
game. We were the only ones who spoke out.

There have been many changes made in a variety of courses

since the Project Teacher Excellence girls started to complain..

One course that has been completely revamped has been the

Ethnic Relations course. A new profedsor brought in outside
speakers and movies and the students felt that the course

improved markedly.
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Changes came about because PTE students complained and

the faculty and staff responded. The PTE staff was the

crucial link in the chain. Guy Pryor listened to the com-

plaints and carried them to faculty and administration.

Carmen Prieto says that she wasn't afraid of complaining

because she knew that Guy Pryor carried enough weight to

keep her from being kicked out of the College. The students

still have a lot of complaints about specific courses and

about the slowness with which change can be effected.

One of the people who has been most affected by the PTE

program is Sister James Elizabeth. She is a Mexican-American.

She was born and brought up in the neighborhood around The

Lake. Many of the students say that she used to be snobbish

about the PTE students, but that she has changed. She is now

very positive about the PTE students and about her own

background. She knows all the.students and counsels them

personally.

Other efforts* o'f The Lake* ta involve itself with the Mexican-

7erican rimunxt

The Lake has become involved in the Mexican-American

community in a number of other ways since the start of Project

Teacher Excellence. 'Former Vice-President Betty Carrow was

involved in starting mnst of these other involvements, but

none of them has been as effective in producing change as PTE.

However, all of these other efforts, when taken in conjunction

with PTE, mean that The Lake now has a substantial across-the-

board involvement with the Mexican-Amealcan community.
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The* Model* Cities* Program

With the assistance of Betty Carrow, the office for the

Model Cities program in the area near the College was located

in College quarters. According to Henry Cisnero, the assistant

director of San Antonio Model Cities, the College was extremely

cooperative in providing space for staff, parking, and meeting

rooms. Substantively, The Lake became involved on the education

and housing committees and the School of Social Work was

involved in a number of projects. Such involvement is no

guarantee that the college will earn good marks from the

community. Cisnero was frustrated by The Lake's conservatism.

He reflected:

The Lake is an ivory tower in a state of turmoil
over conflicting concepts of its being a finishing
school and its being an involved place. Project
Teacher Excellence is tearing up the place. Before
Project Teacher Excellence, the student body,
including the Mexican-Americans, were nice,

Catholic, mother-protected girls. The College is
at least ten years behind in doing something for
the education of Mexican-Americans...1'm afraid
that it may go back to being a conservative insti-
tution after flirting with involvement.

Creative- Arts of San* Antonio (CASA)

Again, under the influence of Betty Carrow, a $50,000

planning grant was obtaine.d from the Special Opportunity

Planning Section of the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare. CASA will be an integral part of the Model Cities

program. The arts center will tie together the teaching

ability of the strang Art Department at The Lake, tam art

students at the College, and the need and desire of the

people in the community to encourage Mexican-American art.
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CASA hopes to use art as a means of allowing the local

residents t.o discover Mexican-American culture.

Though the CASA program will begin smell withtemporary make-shift facilities, a largely
volunteer staff, and financial support from
Our Lady of the Lake College, plans call eventuallyfor a comprehensive program of innovative artseducation for all age groups and the finest andmost imaginative facilities available anywhere...

The first facility for CASA's beginning programswill be a small frame house at the Commerce Streetentrance to Our Lady of the Lake's campus. Proposalshave also been submitted to Model Cities for space inthe multi-service centers to be erected next yearin West End Park and Cassiano Park.

Three programs have already been started--two inarts instruction and one in arts research..Theyinclude a creative dramatics program for second andthird graders at Las Palmas Elementary School, con-ducted by Lake drama 'instructor Camilla Ritchey;
a movie-making project for high school students,directed by local film-maker Severo Perez; and aresearch study on Mexican-American culture in the
Southwest by San Antonio historian Richard Santos.Other projects soon to be started will includeexperimental programs of instruction in folk-
dancing, ballet, photography, arts and crafts,and guitar.

All activities of CASA will be designed both toreach Model Cities residents directly through artsinstruction programs and to provide demonstrationand research models of the latest in arts education
methodology for teachers and student-teachers to carryover into schools and other educational programsthroughout the city. CASA will serve students,teachers and adults.

Mexicarp-Avericam Studies

It was somewhat surprising that the PTE students have
not made a major push for the start of a Mexican-American

studies program. Actually, former Vice-President Carrow had
anticipated the need for such a program and located a high-
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level Mexican-American who would have developed a program of

Mexican-American studies. She got a foundation to agree to

pay half his salary for one year, but couldn't get the other

half. Unfortunately innovation costs money and funds are

frequently available for starting, but not continuing programs.

This definitely restricts private colleges.

Salute. to Mexico1111141114.11000.

The Salute to exico program began in the spring of 1968

and has been held each year since then. It has presented

ballet, concerts and art shows. It's been a high caliber

program complete with full color brochures and the most

professional talent. Salute to Mexico has been a joint

endeavor between the College and the cultural arm of the State

Department:. of Mexico. The aim has been to show San Antonians

that Mexico has a highly developed culture. While the program

has been generally regarded as successful, there had been a

problem of cooperation on the program between the College

and the Mexican-American community of San Antonio, but this

has since improved.

The Warden School of Social Service

Although the School of Social Service has turned out

Mexican-Ari,erican social workers, set up community centers

in the barrios for placement, served agencies dealing with

Mexican-Americans, and done research on hunger and other

problems of the nexican-American community, it has still

lagged behind what it coule have done. Louis Tomano, the

associate director of the school, says:
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Project Teacher Excellence has made us ask
the question, "Why don't we do the same?"
So we're trying.

There had been only one Mexican-American faculty member

up until 1970 and now another is being hired.. However, the

school does have twelve part-time Mexican-American faculty

who are "field instructors." The Lake is one of four insti-

tutions having schools of social work that are sharing in a

five-year National Institute of Mental Health grant to recruit

Mexican-Nmerican faculty members, students, and to revise the

curriculum. Eventually the School of Social Work aims to

have Mexican-American students constitute twenty percent of

its enrollment. A study completed in 1969 by the National

Council on Social Work showed that 12 of the 21 Mexican-

Americans holding M.S,W.'s had been educated at Worden.

The School of Social Service is also involved in a delin-

quency prevention project which is the only direct outgrowth

of The Lake's involvement with the Model Cities program.

The' Future of PTE and The Lake

Project Teacher Excellence will prdbably continue to

thrive and to increase in size, although it will always

have a bit of an uphill battle due to conservative elements

at the College. The crucial elements in its success were

the dedicated and sensitive staff and faculty who helped to

get it started and the tremendous ability and determination

of the students themselves.
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A major problem that faces The Lake is the uncertainty

about higher education in San Antonio once the University of

Texas opens its projected branch there. This uncertainty,

plus the fact that the president and the academic dean will

be retiring before long, makes it difficult for many of the

other administrators and faculty at The Lake to plan for the

future. The Lake faces the same kinds of problems that many

other Catholic, formerly predominantly women's colleges, face.

Some of the most talented sisters may leave the order and

recruitment into the convent is declining. The Lake would

like to attract more men and has engaged in a fairly imagina-

tive effort td reach returning veterans. By the fall of 1970,

males accounted for a reasonably large 21 percent of the

enrollment,

The Catholic eollegesin San Antonio have joined together

in a consortium to strengthen themselves for the forthcoming

joust with the University of Texas. The Lake has been a

leading force in this consortium. Students will be allowed to

take courses at the other colleges and all graduate education

will be centralized. President McMahon has been advocating

a tuition equalization bill which would be a big step in

helping the San Antonio colleges to-cooperate rather than

compete.

The key to The Lake's success in the future will be its

ability to attract and retain high calibre leadership and its

ability to form meaningful ties with the Mexican-American

community. Innovative administrators will probably still

1111111111111.1111111111111=11M
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find The Lake a frustrating place at which to work. Betty Carrow left

because she felt that everything was just too much of a fight. Until

people like her feel that such a college can be an exciting place

which invites innovation, the potential of such small, special colleges

will never be realized. However, the Lake has done a hos't of exciting

things, things, has gained confidence now in its ability to experiment

and has left most parochial religious colleges far behind.

* **
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SOUMERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY: GROWN,. THEOUC SERVICE

Friends and foes alike agree that Delyte Morris, the President

of Southern Illinois University (SIU) and presider over its meteoric

growth from obscurity, is a dynamic leader. The fact that he has

asked to become President Emeritus at the age of 62, and.probably will

be giving up active stewardship of.SIU after 21 years, makes this a

particularly appropriate time to attempt to recount how sax has served

the once-impoverished Southern Illinois region. Its success in con-

vincing citizens and state legislators that it has been of service has

mac its growth possible.

There has been no question ehat it has provided service as an

educator. When Morris arrived in the fall of 1948 there were 3,300

students on a one-square-block campus in Carbondale, 100 miles to the

southeast of St. Louis, Missouri. In the academic year 1969-1970 there

were 23,000 students at Sill's Carbondale campus and another 12,000 at

the new Edwardsville campus 20 miles to the east of St. Louis. Graduate

enrollment has increased twenty times from 250 students to 5,000. For

years SIU had a virtual open admissions policy and thus many of those students

from Soudaern Illinois who attended would probably not have gone to

college elsewhere.

This chapter will concentrate on SIU's explicit attempts tb aid

the developrent and renewal of (1) extreme Southern Illinois, the region

surrounding its Carbondale campus, and (2) the region east of St. Louis,

Missouri.

In the area surrounding Carbondale the University achieved a

great deal of success by pioneering.in imaginative'community-building
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in the small, impoverished towns that dot the region. However, the

Community Development Services Unit which was once a community developer

has become much more academic over the years and now emphasizes instruc-

tion and research.

When Community Development Services attempted to revitalize an

urban area with a sizeable black population--East St. Louis, Illinois--

it failed. We shall explore whether this was due to lack of commitment

on the part of the University, inapplicability of the methods which had

proven successful in the south, or the basic unsalvageability of the

city. Although its efforts in East St. Louis have not been successful,

SIU is now working to develop the metropolitan area east of St. Louis,

Missouri. Here its chances of success appear brighter.

In addition to serving as educator of the region's youth, Southern

Illinois University has been of service to the region by being a major

employer and purchaser of goods and services. Edwardsville and

Carbondale are the two largest economic concentrations in Southern Illinois.

Their total revenues approach $100 million par year. President Morris

stressed the bricks and mortar approach to expansion and the worth of

the physical plant rose from $5 million in 1948 to a present value of

$200 million with another $100 million in construction under way or being

planned.

SIU may not be a powerhouse academically.but it is fairly.

impressive. More than half of the 3,500 faculty members hold the doctorate.

.and they attract approximately $10 million worth of research grants 'each
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year. More than half a dozen interdisciplinary centers and insti
tutes geared to broad concerns such as labor and Latin American

affairs have boon created on a permanent basis. There is a

sizeable concentration of foreign students and a number of relation

ships with institutions in other countries. The University has

gone out of its way to attract big names to the faculty, such

as Harvard astronomer Howard Shape ley, and architectural and social

visionary R. Buckminister ller.
Even his detractors admit that Delyte Morris is the principal

reaSon that SID is a large, major instfation today. His critics

charge that he is an empire builder and that faculty and students

have not shared sufficiently in decision making. 14any feel that

a person of his decisiveness and drive was necessary to bring the

institution to its present level but that different methods are

needed now.

The three areas that Southern Illinois University has attempted

to serve are quite different:

1. Patreme Southern Illinois is the area contained between the

Mississippi and the Ohio Rivers. It has no sizeable cities.
Since the coal mines gave ou-6 in the 1930,s, the region has

been economically depressed. The economy of some of the

towns has increased in recent years and this has been due

in part to the work of Community Development Se vices.

2. East St. Louis, Illinois has long been the poor cousin

lying directly across the river from St. Louis, Missouri.

It has been heavily industrial and poor. In recent years

it has become increasingly black in population (going from
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40 percent in 1960 to approximately two-thirds in 1970):

The population has declined from 85,000 to approximately

70,000. It is regarded as a troubled city.

3. The metropolitan area east of St. Louis is now'referred

as Iletro East. This region contains the only sizeable

cities in the southern half of Illinois. In addition to

East St. LYLILS, there are Belleville, Granite City and

Alton. Edwardsville lies roughly in the center of this

region which is now readily accessible to St. Louis, Mis-

souri because of recent Interstate Highway construction.

This region is much richer than the one surrou-nding

Carbondale, but has generally been underdeveloped..

1. Community Development in Southern Illinois

At the time Delyte Morris, a native of Southern Illinois, toOk

over the presidency of SIU in the fall of 1948, there was already a

businessmen's organization, Southern Illinois, Inc., which was interested

in pammeting 'education and the general development of the region.

Williaxa Leylerle, a local businessman who was active in the organization,

became friendly with Morris and pointed out the need for developing gni

as a sort of industry.

It was during this period that li.erris learned of Baker Brownell,

who was a philosopher primarily interested in the small commcanity as a

basis of democratic life. Brownell, who was shortly to retire from

Northwestern University, was invited. to Carbondale by Morris. Out of

this mooting, Brownell agreed to come to the campus and it was under his

leadership that the Area Servicee Plan of Southern Illinois University

was implemented and developed with Rkwnell serving as the first director.
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At the suggestion of Brownell, the University hired Richard

Poston, who was In charge of the Community Development Program at the

University of Washington and Poston was named director of the Community

Development Service which became a unit of the Area Servipes. With

Poston's arrival in 1953, the University bec=e a major force in the

renewal of con:Enmities in Southern Illinois.

As Poston saw it, one of the principal deficits of Southern

Illinois was a feeling of hopelessness on the part of its residents.

.Furthermore, there were two competing groups of miners and there was a
al

history of bitter fabor-management strifeg A major nation/factory

locating service had just dealt. the region a major blow by recommending

against locating new factories in the area because of labor unrest.

Poston wanted to start his program in Southern Illinois with

a quick visible success in one town which would then provide him with

access to others. Before he even arrivea from Washington, publicity was

disseminated about what SIU was hoping to do in community development.

A labor group in Eldorado, Illinois, a small town of 4,000 people:

asked the University for help in September, 1953.

Poston's first response was to get the community to make an

investment and to begin to work together. The organization that had

contacted the University Was asked to assemble a representative group of

town residents for a meeting at the University to discuss what might be

done. Poston told them that the two newspapers which didn't get along

would have to work together and that labor and management would have to

bary their differences and cooperate. The project was to be a self-help

effort with the University providing leadership and staff, but not funds.

a
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Citizen re. Tense was enthueiastic from the start.

Drama and public relations were used to involve the citizenry

in con-amity uelf-analysis and local problem solving. The firSt step

was a gala outdoor rally in October, attended by a number of politicians

and University officials. The princip:al speaker.. was Richard Poeton

who stood in his shirtsleeves and gave an inspiring 45-ninute talk

painting the future that could be if only the people would work together.

Noti surprisingly, the first stop was a study. However, the

purpose of the research was primarily to get the people involved in

planning the future of their own town and only secondarily to uncover

knowledge. The data for the study was to cop:e from a census of all

resicents of the town. Since the purpose was to get as many citizens

involved as possible, 300 people were enrolled as census takers. The

week of training they received was thd r first experience in community

development and working together.

The census was kicked off with a bang. The census takers

gathered together at a pancake breakfast. Handbills had already been

distributed to,every household announcing the census which had also been

described at length in the newspapers. Church balls and fire sirens

heralded the beginning of the census and an airplane circled overhead'

dropping smoke bombs.

Two weeks later, 1,000 people gathered to discuss the preiiniV

nary results of the census. Those attending the meeting were broken up

into 15 working committees to study specific issues, such as beautification, the
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library, and industrial development. Group discussion leaders and *note

takers each received special training. Town meetings were held over the

next few months to hear the recommendations from the study groups. These

were mass meetings with as many as 2,000 people attendin.g.

This was rese.arch with a different twist. Instead of research

being done by the experts to forestall or to delay action, the research was

done by the citizens as a first step in their becoming aware of the

possible solutions to their problem:3. Correctness of -in thodology, exactness

of findings, and publications in journals were not the goals. .Rather,

the aim was to let the people determine hat their problems were so that

they could begin to fomulate their own solutions..

One of the first and most popular activities that Community Develop-

ment Services engaged in in Eldorado was beautification. The city hall

was remodeled with volunteer labor. Once they learned how to do it and

saw their neighbors were doing it, people began to spruce up their neighbor-

hoods and their houses.

From the outset it Ms clear that the principal interest of the

citizens was in attracting industry and improving the economic condition

of the town. Community Development Services helped organize six small

local industries andgot two manufacturers to set up operations in town.

'Poston worked personally with each of the manufacturers to' help solve

their problems.

r)y the spring of 1954 Eldorado was the visible success that

Richard Poston had hoped for. Area newspapers gave the town's stor-y: -a

great deal of attention. Eldorado won the top civic a:ard of the! American

Freedoms Foundation and was named an All-American City by Look Magazine.
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Edward R:Hurrc4;7 featured Eldorado in a one-hour "See It Now" television

documentary. The residents had planned to convert a four-acre run-down

area into a park, To make. the television, show more dramatic and to show

what a. community can do when it sets its mind to it, the park was built

in one day. Starting at dawn, 385 truckloads of dirt were brought in

and bulldozed into place. By the time dusk fell the park was being seeded.

Success in Eldorado led to a fiost of requests from other communi-

ties and Community Development Services began a large-*scale operation

that continued for the next six years. By 1960 there had been full

programs in more than 20 communities*. The budget of Community Development

Services went from $24,000 per year to $250,000 and by 1960 there was a

staff of 17 at work.

Poston realized that economic development was essential for

comunity development. It usuallY wasn't possible to improve community

services without improving the economy of the city. An industrial

development specialist, Robert Henderson, was appointed to the staff

despite'the fact that he had not attended college. he and Poston secured

funci s. from the local utility companies for entertaining' visiting indus-.

trialists.and to pay for exhibit space at industrial fairs.. They worked

with Chicago Bankers to make credit available in Southern Illinois and

they persuaded the industrial rating firms to recommend Southern Illinois

as an industrial site. In six years industries with annual payrolls in

excess of $60 million moved into the area. Community Development

Services also helped start home-grown industry such as a tomato growers'

cooperative.
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In his years in Southern Illinois, Poston developed and promul-

gated a philosophy which is best summarized by the title of his book,

Democracy is You. The primary need was to help the citizens organize

themselves to build a community which would encompass all civic interest

groups but which would rise above individual interests. Poston's state-

ments were evangelistic and optimistic, but they recognized that pro-

fessionals and technicians make the largest contribution to community

renewal when the citizens themselves assume responsibility and direction.

"One of the great difficulties that we have fallen
into in America is that in our civic efforts we have
tended to treat something which is basically 'nole,
namely the community, as though it were an assortment
of parts and pieces that have no relationship to each
other... We have an assortment of many worthwhile
goals, but all pulling separately instead of pulling
together, and in most cases without so much as knowing
what each other is doing... The development of a
healthy z..id prosperous community cannot be accomplished
by isolating out from the total context of community
life any one part of that life and attempting to deal
with that part as though it were an arm, or a head, or
a kidney, unrelated to the total community body, any
more than a doctor can properly treat a man without
considering the whole man...

We have failed to recognize as we should that in a
democracy it is the ability and willingness of the
people to do things for themselves, to work out heir
own destiny through the. exercise of informed, ce-eative
citizenship that gives the people their greatest power
for the achievement of worthwhile community goals.

In our over-elvhasis on specialization and profession-
alism in an age of technology, this quality of creative
citizenship, by which a community is able to solve its
problems for itself, has tended to give way to a worship
of the expert almost to the point where We no longer have
confidence in our own ability to do anything about
improving our communities for ourselves. Thus, in our
community affairs, we have tended to become a nation
of spectators... We must realize that although there is
a place for the expert and the technically trained staff,
in the final analysis the people of the comaiunity will
have to do the job for themselves."
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To aid the communities being renewed, Poston and his staff

developed how-to-do-it manuals with sections on beautification,

recreation, housing, culture, and social welfare. Lists of resources,

both regio 11 and national, were included. Typical of d'ata offered

was the information on housing. The manual suggest;ed that neighbors

swap time with each other to perform difficUlt tasks, that local

merchants be urged to sponsor housing clinics, that neighborhood improve-

ment contests be carried out, and that campaigns such as paint-up and

clean-up campaigns be mounted. The manual also offered advice on

zoning, building regulations and home improvement loans and listed the

appropriate public officals that were responsible for maintaining housing

. standards.

The idea was always to organize as many groups as possible

into a cooperative effort and to involve as many citizens as possible.

When the town was larger, people were to be organized on a neighborhood

basis. An account written by one of Poston's staff about the organiza-

tion of one urban neighborhood is a case in point. A woman called city

hall to complain that a junk yard was being planned for the vacant lot

next to her house. She had intended to register a complaint and nothing

more.

She was referred to George Criminger, a consultant from Community

Development Services, who told her that if she would arrange a meeting

of neighbors to discuss the matter, he would join them. By the follow-

ing evening she had gathered together a group of neighbors, most of

whom had never done anything together before. Criminger used the concern
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with the junkyard as a means of getting the communityto organize itself.

It took a number of meetings and a lot of effort but eventually a viable

cormunity organization was formed. The residents were successful in

keeping the junkyard out. Among the first tasks were defining the

.boundaries of the connunity and finding out what the resiftento wanted.

Representatives of this neighborhood group then became a part of the

city-wide coalition of groups.

At the same time Community Development Services was achieving

its success in renewing.towns and cities in Southern Illinois, it was

being transformed by'academic pressures. Adcording to Poston, staffing

always presented a problem. PeoPle with the proper academic credentials

wore less willing and able to do communkiv erganizing. The. academicians

preferred research and teaching.

Academic background was not a problm to Richard Poston. He had

not pursued either the standard graduate training nor.had he climbed the

traditional academie ladder from assistant to full professor with pro-

gress rewarded by publicatkns. He was a sociologist interested in

effecting change. To reward his success, Delyte Morris promoted Poston

to a full research professorship in 1960. Research professorships at

sru are academic rewards with their holders having virtually no fixed

responsibilities and the ability to do what they see fit. Since 1960

Poston has studied and engaged in community development and urban soci-

ology in many 'parts of the world, but he has had little contact with

Community DeN'elOpment Services and Southern Illinois.

Under different and more traditionally academic leadership,

the mission of Community Development Services has led to a heavier-

emphasis on instruction. The research is now more traditional, with

1'
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most of it being done by experts. It has become outstanding in both

fields, bat the beneficiaries have been primarily the students, many of

whom are former Peace Corps Volunteers, and the faculty. The number of

students enrolled has increased from just two in 1966, to 66 in 1970.

Comprehensive community-wide development is no longer the emphasis.

The eresent director, Richard Thomas, feels that many of the

foriAer functions of Community Development Services have been taken over

by various programs of the federal government. To help communities,

Community-Development Services now stresses research. Presently, it

is developing a program of aerial photography of the region se that

benchmark data on the state of the region can be determined. Some of

the staff, usually holdovers from the 19501s,-are engaged in action

programs. Boyd Butler was instrumental in etarting a parent-child

center which Community Development Services also evaluated. Present

projects are primarily individual efforts which will aid both commu-

nities and the region, but will not completely revitalize individual

communities.

In 1968, a very different sort of service was started within

Community Development Service at Carbondale thai; because it was a:mew

and unique approach, did cause some internal conflict in its early

stagee of development. The Vice President of the Area and International

Services, Ralph W. Ruffner, brought in Nalter Robinson, a black man,

who had previously served as director of the Neighborhood Youth Corps

in East St. Louis, to head University Services to Carbondale.

Robinson defined the task of his office as determining how

tha University could bast serve the disadvantaged persons and.commu-

nities of Southern Illinois, with priority in the black communities.

-
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Here emphasis was not on teaching or research. Tho area of internal

conflict resulted when Robinson bypassed Community Development Service

and xeported directly to the Vice Presicent. Because of the urgency of

the needs of the disadvantaged and also because of the problems both

on campus and off he felt justified in his actions.

Robinson was active in helping the black university students

in Carbondale to organize the Black American Studies program. He helped

the students start a newspaper which also served the black community of

Carbondale. In Cairo, Illinois, he worked with blacks to'organize a

cooperative supermarket. His office acted as a broker matching the needs

of the black community for specific types of. education, technical assis-

tance and rricreation with the resources and cempetencies of the University.

Now, University Services to Carbondale and Community Development

Services are working together to aid the black communiV in Cairo. One

of the Universityts principal contributions to Carbondale has been

assistance in its successful application to become a Model City.

University Services to Carbondale was yew different than either

the old or the new Community Development Services. Alter Robinson dia

not attempt to organize communities, rather he found out what the

community wanted and then tried to mobilize University resources to help

secure those ends. Perhaps one reason that Connunity Development Services

had not done as much with blacics was that Cazuanity Deve3opment only

worked with communities that requested its services and the overwhelming

majority of counties in Southern Illinois are white. Hence, naturally

most requests were from white communities. After he got University

Services to Carbondale operating as a unit serving the black community,

Walter Robinson was made a high-renking ti-oubleshooter and Jerry Lacey,

also black, was brought in,to replace him.
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Despite the feet that SIU Carbondale has h second largest popu-

lation of black students of any major univereit.y (the first being Wayne

State), there are relatively few blacks on the faculty and black studelts

felt that they had a host of problems both Oil and off the campus. Now

STU Carbondale 1-,as the beginnings of a good black studiesprogram, an

.im2resaive black students7 center; and a prograia to recrait and train

black faculty. SID' is se:ming this southern region in which it is located

by attempting to be an example in the area of black and white relations.

SIU has served another important educational need in Southern

Illinois.' In 1953, it openi:d the Vocational and Technical Institute
which provides .the equivalent of a technical junior college curriculum

leading to an associate's degree and adult non-credit extension courses.

V:e Institute is the largest school Of its t,ype. in Southern 111 i no i $

with 1,500 students enrolled in 28 fields. It offers a wide range of

technical coursed such as architectural, automotive, and aviation tech-
,

nology, and mortuary, science and commercial arte The Vocat iona 1 and

Technical Institute has also ope-wu ted programs for poor blacks in

East. St. Louis and progr=s in prisons.

The combination of Southern Illinois University, Carbondale and

the Vocational and Technical Institute located ten miles away offer a

range of education at low cost to an area that once was virtually

bereft of inetitutions of higher education. Ono reason that each was

able -4o expand so rapidly was that almost any high school graduate conic.

attend. tinis has lead to an increased demand for education so that
each of the institutions is now forced to be o ro seloctive. However,

MI and the Vocational and Technical Institute each allow stadents who

rank low in their high school graduating classes to enroll in the spring
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semester, while restricting 671:.-oilment for the fall semester to those

who ranked higher.

SIU operates a razrler of prograras which "al,uampt to improve the

cuality of human life." It is now planning to consolidate these efforts

in a. College -for ii-azian .2vEgivelz.ce., Development. The new u:'zit would ha

1.)ra Lmatic and revolve around service and systexe change rather than

stuldard acade:r.ic instruction. It would include not only Community

Development Servicep, but also the Center for the Study of Crime,

Delinquency and Corrections, the black studies program and units fun

social we:ea and organizational analysis. The faculty would be

'orodominantly problem oriented scholars. In such,a college it may be

V.Orci possible for the reward structure to revolve around results rather

than publications.

One reason that SIU was able to proceed so imaginatively in the

a.rea of commmity development in Southern Illinois was 'Delyte Morris'

willingness to innovate. In the case or Richard Pozton and his early

associates in Com-fanity Development Services', the ability to produce

was roore ir,portant than academic credentials. Ir.novation can also result

in failure or contl'oversy however. SIU operated a Job Corps Center in

Breckenridge, Kentu&z,y which was not regarded as succeasful. Dperation

of the camp was switched from SIU to a private corporation. Ual..versity

officials engaged in the Job Corps Centor project feel 'that they learned

senething from the program, even though the Itliversity itsar
Scuth::rn Illinois University in East St. Louis.

Southern Illinois University's record in East St. Louis has been

fa:* less successful than.was the record of Community Development SerVaces

in the Bovec,:-.:::71-1.-riost region of Illinois. Tao events occumul virLually
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simultane6usly which affected the future of East St. Louis:

Conmunity Development Services was invited in to help East St.

Louis renew itself in 1956. This effort was ended in 1965 with mixed

success.

The University began an extension center in East St. Louis in

1954 and bought out a defunct college in Alton in 1957. Harold. W.

See, the head of the first extension effort, worked with local businessmen

to organize commmity support for the establishment of a college in the,,

area and to help raise funds. The University settled on Edwardsvil3.o

instead of East St. Louis for the site of its new campus. The campus

becal-ne a reality when Delyte orris persuaded the state legislature to

ear:riork G25 million of a YV5 rdllion bond issue (which had been passed

for statewice college and univeray building) for the construction of

the Ethiardsville campus in 1960. ($28 million from the same funds were

set aside for the Carbondeae campus.) See left the University in a

controversy over his trying to have the new campus operated as a

se-oarate entity, independent w SY.U. Lithouah SIU. had at one time

operated a fairly substantial educational program in East St. Louis,

It has moved most of its facilities to the Edwardsville cam5us.
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Commraity Developrf.ent Services in East St. Louis

With the aid of consultants from Community Development Services

city--wide organization named Community Progress Incorporated was

started in East St. Louis in 1957. There was a 21-meTither board of

directors and most community organizations were represented. A series

of feet-finding comittees were set up in areas such as education, recrea-

tion, and government. Attempts were made to organize local. nei-ghborhoods

and to get the heads of these neighbofaood organizations together.

Progress was slow and the .results disappointinty. The first towa meeting

was not held until Novew:)er 1959 and it and other community-wide meetings

were not rer;arded as successful. Lack of success was partially attributed

to racial tensions and partly due to the fact that local issues were

seen as more important than conmunity-wide issues. For a variety of

reasons, no strong organization having widespread community support emerged.

This meant that all the subsequent prograxs that the University and the

federal government poured into East St. Louis were individual, unrelated

efforts which did not build upon one another.

There were two further reasons why the efforts to form a strong

con-nunity in East St. Louis failed:

1. Because of the conTlexity of problems in East St. Louis, the

job xtas more difficult thhn originally envisioned. Community Develo-p-.-aent

Seriices operated a vigorous program for three years--the period that

Richard Poston originally felt was necesscry. novevcr, much more help

tl(i3 still needed. Man the nission of Community Development Services

chango.d after Poston left in 1960, the pt.tnran became less agr;ressive

and more academic. Lila Teer,, who as involved in the initial efforts
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to organize East St. Louis in 1957 and 1.f3 now SIU's coordinator of

lirograms in East St. Louis, believes that progress was being made .and

that if the same vigor had been pursued for the next several years there

would have been much more to show for the entire effort..

2. The white power strUcture pinned a lot of its hopes on the

presence of SIU in East St. Louis. When Edwardsville opened in 1965

and most units of SIU were pulled out of East St. Louis, some of the

white power structure that had remained left the City. Had SIU built

its c.?.mpus in East St. Louis, the East St. Louis story might have ended

vary differently. However, there wasn't enough room in East St. Louis

for the msssive type of campus that SW wanted.

Gene Graves, an assistant to President Morris, and the former

director of Business and Economic Development for the State of Illinois,

who was one of the original Comunity Davelopl-rtent Service consultants in

East St. Louis, feels that the University failed in East St. Louis for

another reason. The University failed to- become involved with political

proble- z. in ci partisan sense. He feels that the-University had many

opportunities for direct action which it did not take. A study was done

by the University which showed how bad the ho-,ising situation was, but

rhea the University did not go to the next step and 4.1t: involved in the

building of housing. Graves feels that there is a real anti-SIU backlash

in East St. Louis now. "The University should have avoided inflicting

or. the corcaunity associate professors with all the answers. SIU has been

a crutel in East St. Louis. It should have been a catalyst."

Despite the fact the Southern Illinois Univarsity was unable to

bring about the birth or: an enduring community organization, nany of those
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lx1o .Lee i viero active a.n CeraLana.,,y Prc Iflc,. a...e now involved in

0 4.
;,* Louis Yodel Cities Prgra:r. Ji large proportion of the

leadership that does exist .Thoday in the Model Cities Program got its

first taste of action in the early cormanity work of Southern Illinois

Unive,aeity.

The Edwardsville campus has never gotten involved in comunity

de-zelopytvat in the same way as was done in Carbondale. There is a

Regionel and ilz?ban Development Imit, but its major aims are providing

data end doing evaluations. Much of its research has been focused on

East St. Louis, Illinois. Staff from the unit were loaned to the

city to assist the city in being designated a Model City. It has

continued to assist the Model City Program.

In its last years in East St. Louis, SIU began a number of special

educational program which nay lift the productivity of the area and

help to generate new black leadership.

Kathezi ne Dunham, a distinguished black dancer, has set up the

Perfoming Arts 'Training Center and Dynamic Muse= which serves to

train teachers in the perfoming arts, as a recreation and training

center for young black children, and as a museum and library for black

art and culture. It is funded in part by the Office of Economic Oppor-

tunity and the Danforth and Rockefeller Foundations. It has been

quite slIccessZ21.

The University also set up the Experiment in Higher Education which

was funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity and was ono of the

first challenging, open-enrollment college progra= for black urban

students with poor academic backgrdunds. The Experiment in Higher Edu-

cation accepted all high school g:raduates and most were poorly prepared.
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rt. It was a s'aecoss based on the performance of students there and at

colleges to which they trzi-risferred for their last two yeen. The backbone

of the program was a dedicated faculty recruited from around the country

on l-,e basis of their willingness to teach, work hard and relate to

ghetto kids, and not on the basis of credentials. liany had only B.A.1s.

The provem had tremendous symbolic effect on colleges throughout the

count.;:y as it demonstrated that poorly prepared stadents with the proper

program and personnel could be turned on and enabled to make it

academically.

The program was anti-remedial. "Remedial programs lower kids1

aspirations," said F,c1 Crosby, the bearded black associate director of

the program with a doctcrate in Geman. "We want to challenge students

/and to raise their aspirations. If a student has trouble with reading

we give him PAndv (the racy best seller) and a dictionary, not a remedial

text. A black student who has survived twenty years in the ghetto has

a tremendous amount of savy and ability, otherwise he'd be dead.

He has to learn new ways of doing things and new values. .0: try to make

our students realize that education is a good hustle."

The program, which was funded for 200 students, was successful

because STU was willing to really experiment with new forms and philo-

sophies and because it wasn't hung up on credentials. Holey-or, like

much radical innovation, it didn't endure at the same level on which

it began. 1.1:121e original faculty was recraited away o start similar

programs at other institutions. The distance from the Edwardsville campus,

the colaing of a new colemunity college and the withdrawal by KU from East

St Louis all worked against it. The roa.2.ara demohstrated SIU Is willing-

ness and ability to innovate, but at pmsent its future is problemtic.
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The real impact of the periment in Higher Education was on other

colleges and universities which have started similar programs. Iiirom the

start, the Expea-iment wanted to prove that such a prograra would succeed,

develop matel-ials and techniques and train staff. Former staff members

of the Experiment are now located at approximathly 20 :other institutions

of higher education which have started similar programs. The principles

developed by the T4gpa-riment have been incorporated into the new Special

Services for the Disadvantaged Program of the U. S. Office of Education.

STU operates other service prograrrs in East St. Louis. It is

irrtrolVed in a ;amber of manpower development programs and it offers

technical assistance for various black enterprises. It continues to

do research and evaluation, but many believe that East St. Louis has

been researched to death.

A new connunity college has been opened in East St. Louis which

is independent irom the linivers:V. SIU had wanted to operate the

junior college but was not successful and the fact that a community

college is now located in- East St. Louis which is not related to the

University has further weakened SI1Ps ability to serve the comunity.

Re.lations between SIli and the new college h.?.ve not been cordial or.'

cooperative.

The commu_nity college has been'very aggressive in recraiting local

black students. Free enrollment forms were printed in the local news-

papeTe and 605 of the firet students used thee:: forms for their in it ia 1

):::gistration. Where Southera Illinois Universityls P-ecperiroant in Higher

Eflucation enrolled 200 freshr.en a year, the new comnunity college has an

cnrolhent of 1,000. The curriculum hae been set up to facilitate transfer

to the rdwardsville cre.cr.us at the end of two y.:=r,r13.
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In the fall of 1969, when the new colmunity college opened, SIU'

baildlngs that it had c)perated years back to the local

school sy::,te;i. (The schoo). system claimed tckeed them. Ore fo=ler SIU

faculty Ma Aber claims that conservative el sMents in East St. Louis pressed

to i.L.et tha Wildings back beca*o.se they onoosed SIUls efforts to ill:prow;

t?:s city bee,7.:ase of the controversy those efforts engendered.) The few

reYncaing efforts that SIU was maRang in East St, Louis were less

offer: 'cive hecause they were dispersed throughout the city. Lila Teer,

ths black fomer Comnunity Develop:mnt Services worker, who is now the

coordinrtor of SIU activities in East St. Louis, said that she hopes the

Uniwrsity will soon have a new center where all of its activities in

East S. I ouis are coordinated.
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Thn Metropolitsn Area or St. Lolzis. Missouri

Ever since the Univers:i.ty established its campus at Edwardsville

it has worked to develop the t. Louis metropolitan area east of St. Louis

--that part in Illinois. Delyte Morris is Chairman of the Board of the

Regional and Industrial Development Corporation, a six county effort

in both Missouri and Illinois.

It is still too early to tell how much success the University will

have in developing Metro East. However, the giant new campus at

Edwardsville has already nade a major economic contribution to the region

.and shOuld serve as a focal point for further development. Another

organization with which .SIU is involvedRetro Eastfights for lilinois'

share of new facilities in the metropolitan area. For example, at

- present it is studying the feasibility of opening a second jetport to

serve the region. It would be located in Illinois.

In a major effort to make the region better known and to bring

peopLe from St. Louis, Missouri across the river, SouthelnIllinois Uni-

versity stages the Mississippi River festival on the Edwardsville campus.

The festival features the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra and big name

perprmers such as Joan Baez and Van Cliburn. The festival can accomo-

date audiences of up to 15,000. The festival was first staged in the

summer of 1969, and it lost 6150,000, partially in one-time setting up

costes and it came in for considerable criticism. However, Delyte

Norris is a tenacious person, and when he thinks he has a good idoa he

sees it through. It is probable that both the Nississippi River festival

and Metro test regional development will be enduring successes.
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SIU's involvement in and success at community development have

largely been the result of Delyte Morris' 'willingness to pick good

people without regard to academic qualifications and to give them freedom

and resources. Not all of the ventures succeeded and the greatest

successes did not endure. This suggests that the role of the University

in non-educational endeavors is to pioneer new forms and not to operate

such programs on a permanent basis. More effort should be put into the

dissemination of successful innovations.

Morris's success has been due to his keeping in touch with the

times and to his long range vision. At the same time he has been accused

by some critics of being somewhat insensitive and ruthless. The University

Services to Carbondale program and the black studies program were both

the result of an occupation of the office of Delyte Morris by a group

of black students. However, the black students who led the effort were

expelled. Despite the fact that progress was made, a bad taste was left

as far as some black students and faculty were concerned.

** *
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Wayne State: The Urban University

Like many other cities in America, Detroit, the site of Wayne State

Un:yersity, has experienced a mass exodus of its affluent, white citizens

out of the center city to its suburbs. Those left behind are, in large

part, poor, black persons, many of whom are recent migrants from the

South. With the black migration, there has been an increase in the demand

for services. With the white exodus, there has been o decline in taxes

and revenues which has caused many services previously provided by the

City to be cut. The result has been a myriad of social problems--an

increase in health problems as doctors have moved to the suburban areas;

a decline in the number of housing unitscaused by the clearing for

freeways and by urban renewal--as more, and more decent, housing is needed;

increased crime rates; a rising discontent with the extent and quality of

education among persons long denied opportunity for education.

The City of Detroit has not been able to deal with these problems.

In some ways, Detroit seems to be growing worse, not better. There is,

however, hope that some of Detroit's problems will eventually be solved

and that a new urban atmosphere may evolve. If there is to be a solution,

part of it emanates from the efforts being made by the administration,

faculty, and students of Wayne State University to attack social problems.

Few universities have seen and met the challenges presented by urban pr40-

111ems as Wayne State has. It would seem that in nearly every school, in

every department, there is someone with a social conscience who is

attacking the problems of living in Detroit. Examples are innumerable

and it is difficult to know where to begin describing the many ways Wayne
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State is serving its community. Let me start with the things that

Interested me.

The first example is the effort of the WSU Medical School program

at Detroit General Hospital to treat nnrcotic addiction with the syn-

thetic narcotic, methadone. Detroit, along with New York City, Los

Angeles, and Chicago, is considered to have large numbers of heroin

addicts. Aside from detoxification treatment, there had been only

sporadic efforts to treat addiction in Detroit.

Dr. Ronald Krome, who formerly.worked.with narcotic addicts at

the U. S. Public Health Hospital at Lexington, Kentucky, is responsible

for starting the program. Along with his othcr duties.as Detroit

Generalis Director of Emergency Services and Assistant Professor of

Surgery in the WSU School of Medicine, he started the program with very

little money (overtime pay for two nurses and a salary for an ex-addict

counselor) and some hope of additional funds from the City of Detroit.

By January of 1970, the program had taken in 34 persons, of whom

19 had remained. At the same time the patients are encouraged to live

in a halfway house off the premises of the Hospital and attend group

therapy sessions held by an ex-addict counselor twice a week. In addi-

tion, the patients are given extensive counseling services available at

the Hospital and are expected either to work or to go to school within

six weeks after Joining the program.

The unusu.al thing about the program is that it was

operated very matter of factly as a part of the normal services of Detroit

General Hospital with a small staff and little money; The program was

discontinued in November of 1970 when funds from the City were not

forthcoming to support it.
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Completely independent of these efforts to treat narcotic addicts

is the drug education prevention program in the College of Pharmacy. The

Dean of tho College, Dr. Martin Barr, initiated the program and he said:

I got started on the idea one night at Southfield. I was in the
audience of a panel discussion about drugs. There was a panel of
five persons and thoy unintentionally terrified the whole audience
with horror stories. I knew then that there had to be other
approaches, and that kicked off our whole program. I got both
students and faculty involved in it; this year (1969-70) we have 20
students and 5 faculty members. Thoy are all volunteers. We send
someone out almost every day; last year we spoke to about 50,000
persons and this year about 30,000 already. We try to touch on all
aspects of the problem--blochemistry, social, psychological, legal,
etc. Naturally, the approach is tailored to the prospective par-
ticipants: parents and professionals want facts and descriptions of
symptoms to detect drug abuse; students want persons who can talk
from their own experience. Students, speak to students, facuity to
adults. What we try to get across is a healthy respect for the short-
and long-term effects of drugs. In addition, we are also training
others (usually teachers) who will in turn go into schools. This
year we earolled 55 graduate teachers in a credit course on basic
pharmacological concepts of drug abuse.

Dr. Barr and his associates realize the problems of using the

traditional educational approaches to teach prevention of drug abuse.

SuCh mothods, while effective with adults and certain insulated adoles-

cents, are not effective with sophisticated urban and suburban students

who often have more experience and knowledge of drugs than those who are

trying to teach them. They are attempting to forge new techniques and

apOroaches that will be more effective.

Consumer Education

Quite removed from the problem of drug abuse, but another needed

service provided to the Detroit inner city, was the consumer education

project started by Mrs. Roberta McBride, Librarian in Wayne State's

Archives of Labor History and Urban Affairs. She is described by those

who know her as being quietly persistent. She must be, because the
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consumer education courses she has put together are very well organized

and wide-reaching.

The program, which began in 1967, utilized not only Wayne State

faculty members but ex?erts from Michigan Statels University Extension

Service, the Credit Union League of Michigan, and many focal organizations.

Students in tho classes were usually poor persons from more than 50 par-

ticularly effective in reaching the black communities--at the session I

sat in on, 13 of the 20 students were black. What set the project apart

from the wual was that each of the participants, after the course of

study (45 weekly meetings), went back to his local community and taught

a similar course. Using this multiplier effect, the project reached

considerably larger numbers than the 50 persons enrolled in the project.

Mrs. McBride was enthusiastic about the participation of persons

coming to the courses. She said that at least 20 or 30 persons showed

up each week even during the coldest weather. Initially; it was thought

that the courses would be held in the community on the premises of the

participating agencies. The participants liked coming to the University

and the University liked having them--classes were held in very pleasant,

comfortable classrooms in the conference center at the University. Out

of.this pilot proiram has grown a for-credit consumer education program

to be operated in 10 center by New Detroit, Inc.

Cormmunity Extension Centers

Another imaginative program which is attempting to make University

facilities available to the black inner city is the new Community Extension

Centers program in the Division of Urban Extension. Prior to 1968, the Urban

Extension of the University operated primarily in the white suburban noose

surrounding Detroit, rather than in the central city. Decentralization

4
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of the Urban Extension facilities was proposed by Dean Hamilton Stillwell

(now at Rutgers University) as a means of "bringing University Extension

back home to the inner city by setting up centers in several black

communities."

The initial plans for the program were developed by a black

administrator, Conrad Mallet' who is highly regarded in Detroit as a

result of his work with formerMayor Cavanagh and as the former Director

of the Detroit Housing Commission. Mallett presently is Director of

Wayne State's Office of Neighborhood Relations. The Extension Centers

program was implemented by Mallett's successor, Hartford Smity, Jr.,

a bearded black man, an Assistant Professor in Wayne's School of Social.

Work. Professor Smith has been responsible for opening the first

Community Extension Center.

Smith undertook a study of several city neighborhoods and finally

settled on locating the first center in one of the poorest sections of

the City's Near East Side, in the Model Neighborhood area. Approximately

half the persons in tile selected area had incomes of less than $4,000 per

. .
._ . .. .... -

year, and crime delinquency, and unemployment are among the highest in

the city. Recreational services were also found to be very inadequate.

The Center facility selected is a large activities building, formerly

used bythe parochial schoorsystem. The facility was selected, re-designed,

and renovated to accommodate the community's interests and needs as

revealed by preliminary surveys. An Advisory Board made up of community

residents was selected and the first operational plan for the Center was

set up by them. The overall plan called for a multipurpose neighborhood

center that would contain a variety of educational, cultural, and

recreational programs. The recreation program component was the starting
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point because of the urgency and innediacy associated with the hot summer

months just ahead. Smith said:

It must be realized that this was more than Just another summer
recreation program. First, it was an attempt to stick to the wise
philosophy of starting where the people are; and second, it was made
clear by the residents that it should be recreation with a purpose--
recreation that could be used to get people involved in doing some-
thing about conditions affecting them also encouraging them to
participate in the educational and cultural programs in operation
and being planned for the Center.

In the fall of 1969, the Center started its second stage of

development by offering courses at the college level. These were basic

courses: English composition and literatu're, sociology and social pro-

blems, and introductory psychology. All were taught by regular Wayne

State faculty selected by Smith's division. There was also a noncredit

community service course for community leaders which attempted to relate

various urban problems such as drug abuse, housing, and welfare to

community law.

Initial efforts to start noncredit community courses did not

meet with overwhelming success. Professor Smith explained:

Yeah, we made a few mistakes last year. We didn't know the
psychology of charging fees in this community. Here it was, we
were offering courses free, and they had a peculiar philosophy
that shot us down. I guess they felt: 'if it's worth a damn, it
has to be worth at least a buck--you get nothing free in this

. world.' So we revamped the whole thing, charged $5, and got 2
community leaders to sign up for the course. In addition, there
were strong negative feelings about noncredit programs because of
a history of poor acceptance and meaning to employers.

In addition to the credit and noncredit courses, there were

informal courses which generally took the form of tutorials: these were

in reading, mathematics, and refreshers for people planning to take the

High School Equivalency tests. To illustrate how one person got into

such a course, Professor Smith told this story:
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We have this one kid, you know, a real tough dude. He's about 17

years old, out of school, and has raised a lot of hell in the com-

munity and in our recreation program. A courla of staff members

saw him packing q rod before we made our Ino weaponst rule. On a

couple of occasionshe had threatened to close down the Center.

He was banned for a month, but gradually he has come to accept the

Centerts rules and discipline. One day recently, he came to me and

asked if he could sign up for a tutorial in the High School

Equivalency course so that he might eventually get into some college

credit courses at the Center.

I
think having the rec program like we do can encourage many

persons like this one to get started taking courses, especially

when they are both offered in the same plant and not across town in

alien country.

In addition to these activities, the Center has a separate con-

tract with a group of welfare mothers who are trying to get themselves

off welfare by learning typing and senography. There is a large demand

for such jobs in Detroit which is not being met. A well-equipped clerical

laboratory facility was made available by the Department of Business

Education on Waynets main campus. During the first term, 40 women signed

up and attended regularly. Professor Smith explained:

The need of this group of welfare mothers for some kind of day

care for their children while the mothers are in class caused us to

start to think about developing some self-sustaining day-care units

which would allow persons participating in the programs to bring

children along with them and not have to worry about getting a baby-

sitter. Things aren't always as neat, well-ordered, or easily tied

into an educational ball; when you go into a community where there

are a lot of needs you have to try to relate your program to this

whole range of needs. If what they need is X and you are offering

Y, you simply arentt responding to them appropriately. At a

university, things have to fit into nice, neat places, but that

isn't where the real world is.

The problems of setting up such a program are continuous, according to

the Director:

Therets no problem getting people into the Center--and

especially kids--because of the gym. Our real problem is getting

them there in some order. We were_pretty loose at first--too

loose, I'm sure--and we had a crisis a day. Someone was always

confronting us with something. Many of the problems and conflicts

of the larger community were becoming a part of the Center as the
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Center became more a part of the community. There are many 'tests'
and battles for controi. 'For instance, one day a group of tough
dudes came into the Center Director's office, came in and told him
that they were planning to take over the place and if he didn't
let them take it over, they were going to bomb it down. Well, he
let them talk for a while and then told them that like any other
place, there were certain rules about using the Center, and then he
told them why and laid it out for them--one, two, three, four. . . .

Well, they made some grumbling noises, said they were going to burn
it down, and left. But they started living with the rules eventually.

Yes, we've had headaches and there have been some days when I

wondered why I ever took this job. On one particularly bad day there
was a disagreement and a fight among three or four young adults from
rival factions in the community. We did know that this had occurred.
Members of one group were playing basketball in the gym, and the
other group found out about it and came to the Center to take out
their revenge for this earlier incident. One cat smuggled in a
sawed-off shotgun underneath his coat. Our first indication of
trouble was when we saw him aim the gun at someone down on the gym
floor. Well, everybody ran for the door and began melting into
corners. . . the toughest cats were the first ones out. I ran into
my office and called the cops, from the safest position I could find--

on the floor behind my desk-7out of sight.

In the meantime, one staff member had gotten close to the cat
with the gun, got an angle on him and knocked the gun out of his hands.
It clattered on the floor, they had a little scuffle over who was
going to get it, and then some of the other staff closed in, and got
the gun. Then the police force arrived, and you wouldn't believe
it. It was the tactical force and they came in all their glory-12_
cars, full battle gear, rifles, pump-action shotguns, etC. I thought
we were going to have a real one then. The people thought they were
being invaded--tension and feeling started to run very high and very
warm. I was glad when that day was over.

Smith went on to say:

There are real human successes, however, which make it all worthwhile.
For example, the cat who had had the shotgun--we were able to reach
him later on. Eventually we got him interested in college. He

has good artistic skills and we eventually hired him to work at the
Center. So it all somehow works out in the end.

At the time of my visit, the program was just beginning and it was dif-

ficult to make any real evaluation or assessment of its effectiveness.

The recreation program seemed to serve as a good entree to the other

activities in the Center. The thing that was the most impressive was

the generally loose and open attitude of the staff which allowed them to

respond to suggestions made by the people who used the facilities.
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At the time of the 1969 visit, there were only 25 students enrolled

in college courses. In the spring of 1971, it had grown to 200 3tudents

in college credit courses, with a vastly increased number and range of

course choices--still taught by Wayne State faculty (and an occasional

Dean) for the most part. After 12 hours of B work or 16 hours of C work,

students may and are encouraged to "transfer" to the main campus. Some

of the original students from the Center and regular Wayne State students

serve 'as paid team leaders, to help new Center students make the transi-

tion to full campus work. About 80 students, including one welfare

mother who has 8 children, have transferred to the main campus for

regular college degree work.

The Center has also developed a range of instruction for para-

professionals in Community Service agencies in ghetto areas. It also

has developed mechanisms for providing high school completion work and

technical orientation and trairOng for 125 high school drop-outs. Fifty

adults attend a similar Basic Educational High School completion program

at night. Many of these persons, also, may move onto the college credit

track.

Smith has now been moved into the role of plannlng additional

developments in other parts of Detroit, and has been given increased

funding from the University to employ a Center Director--Preston C.

Bright, and an assistan't to Bright, Silas Norman, both young, black,

bright and energetic. In addition, Mrs. Eln Adderley, an attractive

black woman who was the only professional on the staff aside from Smith

at the time of the site visit, now supervises the counseling and admis-

sions work of the college credit program, and assists Smith in developing

contracts and training programs to meet other needs of the community.
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In addition, Smith and his staff have arranged for community

groups to actually run certain aspects of the Center's program. For

example, a citizens' organized and operated cooperative called "Project

C. H. I. L. D." now manages day care programs. The Wayne Athletic

Association, a similar citizens' group, operates basketball and baseball

leagues through the Center. Both groups receive the technical assistance

of the Center staff. Finally, the Consumer Education program, under the

Consumer Research Advisory Council, a league of community organizations,

has its headquarters at the Center and is well on its way to developing

its own professional staff and activities. Together with Smith and his

staff, they are expected to plan a large role in the future in consumer

affairs as they affect the poor and the minority groups in Detroit.

The Center is also meeting its stated goal of becoming a "cultural

hub in the community" by presenting plays, encouraging the development of

drama clubs, etc. for the young, talent shows, educational field trips,

special community-related workshops and conferences, and speakers' program.

If its programming continues at its present pace, the East SideCenter

will have to expand its present facilities.

Special Student Programs

During the 1967-68 academic year, the undergraduate black

population at Wayne State University was 8.8 per cent of the 22,600

undergraduates. Of the large publicly-supported colleges and universities

in the United States, Wayne had the highest percentage of black under-

graduates. Over the last three years, this percentage has increased:

10.3 per cent in 68-69, 13.3 per cent in 69-70, and 14.8 per cent in 70-71.

The overall black student population, graduate and undergraduate,

accounts for 15,6 per cent of the student body in 70-71. These increases
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were not made without concerted effort on the part of the University to

make itself more available to its neighbors.

A good deal of the increase in black student enrollment at

Wayne is directly attributable to the Special Student Service Programs,

a general title under which fall several programs, including the Higher

Education Opportunities Committee--HEOC--which is the Talent Search

program at WSU. HEOC was started in 1963 by Wayne faculty and Detroit

citizens to provide financial support for needy but academically

successful black graduates of Detroit high schools. Upward Bound, also

under SSSP, was started at Wayne in 1966 and was cited in a national

evaluation by Greenleigh Associates in 1969 as the operational model for

all Upward Bound programs in the country. The third major SSSP program

is Prcdect 350, a thriving program built during 1968-69 from two 1967-68

experirental efforts which had been informally designated Project 300

and Project 50 for the number of students each one included.

Project 300, Waynels first experimental admissions program o:f any

major size, was born in 1967-68 when Wayne 'relaxed its admissicms policies

and accepted 300 applicants who had been denied admission on their first

try and whose grade point averages were 2.0 to 2.3, just below the cus-

tomary GPA requirements. Called, not inaccurately, the "cream of the

rejects," these students were selected from around the state solely on

the basis of their GPA, which resulted in a preponderance of suburban

(i.e., white) students; graduates from Detroitls inner city high schools

accounted for only some 20 per cent of this group.

That same summer, Project 50 was persuaded into.being by the

then Assistant Dean of Students Murray E. Jackson and the then Director

of HEOC Noah Brown, Jr. (Brown became Director of Special Student Service
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Programs in the fall of 1968, and in July of 1970 he was named Vice

President for Student Affairs.) Both Jackson and Brown are native

Detroiters, both black, and both very strong-minded. They saw that by

using the GPA as the only guide to selection:students fmn the pre-

dominantly black high schools in Detroit's central city would be

systematically excluded. The students in Project 50 ware chosen more

or less randomly by Jackson and Brown, and there were actually 52 stu-

dents, 50 of them black. The philosophy and the leadership of Project

50 and Project 300 were "merged" in October of 1968, and Project 350

was created (or re-created) under drastically changed selection and

program guidelines for the 1969-70 schoqf year. The Project has maintained

its annual admission level of 350 students and in the summer of 1971,

the total number of students who have been admitted under this special

effort reached 1,400.

Noah Brown convened a "Campus Planning Committee" for special

programs, composed of representatives from a variety of units related to

student personnel services and academic instruction. This conglomerate

of faculty, administrators and students cOntinues to mastermind the

programming activities of the Special Student Service Programs division.

Mr. Brown also convened a "Community Advisory Committee on

Special Student Programs and Summer Job Placement," composed of citizens

who represent a wide range of Detroit concerns: the municipal department

of Parks and Recreation, a major public housing project, the Cityls

poverty program umbrella agency called the Mayor's Committee for Human

Resources Development (MCHRD), public and parochial high school teachers

and principals, the Detroit Board of Education, the Varsity Club (black

athletes) , and a unique nonprofit job placement agency called Volunteer
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Placement Corps. This Committee is responsible each year for identifying

and recruiting.50 of the 350 students from across its reach of community

contacts, and for helping with jobs and job counseling for all Project

students during their entire University careers.

With the extremely active assistance of these two broad-based

groups, Brown shifted the recruitment guidelines for Project 350 from the

quantitative GPA selection method to a method which is based principally

on the federa! government's income data for Detroit, that is, recruitment

is concentrated in those areas surrounding public and parochial high

schools where there is the greatest percentage of low-income families.

Basing recruitment and admission in the poverty "target areas" allows

Vayne to draw upon a population of students almost universally overlooked

uy recruiters from other colleges and universities. The criteria used

to identify an area as a "target area" include family income level, level

of unemployment, high school drop-out rate, and ethnic composition.

Consideration of all these data along with the individual student's

grade record in high school, his motivations and aspirations as identified

by teachers and counselors, and the results of the standard admission test

scores gives Wayne a loosely-woven but relatively coherent set of indi-

caiors for potential success in their university careers of the Project

350 students.

Noah Brown is an amazing man who absolutely bubbles with energy

and enthusiasth for his work. Everyone I met and talked with about Project

350 (he was then still Director of SSSP) was caught up in his infectious

enthusiasm for his work and his students. He is committed completely to

the job of getting black--and other minority--students into Wayne State
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and making sure that they have the best chance to stay there until such

time as they finish whatever they are seeking.

Physically, Mr. Brown is a large, robust black man. One would

never think from his physical manner that he was a star basketball player

at Wayne State after his World War II army service, but after one is

exposed to his enthusiasm, it is easy to tell what kind of player he

was--full of hustle, always down the court first on the fast break.

He has a great gift for "turning people on" to his ideas.

Everyone on his staff is said to be "hooked" on him and on the Project.

Mr. Brown provides this Inspiration in several ways-as an energetic

director, as a sympathetic, warm person, and as an impassioned and

effective speaker. This last was illustrated when I sat in on an

advisory meeting in 1969 when Mr. Brown was refuting a statement made

by a faculty member that the Community Advisory Committee was merely a

"blue ribbon" committee. He spoke with sincere emotion about the Project,

himself, and the work of the Community Committee in the style of an old-

time black preacher. When his speech was over, there wasnIt a dry eye

around the table and everyone, including myself, felt a surge of emotion,

a feeling of being uplifted.

In 1969-70, the second year of Project 350, Brown had things

better organized. All 350 places were filled--250 marginal students and

100 "high-risk" students--and in addition to these, he was able, on very

short notice, to recruit an additional 67 students for a similar program

at Michigan State University.

Counseling and tutoring were expanded during the second year of

the program. Counseling is aggressive--and mandatory. Students in

Project 350 are contacted every week individually either in person or
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by telephone. Each of the counseling sessions is recorded on a special

report sheet so that there is very close monitoring or follow-up of each

student's progress. The counselor-student ratio is 1:60, and each coun-

selor stays with the same students throughout the year in order to

maintain continuity and to establish the maximum possible personal

relationship.

In addition to scheduled counseling, there is a tutorial center

where students.lay go for assistance either when they think they need

it or when they are referred by their counselors. All of the tutors and

counselors at this time were black--most of them are students who them-

selves entered the University through special admission programs--and the

majority of students in Project 350 is black. Many of the special tutors

are graduate fellows who are assigned by their instructional departMents.

As well as providing services to the participants, the Project

has made special efforts with the Office of Scholarships and Financial

Aids to streamline all procedures for application for financial assistance.

Aid to each student is "packaged" after interviews with the student, with

his parents, during which the extent of need is determined. As much as

is possible of the aid to entering Project 350 students is in the form

of grants, through the Educational Opportunity Grant program, since

Wayne feels that it places an unnecessarily heavy burden on new students

to take on loans right from the beginning. Many a-e assisted in.getting

part-time jobs, most through College Work-Study, to help pay their own

way through--another important thing in Wayne's view. As a last resort

almost, National Defense Student Loans are included in the first-year

student's financial assistance "package."
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The problem--not only at Wayne, but at schools all over the country

which recruit large numbers of low-income students--is that while the

number of such students is increasing as they begin to believe the

"educational opportunity" message--a very wholesome sign for higher

education in general--the sources and amount of financial assistance for

these students are diminishing and Wayne, like many other urban institutions,

is left holding the bag. The federal aid to needy students dwindles

steadily, almost a reverse reflection of the rise in their numbers knocking

at admissions office doors.

Some Academic Advisors were assigned through the College of

Liberal Arts Advising division to work with the specially admitted students.

The reasons for the assigned team of experienced Advisors were: (1) to

establish a milieu to develop meaningful relationships; (2) to make

Advisors accessible to the students on regular basis; (3) to give the

students a feeling of belonging; (4) to learn as much as possible about

the students and their experiences and problems; and (5) to use academic

knowledge, new approaches to program planning, and the broadest available

experience to help the students to succeed. One of the approaches to

program planning is to help thc students to 'e successful in their initial

efforts to complete course requirements--especially including courses in

which they have specified particular interest--and to distribute courses

to insure variety and a reasonable volume of reading. Miss Marjorie A.

Edwards, Academic Advisor and the College's Academic Advisor for Special

Programs, has worked with the special program students since the

beginning. She commented:

It is important that an Academic Advisor is realistic when advising
the specially admitted students, particularly during their first year.
During this period the students are gradually becoming oriented to
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college and to the expectations of college and the curricula. They

may indicate choices which at that point may seem unrealistic because

of strong evidence from their records that much supportive work has

to be done if their stated goals are to be achieved. It is important,

however, that this be explained in terms the students can understand

so that it is not conveyed to them that they are prohibited from

making their own choices, but only that some choices have to be delayed

until they have had a chance to demonstrate through their academic

performance whether it is a good choice or not. This demonstration

has to be cautiously allowed by the Advisor so as not to jeopardize

the students' general academic situation. Motivation, innate ability,

and latent development can sometimes baffle our expectations of

students, so their freedom to choose must not be stifled. There

seems to be somewhat less of the seemingly unrealistic choices

expressed as goals among the second and current groups of students.

Though the incidents are few, some of the adjustments that the

1969 and 1970 specially admitted students had to make have to do with

integrated classroom situations where black students were in a minority.

Miss Edwards tells a story of one first-year student who apparently never

had been in an integrated classroom where black students were in the

minority. At Wayne, she was attending an introductory social science

class in which there were only six or seven black students. Both the

black and the white students tended to sit by themselves. The girl

informed Miss Edwards that her instructor was a racist and was not con-

cerned about black students because he was not addressing his lectures

to all students but only to the white students. (This, of course, was

largely a result of the examples the instructor used in class which

really applied only to the white students, and naturally the white

students found them to be more interesting and relevant to their expe-

rience than the black students did.) The instructor was also said to

fix his eyes only in one area of the classroom--which was not in the

black students' direction. The student took all of this very personally.

Miss Edwards tried to analyze the situation, being sure not to

take sides, and told the girl to try an experiment--she should take a
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seat in another area of the classroom away from the other black students

and observe if the instructor still seemed o address his lecture and

discussion only to the white students. It was also impressed upon the

student that she had paid her tuition for that class and that she belonged

there. She was encouraged to talk to her classmates and she was told that

if she still fell she had a problem after trying what was suggested, to

return. The student returned at the end of the quarter and told Miss

Edwards that her fears were unfounded and that she had talked to the_

instructor whom she decided really was concerned about all of the

students in his class.

Summarising her approach with tiefe specially admitted students,

Miss Edwards said:

I guess we have to give the special students the extra attention.

We have to ifelp orient them to the University and to college life.

They seem to have more need for this kind of attention than the

regularly admitted studentsmaybe because they are often the first

in their family to go to college. We also have to allow them to

express their feeljngs and encourage rapport since these are some

of the ways we can eliminate some of the sort of vague problems

that could be affecting normal academic progress. The sOecial

programs Academic Advisor team must make a real effort to accomplish

this, and from what is shown in my records of the academic progress

of the specially admitted students, it seems to be paying off.

Indeed it has paid off. After the first quarter (during which

the students took two courses for credit and one noncredit course) 104

(or 47%) of the 219 had attained a 2.0 grade point average. Another 104

were on probation with a.grade point average below .2.0. Eleven or

had either withdrawn or had incomplete grades. By the end of the first

academic year (Spring 1969), 95 (or 43.6%) of the original 219 had grade

point averages of 2.0 or better, while 123 (56.4%) had averages below

2.0. Of these probation students, 7 had been excluded from the program

because of poor performance, 9 had dropped out of college, and 31 had
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failed to re-enroll for the new quarter for a wide variety of reasons.

The attrition of 47 (or 21%) among the special program students has

proved to be very little different from that of regularly enrolled

freshmen. The majority of students who were on probation had deficiency

ranges of -1 through -15; this range is considered to be academically

salvageable.

The median grade point average for all special students was 2.0,

but six persons had averages of 3.0 or bettor. The best grades were in

English and Psychology. The general trend is for all students to improve

their grades as they learn better how to study and as they become

accustomed to University life. Many of these students show definite

promise of doing better as they move along.

The Co-Qp (Co-operative Work and Study)

Educational Program

Another program at Wayne State primarily toassis't black students

is the Co-op program. This was begun at the instigation of Pcnson

Manlove, a tall, confident black man who said was probably destined to

become a pimp or street hustler until he went to college. While a

senior in the School of Business Administration, he went to the Presie.ent

with his observation that there were very few black students in the

Business School and in the College of Engineerilg, and said he wanted

to work on plans to get more black students into these two schools,

particularly. One of his plans was the Co-op program of alternating

terms of work and school. President Keast liked Mr. Manlove and his

ideas and appointed him as Assistant to the President. practically on the

spot, in the summer of 1 968.
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The Co-op program opened in the summer of 1565 with 20 students.

It Was enlarged in the fall to 100 students, and added another 80 in the

winter. Manlove's goal fcr 200 students during the first year was met.

Students may enter the Co-op program after they have completed

80 hours of credit with at least a 2.0 grade point average. The majority

of students now in the program already were enrolled at Wayne State

before joining the Co-op program, but considerable efforts were in the

planning for the second year to recruit from junior and community college

in the Detroit area. The program takes five years to complete, and many

students are resistant to the idea of such a long commitment despite the

fact that the average student at Wayne State takes five years to finish

an undergraduate degree.

Students in the program are enthusiastic about the Co-op idea.

In a group interview I held with five black students, Julia, a slim,

pretty girl about 25 years old who had been at Wayne State for six years

working part-time toward her degree in accounting said she felt a

certain relief after joining the Co-op:

Co-op is a lot better, you know--you're not as pushed. When I

was working at Wayne and going to school, too, I never felt like a

student. I was always having to rush here and do this, rush there

and do that. I was busy all the time, but now I've got time to

relax and to do some things besides working and studying.

Julia earned $600 a month at her Co-op placement which was

considerably more than she earned working part-time. This money allows

her to have more leisure, to do things that other less financially pressed

students do.

Jerome, an engineering student, said he particularly liked the

Co-op program because it allowed him to apply knowledge he gained in

classes. During his placement, Jerome worked in the product improvement
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division of Cadillac. His job was to determine and rectify a drive-

shaft failure which was occurring on Cadillacs. Defective drive-shafts

were sent to the Cadillac plant from all over the country where extensive

analyses were made of the damages. These data were put on punch cards

and run through a computer to determine the cause of failure. The com-

puter did not discover the reason for the failures, but Jerome did after

he observed the installation of the drive-shafts on the assembly line.

It seemed that many of the drive-shafts got dropped and damaged during

installation and then were further damaged when they were forced into

place. He discovered this only after extensive on-Gite observation and

these observations were confirmed by dismantling the drive-shafts and

checking the damage before they left the plant. The assembly line workers

were told of the resulting damages and how to avoid them.

The only criticism of the Co-op program arising out of one group

discussion was that there was not enough information disseminated before

the program began, and persons in the program did not know enough either

about their placement or about the structure of the program. Of the five

students, one disliked her job placement and another felt that he did not

get enough supervision at his placement to make it meaningful to his

course in industrial relations.

The plan for the second year of the program (1970-71) was to

recruit another 200 students and to expand the Co-op program plan into the

chemistry department and the department of journalism.

Manlove's enthusiasm for Co-oping is so great that he organized

a group of blacks in the National Cooperative Education Association to

encourage the development of similar programs in black colleges, mostly

in the South. It was his and his group's plan to serve as aggressive
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consultants to go to black colleges and universities to sell the co-op

idea much more.actively than it has been in the past. They did this in

1969 and 1970 in several colleges throughout the south, with great

success.

Manlove believes that the Co-op is a particularly good way to get
1

black graduates into the good job market:

Co-op is a natural for the South and for that matter, the North
as well. It gives the student needed confidence and experience.
By the time he has his degree, he has one or two years of experience
on a job in his field. He has more to offer his prospective
employer.

One of the interesting outcomes of Manlove's interest and activity

in th College of Engineering and the School of Business Administration

is that black students in those two units have established associations

of black students which are independent of the larger University

Association of Black Students. They are organized and focused around

vocational and professional interests rather than on the broad political

and black studies interests of the ABS. Both the associations are self-

help oriented, and were initiated with the goals of cutting down the

attrition rate of black students in the two colleges and to show what

black students can do for themselves and for their colleges as an

organized group.

Summer Science Researchiroaram

Programs for the poor, underprivileged inner city child appear

in unexpected places at Wayne Stafe--such an unexpected place is the

Physics Department. Persons with social consciences at Wayne are not

restricted to any one department. They seem to abound everywhere.

This program attempts to bring relatively high ability high

school juniors and seniors from the inner city into physical science
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laboratories as interns, where they work directly with a graduate research

assistant under direct supervision of a professor. The intern works 7

hours a day, 5 days a week in the laboratory, with a weekly lecture

given 15y various professors in the department. There is a specific

attempt to stay away from a schbol-like atmoiphere (the students need a

change after 10 months in school) and a strong emphasis on real work

situat ions which wi 1 1 al low the participants to stretch beyond their

present level of funct ion ing.

This is not A "make-work" program. From its inception, the pro-

gram was conceived to assist the Physics Department as well as the interns.

Professor Leonard 0. Roel 1 ig, the thoughtful and able director of the

project, said that he continually stresses to professors who request

interns that they make the work interesting and take time to teach the

interns specific tasks that they must learn in order to do the job.

The graduate student under whom the intern works serves as a link

between the intern and the professor. It is with the graduate student

that the intern works in a close, day-to-day relationship and it is

expected that the graduate student will take a personal interest in the

laboratory intern and make a special effort to get to know him or her.

Graduate students are encouraged to take the interns to the Student

Center, to show them around the campus, to socialize informally, and

genera 1 1 y to serve as rol e models.

Professor Roel 1 ig said of the high school students:

Most of the interns who come to the program have never known a.
college-educated individual as a person, in contrast to youth of
today''s middle-class suburbia who have friends, relatives, a nd
neighbors who have successfully completed college. Our program
provides the opportunity for the interns to develop a close personal
relationship with college people and at the same time, it gives
them the opportunity to learn what it is Hke to be a research
physicist, chemist, or biologist. Generally, the work is varied; it
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depends upon the specific lab and what tasks have to be done.
Students may analyze data, make measureMents, build apparatus, take
field trips, etc.

The program grew out of the interest of Professor Roellig, and

Professors Alvin Saperstein and Melbourne Stewart, also.of the Physics

Department, in the in 3r city student. It began in 1967, when 20

interns were brought into the Physics 'Department, Of that original

group, 16 were black and 4 white. Being black is not a particular

criterion for the program, although the predominant numbers have been

black so far. Similarly, innee city schools are emphasized because it

is felt that the students from these schools would derive the greatest

benefit from the program.

During 1968, the program.was expanded into two more departments--

Chemistry and Biology--and brought in 64 interns (62 black and 2 white).

It was found that there were'not enough meaningful jobs for that number

of interns in the three departments over the summer, so in 1969 and 1970,

the number was cut back to 40. The program will include 41 students in

the summer of 1971, and the College of Engineering may participate along

with the three science departments.

Results of the program have been most encouraging. During the

spring of 1968,.Professor Roellig sent cards to all 20 of the students

who participated in the 1967 program asking them to come to a group

meetFng at Wayne State. Thirteen came to the meeting and of that number,

12 were in or were accepted by some college or university; many felt they

were able to get scholarships because of their participation in the

program. Many professors in the program were helpful by writing recom-

mendations for individual interns, based on their knowledge of their

abilities and work habits.
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During 1969, graduate students from the School of Social Work

did a follow-up study of 50 of the 64 students in the 1968 Summer Science

Program, and found that 86 per cent of the responding participants felt

that the project was beneficial to them. Ten per cent of the interns

said that they had changed their career goals and that they planned

to pursue a Science 'career as a result of their participation in the

,program. (Sixty per cent of the high :school students were alreaaY directed

toward science careers before taking part in the program, whichmas why

they were selected.)

Original funding for the program had come from three sources:

Neighborhood Youth Corps of 0E0, New Detroit, Inc., (an agency made up

of local businessmen and civic leaders which grew out of the ashes of the

riots of 1967), and from Wayne State itself. The proposed budget for

the 1970 program was $32,000.

Influencing Social Policy

Traditionally, schools of social work have placed graduate students

in social agencies to learn case work, psychiatric social work, group

work, or community organization as student-practitioners under supervision.

More recently, there has been a heavy increase in interest in the com-

munity social work component. Wayne State's School of Social Work has

experienced this shift of emphasis, but as is characteristic of the whole

University, has taken the idea much farther. Their innovation is the

placement of graduate students in community organization in the offices

of politicians as legislative ombudsmen who deal with the problems of the

inner city and the poor. Associate Professor Elizabeth J. Phillips, an

enthusiastic advocate of this idea, said of the placements: "We're

working within the political system to participate in the development
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of state and federal legislation for social domestic programs needed in

the local communities."

This program began in September of 1966 with placements to four

legislators--one United States Congressman, two State legislators, and

a Detroit Common Councilman. By the 1969-70 school year:, 11 students

were placed with 6 legislators and 3 legislative agencies. Students spend

three days a week in the office of the legislator and the other two days

in class for a whole school year.

The experience of students is very illuminating, as I found out

in a group interview with the 11 students and 3 faculty members who were

involved in the program. The following is from the notes I took at that

meeting:

Three of the students--William Long, Jewell Burdette, and Robert

Santos-- were, with one of the faculty members, Assistant Professor

William Iverson, working in the office of Congressman John Conyers, Jr.

The principal duties of the three placements were to handle constitu-

ents! complaints. Whenever a constituent either writes or calls

Congressman Conyers about a specific grievance, it is the internIs

job to learn the specific of the particular complaint and to make

some effort to satisfy the constituent. Complaints ranged from the

very personal--a man trying to get unemployment benefits after being

told twice by the employment office that he didn't qualify--to the

larger national issues such as the draft, the war in Vietnam, urban

environment, big city problems, etc.

The students had direct but infrequent access to the Congressman

himself, but all worked very closely with members of his staff in

his local Detroit office.

In addition to the routine work of handling constitutent com-

plaints, each of the three specialized in specific projects with

which the Congressman was m)rking. For example, Robert Santos had

been working extensively with consumer groups on consumer fraud.

One of the initial efforts of this special project was to work with

the United Farm Workers to stage a boycott of grapes picked by non-

union workers--the grapes were being sold in certain of the larger

supermarkets. This led to other efforts concerning specific

consumer problems.

None of the three thought that.he was too effective in

influencing either the'Congressman or his staff, but felt that the
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experience was worth it because it allowed him an opportunity to see how

the political scene was run and how he could be more effective as a

social worker and as a citizen.

Of another mind was Edward Darnell, a black student who was

placed with Coleman Young, a black State Senator who is said to

have close relations with his constituents and is attempting to

involve himself in more of the peoples' needs than most of the other

State legislators, either Senators or Representatives. Mr. Darnell's

principal job was to explain and promote Senator Young's plan for

school decentralization in Detroit. (Senator Young was the principal

author of a plan to alter the overcentralized Detroit public school

system.) Mr. Darnell spoke to various groups--large and small,

black and white-7-about the decentralization plan.

Mr. Darnell is very close to the scene (one of the reasons is

that Senator Young does not have as large a staff as Congressman

Conyers') and often finds h4mself being asked by the Senator for his

opinions about a whole range of issues. Mr. Darnell said that

initially, this 'threw him' because he didn't feel as familiar as he

might have about particular issues or the roles of different people

and the kinds of influence they have. In time he gained confidence

and now states his opinions and evaluations candidly with the

Senatorand feels he has a specific effect on the opinions of the

Senator.

Another example of the range of placements was that of Paul

Hubbard, a tall, outspoken black man who was placed with the

Association of Black Students at Wayne State. ABS had been reorganized

and revitalized a few years back by Lonnje Peek, a graduate Social

Work student at that time, and Peek had set the model for succeeding

Social Work students with the group. The placement is justified by

the Social Work faculty on the grounds that ABS is involved routinely

in larger community problems than just those at Wayne. According to

Mr. Hubbard, the general goals of ABS are to sensitize the black

people on the campus and in the community to the needs and problems

out in the community, and if that entails such topics as the war.in_

Vietnam or police brutality in the-black community, then these

issues are taken up by ABS.

Mr. Hubbard said he works very closely both with the black student

leaders and with local community leaders in the areas immediately

adjacent to the University in the Model .Cjties designated areas.

Hubbard seemed to identifystrongly with the Association's goals.,

policies, and the means of attainin6them. He seemed very exuberant

about his work and expressed a great deal of personal satisfaction

about the attainments of the Association of Black Students at Wayne.

The approach to the political placements generally is bi-partisan.

However, the values and social philosophy of the legislators are crucial

in any placement. Politicians like to have interns because they are
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free staff. The selection of politicians' offices for placement sites

depends upon the learning opportunities, the level of government the

political host represents, his legislative interests and voting record,

and, most important, if his values are compatible with the profession of

social work.

It is generally understood by the students and by the host legis-

lator that the students are to deal with issues that are particular7y

relevant to social issues. The use of these legislative-ombudsmen-interns

seems a good way for universities to contribute to the legislative process.

It is.good experience for the student; he gets to learn how the political

machinery works and how he may function in that machine. The legislator,

on.the other hand, gets needed help, and in some cases may be exposed to

a social philosophy different fro r. his own. Further, many of these

intEwns have extensive experience with specific social problems.

Limits of space do not allow descriptions of other programs of

the School of Social Work, but they, like nearly all schools at Wayne.

State, are active in a variety of projects that relate to the inner city

and to the problems of the poor and the black communities.

Waynels Urban Emphasis

Wayne Statels involvement with the problems of the city is

long-standing. It seems to be an inherited tradition. Before becoming

a large University, it was a collection of municipal colleges with a

strong community orientation (a so-called "street car" college). The

orientation has not changed with all of the changes that have occurred

during the University's fast growth. While Wayne State is no longer a

prototype community college, it is definitely involved in the community,

educating its citizens and providing services to its neighbors.
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Both the past and the present leadership at Wayne has carried on

the tradition of urban involvement. The current president, William R.

Keast (he retired in June 1971), carried Wayne's tradit'on even further

by making urban involvement the major focus of the entire University.

President Keast, whose energy belies his shock of white hair, proposed

in a 1967 address to the University faculty that the goal for Weyne

State is: u . . to be the nationls unique urban university, and to

envision a day when other institutions will look to us for the new patterns

by which universities will help create a more humane urban society."

This goal of the University was to be attained by (1) modifying

admissions policies and encouraging minority student enrollment not only

for undergraduate students but for graduate students as well; (2)

developing new methods of measuring and rewarding promise and/or com-

petence in high-quality teaching and distinguished service to the com-

munity as well as scholarship and research; (3) providing needed services

to the community throughout the University wherever it can, and particu-

larly through such agencies as the Center for Urban Studies.and the

Community Extension Centers program.

Indeed, Wayne State has gone some way toward fulfilling these

goals. Over one year black enrollment increased 25 per cent--from 3,338

in 1968-69, to 4,421 in 1969-70. A further increase of 15 per cent was

made with other minority groups, from 867 to 993. Combining the two,

there was an increase in minority student enrollment of 29 per cent,

while the total increase in University enrollment was only 5 per cent.

Increases in the graduate and professional school enrollments

are not as dramatic, but have shown marked improvement. The Law School

in 1970-71 has only 6.2 per cent black students; this nearly doubled from
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26 students in 1968-69, to 58 students in 1970-71. Similarly, the School

of Medicine, with 8.7 per cent minority students in all programs in

1970-71, increased numbers from 28 in 1968-69 to 72 1970-71. Greater

percentages are shown in the fields of lesser prestige which traditionally

have been more open to minority student enrollment: these are, in 1970-71,

Social Work with 28.1 per cent; Education with 19.1 per cent; and Nursing

with 19.5 per cent. The College of Liberal Arts, the omnium gatherum

of any large university, has an overall total minority student enrollment

of 16.4 per cent in 1970-71.

Services abound at Wayne, as I have tried to illustrate with my

earlier description of those programs that I thought were unusual or out

of the ordinary. A more comprehensive, although older, enumeration of

programs at Wayne may be found in the University's own publication,

Wayne and the Inner City: A Survey of Urban Concern, published in the

fall of 1968.

There has not by any means been a suspension of the usual

academic standards for judging competence (the usual publish Or perish

eiiict), and there are problems throughout the University of the more

traditional kind. Richard Simmons, Jr., an Associate Director of the

.Center for Urban Studies, and Associate Professor in the School of

Social Work, explained the problems of the Center for Urban Studies:

There are and will be problems--and we don't m;nimize them for

a minutebecause community service just doesn't figure in any

university reward system. You're not going to get promoted for all

those meetings you attend in the local community or for anything that

you ;light do out there. The only place in the University where 1

see this reward system breaking down is, perhaps, in the School of

Social Work, which has in its short addition been more involved with

community activitils and community service than any other Ongle

school at the Universitybut even there, you more or less -have to

publish or perish.
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I believe, however, that there exists a climate at Wayne State

where standards may be modified, if not changed altogether. At Waynp

State, persons are judged by services they perform for the community,

but they also are judged by traditional standards as well. The problem

is that Wayne State is not an island--Wayne is part of a' much larger

social system. Lid the larger social system is much more traditional

than Wayne State is--publication record and academic peer recognition

means more to the larger system than the ability to teach well and to

serve the community. Professor Roellig may get recognition at Wayne

State for his fine program to educate the inner city science student,

but he will not be recognized by the larger physics or science community

unless he also does the things they expect of him. Until such a time

as the larger system changes, Wayne itself will be something of an

anomaly. Let us be thankful for anomalies.

Not everything goes well at Wayne. One of the major efforts

of President Keast to give emphasis and focus to much of the urban

involvement at Wayne has had serious internal and external problems and

a recebt c'hange in leadership. This is the Center for Urban Studies.

The Center was established in 1968 in order: "to draw all the major

.schools, colleges, and divisions into a flexible and increasingly maturing

network which recognizes both their (each school, college, and division)

independence and their interdependence, and utilizes both in enhancing

their capabilities for response to urbanization."

The Center is responsible for four basic areas: research,

education, international urban studies, and community activities, but,

according to Professor Simmons, ". . . itts community activity. (throughout

the University) that will be ihe cutting edge. . . That will be the
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difference between the Center for Urban Studies at Wayne--a center that

wants to get things done and to work in the local community7and other

institutes formed around urban problems."

The Center was given substantial support, funds, and staff by

the University to accomplish its goals. During its first year of

operations--a full-time Director was named in January 1969--a good deal

was accomplished, most notably an exchange program of European urban

pl'anners, the publication of a fact book of planning data for Detroit,

a Conference of Urban Studies Directors from all around the country, a

Conference on New Towns, and the development of a model to revitalize

Detroit's Woodward-Cass corridor, the area in which the University is

situated. There were, however, problems due to the personality of the

director and fears he engendered that the center would attempt to

coordinate all urban involvement at the University. Such involvement was

just too diffuse and complex to be coordinated.

The four divisions of the Center work well enough in their own

spheres--community activities, research, education, and international

urban studies--but they seem not.to mesh well nor do they

complement each other appreciably. The former director of the Center,

an'interesting and productive scholar in his own right, was not able to

provide the administrative glue which would have held the four divisions

somehow centered on common or shared goals and concerns. Consequently,

the four parts tend to oompete with each other in noncompetitive areas,

wasting much time and energy. Separately, they do much that is

admirable.

For example, the Community Activities division, under Professor

Simmons, was asked to mediate the changeover of a Catholic church
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activities building in St. Peter Clever parish, from'the jurisdiction of

the Archdiocese and the parish to the United .Community Services, which

had, in fact, been providing most if not all of its support ovar the

last few years. This was one of those touchy situations where the

neighborhood wanted, and felt demonstrably justified, complete control

of the facility, since they were the ones using it, and where the earlier

style "lady bountiful" control through the parish was reluctant to let

go of authority over the .facility out of genuine fear for its survival

and proper use. Professor Simmons provided, patiently and over a long

period, negotiating opportunities and guidelines for all parties involved

in the issue, and slowly but surely the group brought itself around to

an agreement fully satisfactory to both sides. The measure of his

success, which he claims for the University since his work was sanctioned

by the University, came at the very end of the process when some of the

original board members from the parish were asked, unanimously, by the

community to continue as members of the newly revised and reorganized

board of the parish center.

On a totally different topic, the International Urban Studies

division has provided staff and leadership skills of high professional

quality. Professor Jack Fisher heads the work of the American-Yugoslav

Project, most of which activity takes place in Yugoslavia, not in

Detroit, although Yugoslays are almost set-pieces on the campus of Wayne.

The Belgrade Transportation Study is the most ambitious of his programs.

Professor Fisher is either a politically-minded academic or an

academically-minded politician, no one knows which, :although he has a

Ph. D. and all the other traditional paraphernalia of academe, and he

has persuaded broad-based support of his unusual program from a range of
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civic and political leadership. Judges, architects, planners, lawyers,

and other professionals from the City and from around the U. S. serve

on his advisory board. Part of Professor Fisher's program involves

having graduate students, called Junior Fellows, from both Eastern and

Western EuropeYugoslavia, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Italy,

France, England--come to Wayne for a 10-month period of study and research

in the Detroit urban region. Others, who are full-fledged professionals

and who are called Senior Fellows, come usually for one quarter at a time

to teach special courses in urban-regional planning, or to lead seminars

for graduate students at Wayne and to supervise special research projects

carried on in their specialties by Wayne graduate students. This very

successful program has had fiscal support from the Ford Foundation and

continuous endorsement by the U. S. Department of State as well as by

national governments of the countries represented.

The Urban Education division is headed by Professor Otto J.

Hetzel, who holds a joint appointment in the Law School and in the Center.

The "Urban Fellowship" program is the major formal educational program

of the Center. Fellows can be from any school, college, or department

in the University which views their work with the Center as a useful

component of the entire educational experience. Fellows in 1970-71

are from all ten schools and colleges in the University, and represent

more than a dozen different disciplines.

The departure, in the spring of 1970, of the Director of the

Center for Urban Studies, which was in part due to his failure of leader-

ship, has not had the effect of bringing these sections closer together.

An acting director, a member of the University's central executive

staff, is holding the fort until the University--and the Center-- decide

what direction the Center should take from now on. '
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There is a fairly substantial "student involvement" aspect to

the Center for Urban Studies, especially cons.idering its primary

emphasis on graduate and advanced undergraduate programs, and the

students1 interest and enthusiasm for what they are getting out of the

several parts of the Center toward their education and future career

goals certainly will be weighed heavily when determining the Center's

future.
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